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Per�lhyhH paroÔsa ergas�a pragmateÔetai thn anaz thsh gia an¸male trigrammikè su-zeÔxei mpozon�wn bajm�da sto pe�rama stoiqeiwd¸n swmatid�wn CMS, mèsw thtelik  kat�stash me èna mpozìnio Z kai èna fwtìnio. Gia thn an�ptuxh twnmejìdwn qrhsimopoi jhkan prosomoiwmèna de�gmata, kai akoloÔjhse h an�lush de-domènwn apì ti sugkroÔsei prwton�wn ston epitaqunt  LHC kai o kajorismìepitrept¸n tim¸n gia ti suzeuxei.Met� apì m�a sÔntomh parous�ash tou peir�mato, analÔontai ta qarakthristik�tou s mato apì ti nèe suzeÔxei, to opo�o proèrqetai apì koruf  metaxÔ dÔompozon�wn Z kai enì fwton�ou. AnalÔontai ep�sh ta qarakthristik� twn upob�-jrwn, ta opo�a emfan�zoun thn �dia telik  kat�stash e�te mèsw diergasi¸n entìtou Kajierwmènou ProtÔpou e�te lìgw lanjasmènh tautopo�hsh. Sth sunèqeiaparousi�zetai h diadikas�a prosomo�wsh gegonìtwn kai o genn tora gegonìtwnpou anaptÔqjhke gia th sugkekrimènh an�lush. Akolouje� h suz thsh th alus�dakrithr�wn epilog  twn fusik¸n antikeimènwn pro an�qneush, dhlad  tou fwton�oukai twn hlektron�wn kai mion�wn apì th di�spash tou mpozon�ou Z.Gia na antimetwpistoÔn ta gegonìta upob�jrou pou epizoÔn twn krithr�wn epilog ,anaptÔqjhke m�a teqnik  h opo�a epitrèpei thn ekt�mhsh tou pl jou tou qrhsi-mopoi¸nta th mètrhsh tou kanalioÔ Zγ kai enì de�gmato skandalismènou apìadronikoÔ p�dake. G�netai perigraf  th teqnik , kai parousi�zontai ta apo-telèsmata th an�lush sta dedomèna twn metr sewn, qrhsimopoi¸nta ta pr¸ta
36.1 pb−1 apì ti sugkroÔsei prwton�wn.Kaj¸ to pl jo twn gegonìtwn e�nai polÔ mikrì gia �mesh an�qneush twn pi-jan¸n nèwn suzeÔxewn, pragmatopoie�tai an�lush pijanof�neia sthn katanom  thegk�rsia enèrgeia tou fwton�ou. Qrhsimopoi¸nta ta prosomoiwmèna de�gmata mean¸male suzeÔxei, lamb�nontai sunart sei prìbleyh twn opo�wn h sumbatìthtame th mètrhsh elègqetai, kai mèsw megistopo�hsh th pijanof�neia jètontai ìriasti epitreptè timè twn suzeÔxewn.Oi parathr sei brèjhkan sumbatè me to Kajierwmèno Prìtupo. Ta ìria pou tèjh-kan sti timè m�a ek twn dÔo suzeÔxewn e�nai stenìtera apì eke�na prohgoÔmenwnpeiram�twn, en¸ gia periorismì th deÔterh apaite�tai megalÔtero ìgko dedomè-nwn. 8



Summary

This study deals with the search for anomalous trilinear couplings between gau-
ge bosons at the elementary particles experiment CMS, in the final state consisting
of a Z boson and a photon. Simulated datasets were used for the development of
the methods, which was followed by the analysis of data from proton collisions at
the LHC accelerator, and the specification of allowed values for the couplings.

A brief presentation of the experiment is followed by discussion about the cha-
racteristics of the signal from the new couplings, which occurs from a vertex in-
volving two Z bosons and one photon. The characteristics of the backgrounds are
discussed as well; the backgrounds consist of the same final state as the signal,
coming from either Standard Model processes or misidentification. After this, the
simulation process is presented along with the event generator developed for the
specific analysis. The chain of the selection criteria for the physics objects under
detection is eventually discussed, namely the selection of photons and electrons
and muons, as the latter two occur from the Z boson’s decay.

In order to deal with the background events which survive the selection, a tech-
nique was developed which permits the estimation of their number by using the
measurement in the Zγ channel and a dataset triggered by hadronic jets. The
technique is discussed, and then the analysis results are presented as obtained wi-
th the first 36.1 pb−1 of proton collisions.

As the number of events is too low for a direct observation of any new couplings,
a likelihood analysis is performed on the distribution of the photon transverse
energy. Prediction functions are obtained by using the simulated datasets with
anomalous couplings, and their compatibility with the measurement is examined.
Finally, new limits are set on the possible values of the couplings through maxi-
mization of the likelihood.

The observation is compatible with the Standard Model. The limits on one of
the two couplings are tighter than those from previous experiments, while more
data are required for constraining the second one.9





At the end of the academic year, the students asked me
to give a talk about my experiences of teaching in Brazil.

(.....)
Finally, I said that I couldn’t see how anyone could be

educated by this self-propagating system (...). “However,”
I said, “I must be wrong. There were two students in my
class who did very well, and one of the physicists I know

was educated entirely in Brazil. Thus, it must be possible
for some people to work their way through the system, bad

as it is.” (...)
Then something happened which was totally unexpected

for me. One of the students got up and said, “I’m one
of the two students whom Mr. Feynman referred to at the

end of his talk. I was not educated in Brazil; I was
educated in Germany, and I’ve just come to Brazil this

year.”
The other student who had done well in class had a similar
thing to say. And the professor I had mentioned got up and

said, “I was educated here in Brazil during the war, when,
fortunately, all of the professors had left the university, so
I learned everything by reading alone. Therefore I was not

really educated under the Brazilian system.”

– R. Feynman, “Surely you’re joking Mr.Feynman”
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PrìlogoH qwr� prohgoÔmeno epituq�a tou Kajierwmènou ProtÔpou - th jewrhtik morfopo�hsh th gn¸sh ma gÔrw apì ta stoiqei¸dh sustatik� tou kìsmou - od -ghse se entatikè prosp�jeie eÔresh m�a rwgm  sth dom  tou. 'Ena apì tashme�a pou melet¸ntai entatik� gia m�a tètoia èndeixh br�sketai sthn kardi� twn�diwn twn summetri¸n pou upagoreÔoun to Prìtupo, me th morf  sqèsewn an�me-sa stou fore� twn dun�mewn: H parous�a nèwn suzeÔxewn twn ped�wn bajm�daja s maine m�a apìklish, anex�rthth apì sugkekrimène jewrhtikè paradoqè, kaiapotèlese èna apì ta antike�mena twn pr¸twn melet¸n pou pragmatopoi jhkan stope�rama tou SumpagoÔ SwlhnoeidoÔ Mion�wn me dedomèna apì sugkroÔsei prw-ton�wn ston Meg�lo Epitaqunt  Adron�wn tou CERN.H paroÔsa melèth asqole�tai me aut  thn anaz thsh gia �an¸male� suzeÔxei baj-m�da se gegonìta ìpou h telik  kat�stash apotele�tai apì èna mpozìnio Z0 kaièna fwtìnio, kai pragmatopoi jhke me ta dedomèna pou sullèqjhkan apì to pe�rama
CMS sth di�rkeia tou 2010.

12



Kef�laio 1O epitaqunt  LHC kai tope�rama CMS

1.1 O epitaqunt  LHCO Meg�lo Epitaqunt  Adron�wn (Large Hadron Collider, LHC) [15℄ apotele�èna mhq�nhma gia sugkroÔsei prwton�wn-prwton�wn, kai br�sketai egkatesthmènosto toÔnel perimètrou 26.6 km to opo�o e�qe qrhsimopoihje� apì ton epitaqunt 
LEP, sto CERN, se b�jo an�mesa sta 50 kai ta 175 m k�tw apì thn epif�neiatou ed�fou. H mègisth dunat  enèrgeia sugkroÔsewn, h opo�a anamènetai na epi-teuqje� met� to 2012, e�nai √s = 14 TeV en¸ h mègisth dunat  fwteinìthta e�nai �shme L = 1034 cm−2 s−1. Oi timè twn paramètrwn leitourg�a tou LHC d�nontai stonP�naka 4.1.O LHC apotele�tai apì dÔo daktul�ou sÔgqrotron, kat� m ko twn opo�wn kinoÔn-tai dÔo anex�rthte dèsme prwton�wn se ant�jete kateujÔnsei, kai qrhsimopoie�epiplèon to sÔmplegma pro-epitaqunt¸n pou up rqe  dh sto CERN. Oi dèsme dia-staur¸nontai se tèssera shme�a gÔrw apì ta opo�a e�nai topojethmèna tèsserapeir�mata: Ta dÔo apì ta shme�a apoteloÔn perioqè uyhl  fwteinìthta kai ste-g�zoun tou aniqneutè �genik  qr sh� ATLAS[16℄ kai CMS[17℄, se antidiametrikèjèsei sto daktÔlio. Oi �lloi dÔo aniqneutè, topojethmènoi sta shme�a eisagwg th dèsmh apì ton pro-epitaqunt  Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), proor�zontaigia exeidikeumène èreune: O LHC-b[18℄ èqei anaptuqje� gia th melèth th fusik twn kou�rk b kai sugkekrimèna th parab�ash th summetr�a CP, kai o ALICE[19℄qrhsimopoie�tai gia th melèth sugkroÔsewn barèwn iìntwn.To fjinìpwro tou 2009 pragmatopoi jhkan oi pr¸te sugkroÔsei ston LHC, seenèrgeie kèntrou m�za 900 GeV kai 2.136 TeV. Apì to M�rtio tou 2010, o LHCleitourge� sta 7 TeV. H leitourg�a sth di�rkeia tou 2010 exel�qjhke omal�, mebajmia�a aÔxhsh th stigmia�a fwteinìthta mèqri ta L = 2 × 1032 cm−2 s−1 tonOkt¸brio tou 2010. O LHC leitoÔrghse me dèsme prwton�wn mèqri thn arq  touNoembr�ou 2010, opìte kai qrhsimopoi jhkan dèsme barèwn iìntwn. H oloklhrwmè-13



Enèrgeia an� noukleìnio 7 TeVPed�o dipìlwn sta 7 TeV 8.33 TFwteinìthta (L) 1034 cm−2s−1Apìstash desm�dwn (bunches) 25 nsPl jo desm�dwn (nb) 2808Prwtìnia an� desm�da (Np) 1.15 × 1011Par�metro b tatron (β∗) 0.55 m
RMS akt�na dèsmh (σ) 16.7 µmQrìno zw  fwteinìthta 15 hrSugkroÔsei an� diastaÔrwsh ∼ 20P�naka 1.1: Timè sqediasmoÔ twn paramètrwn tou LHC gia sugkroÔseiprwton�wn.nh fwteinìthta pou paradìjhke sth di�rkeia tou 2010  tan sqedìn �sh me 50 pb−1.
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Sq ma 1.1: To pe�rama CMS kai ta uposust mat� tou.1.2 To pe�rama CMSTo Sumpagè Swlhnoeidè Mion�wn (Compact Muon Solenoid, CMS) e�nai ènaaniqneut  swmatid�wn �genik  qr sh", o opo�o qrhsimopoie� sugkroÔsei apì ton
LHC. O sqediasmì tou xek�nhse sthn arq  th dekaet�a tou �90, en¸ akoloÔjhseh f�sh an�ptuxh kai kataskeu  twn uposusthm�twn tou. H sunarmolìghsh kai hegkat�stas  tou kr�thse m�a dekaet�a, mèqri thn arq  th leitourg�a tou LHC toNoèmbrio tou 2009.'Opw fa�netai sto Sq ma 4.1, to CMS perilamb�nei ènan eswterikì aniqneut  tro-qi¸n (tracker) basismèno se teqnolog�a purit�ou, kai èna hlektromagnhtikì jermi-dìmetro krust�llwn to opo�o sunodeÔetai apì ènan aniqneut  prokataigismoÔ (pre-
shower) sta �kra tou, peribeblhmèna apì èna adronikì jermidìmetro. Ta sust mataaut� br�skontai egkatesthmèna mèsa se èna uperag¸gimo swlhnoeidè to opo�o mpo-re� na par�gei magnhtikì ped�o 4 T gia thn kampÔlwsh twn troqi¸n twn fortismè-nwn swmatid�wn. 'Exw apì ton magn th up�rqoun mioniko� j�lamoi, enswmatwmènoisto sÔsthma epistrof  th magnhtik  ro . Sti emprìsjie perioqè tou CMSbr�skontai adronik� jermidìmetra, gia thn k�luyh enì tm mato tou q¸rou pouaf noun ta upìloipa jermidìmetra.To sq ma tou CMS e�nai kulindrikì, me ti dèsme prwton�wn na diatrèqoun ton ken-trikì �xona tou kul�ndrou kai ti sugkroÔsei na lamb�noun q¸ra sto kèntro tou.To sÔsthma suntetagmènwn e�nai dexiìstrofo, h arq  tou e�nai topojethmènh stoidanikì shme�o sÔgkroush, o �xona y kateujÔnetai k�jeta pro ta p�nw, o �xona
x kateujÔnetai aktinik� pro to kèntro tou LHC kai o �xona z br�sketai kat�m ko th dieÔjunsh th dèsmh. H azimoujiak  gwn�a, φ, metr�tai apì ton �xona
x p�nw sto ep�pedo x−y, kai h polik  gwn�a, θ, metr�tai apì ton �xona z. Sun jwqrhsimopoie�tai h yeudowkÔthta (pseudorapidity) ant� gia th gwn�a θ, kai or�zetaiw η = −ln

(

tan θ
2

). Sunep¸, o upologismì th orm  kai th enèrgeia pou me-troÔntai egk�rsia w pro th dieÔjunsh th dèsmh, kai oi opo�e sumbol�zontai me
pT kai ET ant�stoiqa, g�netai apì ta stoiqe�a x kai y.



Kef�laio 2
Anaz thsh gia an¸maletrigrammikè suzeÔxeibajm�da sto kan�li Z0γ

To parìn kef�laio perigr�fei thn anaz thsh gia an¸male trigrammikè suzeÔ-xei bajm�da (aTGCs) sto kan�li Z0(→ l+l−)γ, ìpw ektelèsthke se∼ 36.1% pb−1dedomènwn apì ti sugkroÔsei ston LHC ta opo�a sullèqjhkan apì to pe�rama
CMS sth di�rkeia tou 2010. [44℄[45℄To kef�laio arq�zei me thn perigraf  twn qarakthristik¸n tou upì exètash s matokai twn kuriìterwn upob�jrwn, sthn paragr�fo §2.1. Sthn §2.2 parousi�zontai oigenn tore gegonìtwn (event generators) pou diajètoun th dunatìthta paragwg sunìlwn dedomènwn me an¸male trigrammikè korufè, kai oi leptomèreie th pro-somo�wsh h opo�a qrhsimopoi jhke sthn an�lush.Ta krit ria gia thn tautopo�hsh twn antikeimènwn pou emfan�zontai sthn telik  ka-t�stash kai gia thn epilog  twn gegonìtwn suzht¸ntai sthn §2.3. Epiprosjètw, h
§2.4 parousi�zei th basismènh sth mètrhsh mèjodo (data-driven method) pou qrh-simopoi jhke gia thn ekt�mhsh twn kuriìterwn upob�jrwn tou upì melèth s mato.Ta apotelèsmata th an�lush twn dedomènwn apì ti sugkroÔsei parousi�zontaisthn §2.5.Tèlo, h statistik  an�lush twn metr sewn suzhte�tai sthn §2.6. H melèth olo-klhr¸netai me ton kajorismì nèwn or�wn gia ti timè twn aTGCs.16



2.1 S ma kai upìbajra2.1.1 Perigraf  twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn kai qa-rakthristik� th telik  kat�stash Z0γProkeimènou na up�rxei perigraf  twn trigrammik¸n suzeÔxewn an�mesa se oudè-tera mpozìnia bajm�da anex�rthth apì sugkekrimène jewr�e, apaite�tai m�a ener-gì lagkrantzian [5℄. Aut  prokÔptei an katagrafoÔn ìloi oi dunato� ìroi al-lhlep�drash an�mesa se tr�a anusmatik� mpozìnia, kai tejoÔn mìno polÔ geniko�periorismo�, ìpw e�nai to anallo�wto upì Lorentz tou on-shell fwton�ou, to anal-lo�wto bajm�da upì ton hlektromagnhtismì, kai h paradoq  amelhtèwn maz¸n twnfermion�wn. En tèlei h sun�rthsh th koruf  h opo�a perilamb�nei fwtìnia kaimpozìnia Z0, dhlad  h Z0γV (V = virtual Z0, γ), mpore� na perigrafe� mèsw tes-s�rwn paramètrwn gia thn k�je per�ptwsh, twn hV
1,2,3,4 (V = Z0, γ):gia ormè Z0(q1)γ(q2)V (P ),

Γαβµ
ZγV (q1, q2, P ) = AV ·

[

hV
1 (qµ

2 gαβ − qα
2 gµβ) +

hV
2

m2
Z

Pα[(P · q2)g
µβ − qµ

2 P β ]

+hV
3 ǫµαβρq2ρ +

hV
4

m2
z

PαǫµβρσPρq2σ

]

, (2.1)ìpou ǫµαβρ e�nai o pl rw antisummetrikì tanust , mZ e�nai h m�za tou mpozon�ou
Z0, en¸ o olikì par�gonta AV g�netai

AZ =
P 2 − q2

1

m2
Z

gia V = Z0, kai Aγ =
P 2

m2
Z

gia V = γ.H upì melèth telik  kat�stash qarakthr�zetai apì thn Ôparxh enì zeÔgou ant�-jeta fortismènwn lepton�wn th �dia oikogèneia kai enì fwton�ou. Ta leptìniaapoteloÔn proðìnta th di�spash enì mpozon�ou Z0. Kaj¸ h en lìgw diadikas�aafor� an¸male trigrammikè suzeÔxei bajm�da (aTGCs), prokÔptei mèsw tou ka-nalioÔ s tou Sq mato 2.1.H �dia telik  kat�stash mpore� na prokÔyei entì twn plais�wn tou KajierwmènouProtÔpou (KP) mèsw tou kanalioÔ t tou Sq mato 2.1, all� antimetwp�zetai wupìbajro sthn anaz thsh an¸malwn suzeÔxewn, kaj¸ se aut  thn per�ptwsh tadÔo mpozìnia den proèrqontai apì koin  koruf . Entì tou KP up�rqei ep�sh su-neisfor� apì aktinobol�a telik  kat�stash (Sq ma 2.2) kai ekpomp  se ep�pedobrìgqwn, en toÔtoi h deÔterh e�nai amelhtèa (mikrìterh kat� t�xh 10−3 se sqèshme th diadikas�a sto kan�li t [7℄). Suneisforè entì tou KP oi opo�e mporoÔn namimhjoÔn to s ma Z0γ suzht¸ntai sth sunèqeia, sthn enìthta gia ta elatt¸simaupìbajra (§2.1.4).An h paragwg  gegonìtwn Z0γ mèsw tou kanalioÔ s sumba�nei sth fÔsh, ston
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Sq ma 2.2: Paragwg  Z0γ sto KP mèsw aktinobol�a telik  kat�stash.



LHC ja prokÔyei mèsw th allhlep�drash an�mesa se èna kou�rk - kat� mega-lÔterh pijanìthta se stoib�da sjènou -, kai enì anti-kou�rk th j�lassa touprwton�ou. O forèa th allhlep�drash mpore� na e�nai èna off-shell Z0 to opo�og�netai on-shell ekpèmponta èna fwtìnio,  , ligìtero suqn�, èna fwtìnio to opo�oekpèmpei èna Z0 kai g�netai on-shell.To mpozìnio Z0 mpore� sth sunèqeia na diaspaste� mèsw leptonik¸n kai adronik¸ntrìpwn, me tou deÔterou na uperker�zontai ston LHC apì to mègejo twn upob�-jrwn QCD, kai sunep¸ na mh lamb�nontai up�oyh sthn paroÔsa an�lush. 'Alledunatè diasp�sei tou Z0 e�nai mèsw zeug¸n netr�nwn, oi opo�e den antimetwp�zon-tai se aut  th melèth. Sth sunèqeia ja exetastoÔn oi leptoniko� trìpoi di�spashse hlektrìnia kai miìnia.Oi lìgoi di�spash twn leptonik¸n diasp�sewn tou Z0 e�nai: 3.363 ± 0.004% giahlektrìnia kai 3.366 ± 0.007% gia miìnia[46℄.Par�olh thn Ôparxh tess�rwn dunat¸n an¸malwn suzeÔxewn gia k�je m�a koruf 
Z0γV (V = Z, γ), sta parak�tw ja suzhthjoÔn gia eukol�a mìno oi suzeÔxei hV

3 ,
hV

4 , oi opo�e diathroÔn th summetr�a CP. De ja up�rxei ap¸leia th genikìthta,kaj¸ oi suzeÔxei hV
1,2, oi opo�e parabi�zoun th summetr�a CP, èqoun sumperifor�parìmoia me twn hV

3,4 ant�stoiqa. Sta akìlouja, gia ti energoÔ diatomè kai tikatanomè twn kinhmatik¸n metablht¸n qrhsimopoi jhke plhrofor�a apì to ep�pedoprosomo�wsh (generation-level) apì ton genn tora gegonìtwn �Baur Z0γ� (§2.2).Ta mìna krit ria epilog  pou efarmìsthkan sto ep�pedo prosomo�wsh e�nai taex :
• egk�rsia enèrgeia tou fwton�ou Eγ

T ≥ 5 GeV,
• egk�rsia orm  twn lepton�wn plepton

T ≥ 5 GeV/c,
• apìstash an�mesa se fwtìnio kai leptìnio sthn telik  kat�stash ∆R(l, γ) ≥

0.5 (ìpou ∆R(l, γ) ≡
√

(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2, φ: azimoujiak  gwn�a, η: yeudowkÔ-thta).O P�naka 2.1 d�nei ti energoÔ diatomè gia thn paragwg  Z0γ sto KP, gia en-deiktikè timè twn aTGCs oi opo�e qrhsimopoioÔntai sthn paroÔsa an�lush, kaigia ta kuriìtera upìbajra. Oi energo� diatomè gia ìla ta prosomoiwmèna de�gmatapou perilamb�noun aTGCs kai ta opo�a qrhsimopoi jhkan sthn an�lush br�skontaisugkentrwmène ston P�naka 2.3, §2.2. H epilog  twn tim¸n gia ti suzeÔxei hV
3,4,kaj¸ kai oi paradoqè gia ti upìloipe nèe fusikè metablhtè pou upeisèrqontaistou upologismoÔ, suzht¸ntai sthn §2.6.1.2.1.2 Idiìthte tou s mato - Metablhtè anak�-luyhTuqìn suneisfor� apì korufè me mh-mhdenikè trigrammikè suzeÔxei ja lei-tourg sei sumplhrwmatik� w pro ti diergas�e pou d�noun thn �dia telik  ka-



KP 0, 0.004 0, 0.004 0.12, −0.004 0.12, −0.004(ZZγ) (Zγγ) (ZZγ) (Zγγ)Energì diatom  (LO) (pb) 22.53 45.64 41.51 51.99 46.31Anamenìmena (36.1 pb−1) 813.33 1647.60 1498.51 1876.84 1671.79

Z+jets W+jets tt̄ QCD (e) QCD (µ)Energì diatom  (NLO) (pb) 3048 31314 157.5 6.45 · 106 84679Anamenìmena (36.1 pb−1) 110032 1130435 5686 2.3 · 108 3056912P�naka 2.1: Energo� diatomè kai anamenìmena pl jh gegonìtwn se oloklh-rwmènh fwteinìthta 36.1 pb−1 gia to kan�li Z0γ sto KP, gia endeiktikètimè twn aTGCs, kai gia ta sÔnola dedomènwn pou l fjhsan up�oyh sthnparoÔsa an�lush san kÔria upìbajra sth diadikas�a Z0γ. Ta zeÔgh twn arij-m¸n sthn pr¸th seir� antistoiqoÔn sti timè twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn hV
3kai hV

4 (V = Z0, γ) ant�stoiqa, gia ti dÔo dunatè an¸male korufè Z0γV .Oi ekjète n pou upeisèrqontai sthn èkfrash gia tou par�gonte morf (Ex�swsh(3.6)) jètontai �soi me mhdèn. (Oi energo� diatomè gia ìle ti timètwn aTGCs pou qrhsimopoi jhkan sthn an�lush br�skontai ston P�naka 6.3,
§1.2.)

hZ
3 hZ

4 hγ
3

hγ
4

LEP II (700 pb−1) −0.20 0.07 −0.05 0.12 −0.049 −0.008 −0.002 0.034(Λ = 2TeV)
CDF (5 fb−1) −0.018 0.020 −9 · 10−4 9 · 10−4 −0.021 0.021 −9 · 10−4 0.001(Λ = 1.2TeV)
CDF (5 fb−1) −0.017 0.016 −6 · 10−4 5 · 10−4 −0.017 0.016 −6 · 10−4 6 · 10−4(Λ = 1.5TeV)

D0 (Λ = 1.5TeV) −0.033 0.033 −0.0017 0.0017 −0.033 0.033 −0.0017 0.0017(1 fb−1 l, 3.6 fb−1 ν)P�naka 2.2: Trèqonta kat¸tera kai an¸tera peiramatik� ìria gia ti an¸malesuzeÔxei hV
3,4 (V = Z0, γ) se ep�pedo empistosÔnh 95%, sto sunduasmì twnkanali¸n diasp�sewn se hlektrìnia, miìnia, kai, gia to Tevatron, netr�na. Giak�je tim , ìle oi upìloipe aTGCs t�jentai �se me mhdèn. H metablht  Λsuzhte�tai sthn §3.2.3.



t�stash sto KP, sunep¸ h energì diatom  anamènetai na auxhje� parous�a twn
aTGCs. H energì diatom  èqei digrammik  ex�rthsh w pro thn k�je sÔzeuxh. HsÔzeuxh hV

3 emfan�zetai sth lagkrantzian  me telestè di�stash 6 [5℄ kai odhge�se ex�rthsh bajmoÔ ŝ3/2 w pro thn enèrgeia sto kèntro m�za, en¸ h hV
4 èqei te-lestè di�stash ≥ 8 kai ex�rthsh ŝ5/2. W apotèlesma, h hV

4 ephre�zei isqurìterathn energì diatom , en¸ up�rqei mia genik  aÔxhsh th euaisjhs�a se megalÔtereenèrgeie kèntrou m�za.'Opw g�netai fanerì apì thn Ex�swsh (2.1), oi dÔo trigrammikè korufè, Z0Z0γkai Z0γγ, suneisfèroun en gènei diaforetik� sthn energì diatom . H Z0Z0γ èqeiisqurìterh suneisfor�, kaj¸ se aut  thn per�ptwsh èna off-shell Z0 ekpèmpei èna�mazo fwtìnio, par� to ant�jeto.Ta up�rqonta peiramatik� ìria sti timè twn hV
3,4 br�skontai ston P�naka 2.2 [47℄.Oi timè tou oi opo�e qrhsimopoi jhkan sthn paragwg  gia thn paroÔsa an�lushe�nai h3 = {0,±0.12}, h4 = {0,±0.004}. Perissìtere leptomèreie gia ta qara-kthristik� th paragwg  d�nontai sti §2.2 kai §2.6.1.H aÔxhsh ston arijmì twn gegonìtwn upì thn Ôparxh aTGCs e�nai emfan  sthnkatanom  th egk�rsia orm  tou fwton�ou pγ

T (Sq ma 2.3), se timè megalÔtereapì ∼ 100 GeV/c (ep�sh Sq ma 2.5, §2.2). Kaj¸ h katanom  th pγ
T epitrèpei todiaqwrismì an�mesa sti aTGCs kai to KP, kai kaj¸ èqei epiprosjètw sunar-thsiak  ex�rthsh apì ti timè twn hV

3,4, prosfèretai gia �metablht  anak�luyh",kai epitrèpei thn prosarmog  (fit) th sun�rthsh alhjof�neia (likelihood) stapeiramatik� dedomèna (§2.6).'Opw anafèrjhke, h paragwg  tou off-shell mpozon�ou ja prokÔyei mèsw th allh-lep�drash enì anti-kou�rk th j�lassa tou prwton�ou kai, sqedìn p�nta, enìkou�rk sjènou, me apotèlesma th sqetikistik  ¸jhsh (boost) kat� m ko thdieÔjunsh tou eiserqìmenou kou�rk. Sunep¸ h parous�a an¸malwn suzeÔxewnmpore� na èqei profanè apotèlesma sthn anallo�wth m�za tou telikoÔ sust matotri¸n-swm�twn kai sti katanomè twn egk�rsiwn orm¸n twn lepton�wn (Sq ma 2.7,
§2.2)[12℄.H parous�a an¸malwn suzeÔxewn ja ephre�sei akìma thn katanom  th elikìthtatou zeÔgou lepton�wn, kaj¸ sto kan�li s oi egk�rsie ormè twn dÔo telik¸n mpo-zon�wn ja e�nai �se. Oi gwn�e di�spash twn lepton�wn ja droun w dieujÔnseiprobol  twn stoiqe�wn th elikìthta, ta opo�a akoloujoÔn se aut  thn per�ptwsheke�na tou Z0. To apotèlesma e�nai pw oi azimoujiakè gwn�e di�spash twn le-pton�wn, φl, parousi�zoun susqètish me thn azimoujiak  gwn�a tou fwton�ou φγ [11℄.Autè oi metablhtè mporoÔn na melethjoÔn gia parous�a nèa fusik  ìtan sug-kentrwje� epark  ìgko dedomènwn apì ti sugkroÔsei ston LHC. En toÔtoi, hkatanom  th pγ

T ja suneq�sei na parousi�zei pleonèkthmata w pro thn euaisjhs�ase mh-kajierwmène suzeÔxei, kaj¸ prìkeitai gia �mesa parathr simo mègejo.
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Sq ma 2.3: Prosomoiwmènh egk�rsia enèrgeia fwton�wn se ep�pedo stoiqe�wnm tra sto de�gma Z0γ, gia to KP kai di�fore timè twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn
hZ

3,4. Oi katanomè èqoun prosarmoste� se kl�maka 36.1 pb−1.2.1.3 Mh-elatt¸sima upìbajra'Opw suzht jhke parap�nw, h paragwg  twn Z0 kai γ apì m�a koin  koruf apagoreÔetai entì tou KP all� h en lìgw telik  kat�stash mpore� na prokÔyeise ep�pedo Born mèsw th paragwg  Z0 ìtan aut  sunodeÔetai apì tautìqronhaktinobol�a arqik  kat�stash (ISR)   aktinobol�a telik  kat�stash (FSR)(Sq mata 2.1, 2.2). Sthn pr¸th per�ptwsh, h ekpomp  tou fwton�ou g�netai apìèna apì ta allhlepidr¸nta kou�rk, kai sth deÔterh apì èna apì ta leptìnia pouprokÔptoun apì th di�spash tou Z0.Kat� kanìna h FSR mpore� e�te na tautopoihje�, kaj¸ sti perissìtere peript¸-sei ekpèmpetai suggramik� me ta leptìnia, e�te na lhfje� up�oyh sthn anakataskeu twn lepton�wn. Apì thn �llh, h ISR apotele� mh-elatt¸simo upìbajro.2.1.4 Elatt¸sima upìbajraTa elatt¸sima upìbajra mporoÔn na prokÔyoun apì lanjasmènh tautopo�hsh,e�te tou fwton�ou e�te tou enì   kai twn dÔo lepton�wn. To mìno axioshme�wto apìaut� ta upìbajra e�nai to Z0/γ∗ + jets, ìpou oi p�dake mporoÔn na kermatistoÔnse oudètera mesìnia kai katìpin na tautopoihjoÔn lanjasmèna w memonwmèna fw-tìnia. 'Ena posostì tou upob�jrou mpore� na epiz sei akìma kai met� thn efarmog kat�llhlwn krithr�wn epilog  (§2.3.3), kai h pio apotelesmatik  antimet¸pis  toue�nai h qr sh mejìdwn basismènwn sth mètrhsh gia ton upologismì tou arijmoÔenapome�nantwn gegonìtwn upob�jrou sthn peiramatik  mètrhsh (§2.4). Se k�jeper�ptwsh, kaj¸ h katanom  twn orm¸n twn oudèterwn meson�wn (p.q. π0, η, ρ)



elatt¸netai, h pijanìthta l�jou tautopo�hsh g�netai polÔ mikr  se uyhlìtereenèrgeie, kai gia timè th egk�rsia orm  twn fwton�wn >∼ 100 GeV/c anamène-tai na e�nai amelhtèa.Epiplèon, telik  kat�stash apoteloÔmenh apì èna zeÔgo lepton�wn kai èna fw-tìnio mpore� na prokÔyei apì m�a poikil�a diergasi¸n entì tou KP, all� se autèti peript¸sei h katanom  th m�za tou zeÔgou lepton�wn de ja parousi�zei thqarakthristik  aÔxhsh gÔrw apì thn tim  th m�za tou Z0.K�poia ligìtero shmantik� upìbajra ta opo�a perilamb�noun l�jo tautopo�hshe�nai:
• tt̄ → l+l− + jets, me èna lanjasmèna tautopoihmèno fwtìnio,
• pp → W±(→ l±νl) + jets, me lanjasmènh anakataskeu  lepton�wn kai fwto-n�wn,
• diergas�e qrwmodunamik  oi opo�e katal goun se zeÔgh lepton�wn kai fw-tìnia, e�te alhjin� e�te apì lanjasmènh tautopo�hsh.En toÔtoi, autè oi diergas�e den parousi�zoun aÔxhsh th katanom  th m�zagÔrw apì thn tim  tou Z0, en¸ sun jw pro�pojètoun pollaplè lanjasmène tau-topoi sei. H ex�leiy  tou mèsw krithr�wn epilog  gegonìtwn kai antikeimènwne�nai eÔkolh.Oi energè diatomè twn anaferjèntwn upob�jrwn e�nai sugkentrwmène ston P�na-ka 2.1.En katakle�di, h qarakthristik  upograf  th upì melèth diergas�a, dhlad  henisqumènh katanom  th pγ

T , xeqwr�zei eÔkola apì eke�nh tou KP sthn perioq  twnuyhlìterwn tim¸n >∼ 100 GeV/c, kai tuqoÔsa parat rhs  th ja apoteloÔse �me-sh èndeixh nèa fusik . En toÔtoi, se qamhlìtere timè, oi opo�e e�nai sthn pr�xhkai oi mìne prosb�sime me 36 pb−1 dedomènwn apì sugkroÔsei twn √
s = 7 TeV,h parous�a nèwn fainomènwn mpore� na diaqwriste� apì to mh-elatt¸simo upìbajro

ISR mìno mèsw statistik¸n prosarmog¸n. Kat� sunèpeia h kuriìterh duskol�aègkeitai sthn el�ttwsh kai th swst  ekt�mhsh tou enapome�nanto upob�jrou apì
Z + jets.



2.2 Paragwg  gegonìtwnAut  h enìthta perigr�fei ta prosomoiwmèna sÔnola dedomènwn kai tou genn -tore gegonìtwn (event generators) pou qrhsimopoi jhkan sthn paroÔsa an�lush.O genn tora stoiqe�wn m tra �Baur Z0γ� pa�zei kentrikì rìlo kaj¸ anaptÔqjh-ke eidik� gia thn paragwg  an¸malwn shm�twn. Sta akìlouja d�netai h perigraf th sqetik  paragwg , maz� me diagr�mmata twn kinhmatik¸n posot twn se ep�pe-do paragwg  (generation level).Na shmeiwje� ed¸ ìti ta prosomoiwmèna de�gmata tou s mato pou qrhsimopoi jhkanpar�qjhkan me dÔo genn tore gegonìtwn, ton �Baur Z0γ� kai ton Sherpa, oi opo�-oi e�nai kai oi mìnoi genn tore pou perilamb�noun an¸male korufè kai e�nai dia-jèsimoi sto ep�shmo logismikì anakataskeu  tou CMS. To upìbajro an kei sthnep�shmh paragwg  tou peir�mato CMS, me qr sh twn gennhtìrwn Madgraph[48℄and Pythia[49℄ (oi diergas�e upob�jrou suzhtoÔntai sthn §2.1). Sthn prosomo�-wsh den prostèjhkan gegonìta pile-up, lìgw th qamhl  stigmia�a fwteinìthtatou LHC sth di�rkeia tou 2010 (mègisth tim  ∼ 2 × 1032 cm−2s−1).2.2.1 Paragwg  me ton genn tora gegonìtwn �Baur

Z0γ�Prokeimènou na qrhsimopoihje� o genn tora stoiqe�wn m tra twn U.Baur et al[12℄ sta pla�sia tou ep�shmou logismikoÔ anakataskeu  tou CMS, anaptÔqjhke m�aexeidikeumènh efarmog  tou. O genn tora �Baur Z0γ� [52℄ epitrèpei thn paragwg gegonìtwn ta opo�a perilamb�noun ti an¸male korufè Z0Z0γ kai Z0γγ, maz� methn ant�stoiqh diepaf  sto genn tora Pythia gia thn an�ptuxh tou kataigismoÔparton�wn kai thn adronopo�hsh.H paragwg  pou qrhsimopoi jhke sthn an�lush perilamb�nei thn an¸malh koru-f  Z0Z0γ kai ègine xeqwrist� gia ta dÔo kan�lia leptonik¸n diasp�sewn tou Z0,dhlad  se hlektrìnia kai miìnia. Efarmìsthkan oi ex  kinhmatikè sunj ke:
• egk�rsia enèrgeia tou fwton�ou Eγ

T ≥ 5 GeV ,
• egk�rsia orm  twn lepton�wn plepton

T ≥ 5 GeV/c,
• apìstash an�mesa sto fwtìnio kai ta leptìnia sthn telik  kat�stash ∆R(l, γ) ≥

0.5 (ìpou ∆R(l, γ) =
√

(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2, φ: azimoujiak  gwn�a, η: yeudowkÔ-thta).Par�qjhkan ennèa sÔnola dedomènwn gia k�je kan�li, me ti an¸male suzeÔxeina pa�rnoun ti di�krite timè h3 = {0,±0.12}, h4 = {0,±0.004}. De qrhsi-mopoi jhkan par�gonte morf  (form factors) gia thn perigraf  twn suzeÔxewn(§2.6.1). Oi energo� diatomè twn deigm�twn br�skontai sugkentrwmène ston P�na-ka 2.3. Par�ìlo pou o genn tora èqei th dunatìthta pragmatopo�hsh upologism¸n



hZ
3 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 0 0 (KP) 0 0.12 0.12 0.12

hZ
4 -0.004 0 0.004 -0.004 0 (KP) 0.004 -0.004 0 0.004

σLO (pb) 40.71 23.39 51.98 45.64 22.53 45.64 51.99 23.38 40.89P�naka 2.3: Energo� diatomè gia thn paragwg  th koruf  Z0Z0γ me tongenn tora Baur Z0γ se ep�pedo Born, gia di�fore timè twn an¸malwnsuzeÔxewn hZ
3,4.deÔterh t�xh (next-to-leading-order, NLO), gia thn paragwg  twn parìntwn de-domènwn energopoi jhkan mìno oi diergas�e se ep�pedo Born. Autì ègine prokei-mènou na apofeuqje� h dipl  katamètrhsh twn adronik¸n pid�kwn kat� to pèrasmatwn gegonìtwn sthn Pythia, all� kai epeid  o algìrijmo tou Baur stere�tai thdunatìthta ekpomp  aktinobol�a pèdhsh apì ta leptìnia se NLO, kaj¸ qrhsi-mopoie� prosèggish stenoÔ pl�to (narrow width approximation) gia th m�za tou

Z0.Prokeimènou na lhfjoÔn up�ìyh oi suneisforè an¸terh t�xh, pragmatopoi jhkest�jmish (reweighting) me qr sh th mejìdou twn �k-factors". H st�jmish efarmì-sthke sti katanomè th telik  egk�rsia orm  tou fwton�ou, pγ
T , kaj¸ aut e�nai h metablht  pou qrhsimopoie�tai sthn paroÔsa anaz thsh gia aTGCs (§2.1).Oi dÔo peript¸sei, me aktinobol�a arqik  kai telik  kat�stash (ISR kai FSR)upolog�sthkan kai efarmìsthkan xeqwrist�. O upologismì tou k-factor gia FSRpragmatopoi jhke qrhsimopoi¸nta to prìgramma MCFM[53℄, kai brèjhke na èqeith stajer  tim  1.2. Gia thn ISR qrhsimopoi jhke o upologismì twn katanom¸nse LO kai NLO apì ton Baur. O k-factor me ex�rthsh apì thn pγ

T or�zetai w olìgo twn diaforik¸n energ¸n diatom¸n se NLO kai LO:
k =

dσNLO/dpT

dσLO/dpTSto lìgo pou proèkuye pragmatopoi jhke prosarmog  me polu¸numo tr�tou baj-moÔ, me thn prosj kh stajer  tim  apì ta 150 GeV/c kai p�nw (Sq ma 2.4). Oi
k-factors upolog�sthkan gia thn per�ptwsh tou KP kai efarmìsthkan se ìla tasÔnola dedomènwn, en¸ l fjhke m�a epiplèon susthmatik  abebaiìthta 10% sthnperigraf  tou s mato.Sta akìlouja sq mata parousi�zontai oi katanomè twn kinhmatik¸n posot twnse LO, se ep�pedo paragwg . Oi katanomè gia ta KP kai to okt¸ de�gmata me aT-
GCs emfan�zontai maz� gia lìgou sÔgkrish. 'Ola ta apotelèsmata èqoun uposte�kat�llhlh allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1, h opo�a e�nai h oloklhrwmènh fwteinìth-ta pou sullèqjhke apì to CMS sta ant�stoiqa kan�lia sth di�rkeia tou 2010.Ta Sq mata 2.5 kai 2.6 parousi�zoun thn egk�rsia orm  kai thn katanom  yeudow-kÔthta tou fwton�ou. (H egk�rsia orm  parousi�zetai sto eÔro tim¸n twn pr¸twn



Sq ma 2.4: Arister�: Diaforikè energo� diatomè gia th diadikas�a Z0γ touKP se NLO (ep�nw) kai LO (k�tw), gia fwtìnio apì aktinobol�a arqik kat�stash, upologismène me ton genn tora gegonìtwn Baur Z0γ, me takinhmatik� krit ria epilog  pou qrhsimopoi jhkan sthn an�lush (§2.3) [45℄.Dexi�: O lìgo twn NLO/LO kai o k-factor ìpw prokÔptei san sun�rthshth egk�rsia enèrgeia tou telikoÔ fwton�ou[45℄.dedomènwn tou LHC. To pl re eÔro tim¸n br�sketai sto Sq ma 2.3 th §2.1). TaSq mata 2.7 kai 2.8 de�qnoun ti katanomè egk�rsia orm  kai yeudowkÔthta twnmion�wn. Oi katanomè twn hlektron�wn e�nai parìmoie.2.2.2 Paragwg  me ton genn tora gegonìtwn Sher-

paO genn tora Sherpa perilamb�nei to dikì tou montèlo an�ptuxh kataigismoÔparton�wn kai parèqei suneisforè QCD an¸terh t�xh stou upologismoÔ seep�pedo Born. Pio sugkekrimèna, pèra apì ta diagr�mmata se ep�pedo dèntrwn, o
Sherpa perilamb�nei ekpomp  glouon�wn apì èna apì ta kou�rk arqik  kat�sta-sh (diergas�a LO), kai ekpomp  aktinobol�a pèdhsh apì to telikì kou�rk stidiergas�e allhlep�drash kou�rk-glouon�ou (diergas�a log�rijmou pr¸th t�xh,
leading-logarithm order).O Sherpa qrhsimopoi jhke gia thn paragwg  sunìlwn dedomènwn me ti dÔo koru-fè Z0γV (V = Z0, γ) me timè suzeÔxewn hV

3 = {0,±0.12}, hV
4 = {0,±0.004}. Deqrhsimopoi jhkan par�gonte kl�maka gia thn parametropo�hsh twn suzeÔxewn.Efarmìsthkan oi ex  kinhmatikè sunj ke:

• egk�rsia enèrgeia tou fwton�ou Eγ
T > 5 GeV ,

• egk�rsia orm  twn lepton�wn plepton
T > 5 GeV ,

• apìstash an�mesa sto fwtìnio kai ta leptìnia sthn telik  kat�stash dR(l, γ) >
0.5,
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Sq ma 2.5: Egk�rsia enèrgeia twn fwton�wn twn stoiqe�wn m tra sto de�g-ma Z0γ, se ep�pedo genn tora, gia to KP kai di�fore timè twn an¸malwnsuzeÔxewn hZ
3,4. Oi katanomè èqoun uposte� kat�llhlh allag  kl�maka sta

36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.6: YeudowkÔthta twn fwton�wn twn stoiqe�wn m tra sto de�gma
Z0γ, se ep�pedo genn tora, gia to KP kai di�fore timè twn an¸malwn su-zeÔxewn hZ

3,4. Oi katanomè èqoun uposte� kat�llhlh allag  kl�maka sta
36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.7: Egk�rsia orm  twn mion�wn sto de�gma Z0γ, se ep�pedo genn tora,gia to KP kai di�fore timè twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn hZ
3,4. Oi katanomèèqoun uposte� kat�llhlh allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.8: YeudowkÔthta twn mion�wn sto de�gma Z0γ, se ep�pedo genn tora,gia to KP kai di�fore timè twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn hZ
3,4. Oi katanomèèqoun uposte� kat�llhlh allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.



• anallo�wth m�za twn dÔo lepton�wn Mll > 10 GeV/c2,
• egk�rsia orm  tou p�daka pjet

T > 10 GeV .Kai gia ta allhlepidr¸nta partìnia:
• egk�rsia orm  pparton

T > 10 GeV ,
• apìstash an�mesa sto telikì fwtìnio kai ta partìnia dR(parton, γ) > 0.05,
• apìstash an�mesa sta partìnia dR(parton, parton) > 0.001.2.2.3 SÔgkrish twn gennhtìrwnH paragwg  deigm�twn tou KP me ton genn tora Baur sugkr�jhke me eke�nhtou Madgraph sto ep�pedo paragwg , kai me tou Sherpa met� thn anakataskeu .O genn tora Madgraph perilamb�nei diorj¸sei QCD, sugkekrimèna mèqri kaidÔo p�dake, stou upologismoÔ LO. Sthn paragwg  qrhsimopoi jhke epiplèon hsunj kh 10 GeV/c gia thn egk�rsia orm  twn pid�kwn.To Sq ma 2.9 parousi�zei th sÔgkrish sti katanomè tou fwton�ou sto KP gia thnegk�rsia orm , thn yeudowkÔthta, thn azimoujiak  gwn�a kai thn apìstash an�mesasto fwtìnio kai ta leptìnia. To Sq ma 2.10 sugkr�nei ta leptìnia me th mègisthkai thn el�qisth orm , thn anallo�wth m�za tou zeÔgou lepton�wn, kai thn anal-lo�wth m�za tou zeÔgou kai tou fwton�ou. 'Ole oi katanomè de�qnoun sumfwn�aan�mesa sthn paragwg  qwr� p�dake, en¸ ta de�gmata Madgraph me èw kai dÔop�dake parousi�zoun sklhrìtero f�sma gia thn egk�rsia orm  fwton�ou ISR. H�dia sumperifor� up�rqei kai sto f�sma tou lepton�ou me th mègisth egk�rsia orm .H paragwg  Sherpa perilamb�nei mèqri ènan p�daka. To Sq ma 6.12 parousi�-zei th sÔgkrish twn posot twn tou anakataskeuasmènou fwton�ou sto KP, giati katanomè th egk�rsia orm , th yeudowkÔthta, th azimoujiak  gwn�akai th qwrik  apìstash. To Sq ma 2.12 sugkr�nei ta leptìnia me th mègisthkai thn el�qisth orm , kai thn anallo�wth m�za tou zeÔgou lepton�wn, kaj¸ kaitou zeÔgou kai tou fwton�ou. Genik� up�rqei kal  sumfwn�a an�mesa stou dÔogenn tore.



Sq ma 2.9: (a) Katanom  th egk�rsia orm  twn fwton�wn apì Baur(maÔro suneqè istìgramma), Madgraph me 0 p�dake (kìkkine paÔle) kai
Madgraph me mèqri kai 2 p�dake (mple diakekommèno). (b) Katanom  tou ηtwn fwton�wn, (c) Katanom  tou φ twn fwton�wn. (d) Qwrik  apìstash toufwton�ou apì ta leptìnia.



Sq ma 2.10: (a) Egk�rsia orm  tou �pr¸tou� lepton�ou (dhlad  me th mega-lÔterh egk�rsia orm ) apì Baur (maÔro suneqè istìgramma), Madgraphme 0 p�dake (kìkkine paÔle) kai Madgraph me mèqri kai 2 p�dake (mplediakekommèno). (b) Egk�rsia orm  tou �deÔterou� lepton�ou. (c) Katanom th anallo�wth m�za tou zeÔgou lepton�wn. (d) Katanom  th anallo�wthm�za tou zeÔgou lepton�wn kai tou fwton�ou.



Sq ma 2.11: (a) Katanom  th egk�rsia orm  tou telikoÔ fwton�ou apì
Baur (maÔro suneqè istìgramma) kai Sherpa (mple diakekommèno). (b)Katanom  tou η twn fwton�wn. (c) Katanom  tou φ twn fwton�wn. (d) Qwrik apìstash tou fwton�ou apì ta leptìnia.



Sq ma 2.12: (a) Egk�rsia orm  tou �pr¸tou� mion�ou (me th megalÔterh eg-k�rsia orm ) apì Baur (maÔro suneqè istìgramma) kai Sherpa (mple dia-kekommèno). (b) Egk�rsia orm  tou �deÔterou� lepton�ou. (c) Katanom  thanallo�wth m�za tou zeÔgou lepton�wn. (d) Katanom  th anallo�wthm�za tou zeÔgou lepton�wn kai tou fwton�ou.



2.3 Epilog  gegonìtwnH paroÔsa enìthta pragmateÔetai thn tautopo�hsh twn fusik¸n antikeimènwnta opo�a afor� h melèth tou kanalioÔ Z0γ. Exet�zetai h basik  sumperifor� twnmion�wn, hlektron�wn kai fwton�wn ston aniqneut  CMS, kaj¸ kai oi metablhtèkai ta krit ria pou qrhsimopoioÔntai sthn epilog  kai thn apomìnws  tou. Oi al-lhlouq�e tautopo�hsh èqoun anaptuqje� gia qr sh apì to sÔnolo tou peir�mato,kai h egkurìtht� tou sta pla�sia twn hlektrasjen¸n analÔsewn pistopoi jhkearqik� sth mètrhsh th paragwg  W± kai Z0 mpozon�wn[55℄, kai sth sunèqeiasthn paroÔsa an�lush.2.3.1 MiìniaSkandalismìGia thn proepilog  twn gegonìtwn qrhsimopoi jhkan trei diaforetiko� mh-prosarmosmènoi skandalistè1, prokeimènou na up�rqei antistoiq�a me tou skan-dalistè pou qrhsimopoioÔntan sto pe�rama se diaforetikè periìdou l yh dedo-mènwn. Auto� qrhsimopoioÔn plhrofor�e apì ton aniqneut  troqi¸n kai to mionikìsÔsthma gia na epilèxoun upoy fia antike�mena me yeudowkÔthta |η| < 2.1, egk�rsiaapìstash arq  d0 < 2 cm, kai egk�rsia orm  pT > 9, 11,   15 GeV/c. (P�naka 6.8,
§2.5)H apodotikìthta tou skandalismoÔ gia th sugkekrimènh proepilog  upolog�zetaiìti e�nai megalÔterh tou 80% gia miìnia me pT > 5 GeV/c kai belti¸netai idia�teraìso aux�netai h pT , en¸ sunodeÔetai apì polÔ kal  apìrriyh[55℄.Proepilog Ta miìnia pou epilègontai gia peraitèrw exètash tautopoioÔntai mèsw th legì-menh �Tight� allhlouq�a epilog , h opo�a perigr�fetai sth sunèqeia.DÔo apì ti kathgor�e anakataskeuasmènwn mion�wn sto CMS e�nai ta Global (twnopo�wn h anakataskeu  ekkine�tai apì m�a troqi� sto mionikì sÔsthma, h opo�a prèpeina tairi�zei me mia troqi� ston aniqneut  troqi¸n), kai ta Tracker miìnia (ta opo�aekkinoÔntai apì m�a troqi� ston aniqneut  troqi¸n, h opo�a prèpei na tairi�zei meèna toul�qiston tm ma troqi� sto mioniko sÔsthma). O algìrijmo gia Trackermiìnia e�nai pio apotelesmatiko gia ormè merik¸n GeV/c, kaj¸ apaite� ligìteremetr sei stou mionikoÔ aniqneutè, en¸ o algìrijmo gia Global miìnia e�nai pioapotelesmatikì ìtan sto mionikì sÔsthma up�rqoun perissìtera apì èna tm matatroqi¸n, dhlad  se uyhlìtere timè orm¸n.H Tight allhlouq�a epilog  apaite� èna miìnio na èqei anakataskeuaste� tìso w1H qr sh prosarmosmènwn skandalist¸n g�netai gia antist�jmish twn periìdwn meiw-mènh fwteinìthta ston LHC, kai diat rhsh stajeroÔ rujmoÔ skandalismoÔ gegonìtwn.'Opw anafèretai sto ke�meno, h paroÔsa an�lush qrhsimopoi se skandalistè qwr� aut th rÔjmish (mh-prosarmosmènou).



Global ìso kai w Tracker. Kai oi dÔo autè kathgor�e èqoun sqediaste� ètsi ¸stena anakataskeu�zoun me axiopist�a ta paragìmena miìnia, all� ìqi apofeÔgonta kaith lanjasmènh anakataskeu  �llwn swmatid�wn. W ek toÔtou apaite�tai h qr shepiplèon krithr�wn gia na exasfaliste� h apìrriyh twn anepijÔmhtwn upoy fiwnmion�wn[56℄.Ta �kajar�� miìnia, dhlad  ìsa proèrqontai apì diasp�sei mpozon�wn, sun jwaf noun arketè metr sei tìso sto mionikì sÔsthma ìso kai ston aniqneut  tro-qi¸n. AnepijÔmhta miìnia pou proèrqontai apì diasp�sei meson�wn   pou an kounse adronikoÔ p�dake mporoÔn na af soun ta �dia s mata, all� aut� te�noun na e�naimh-apomonwmèna, na èqoun metatopismène korufè, kai streblwmèna braqèa tm ma-ta troqi¸n ston aniqneut  troqi¸n kai to mionikì sÔsthma. Epiplèon, ta swmat�diata opo�a ft�noun sto mionikì sÔsthma qwr� na e�nai miìnia te�noun na mhn af noun�kanonikè� apojèsei enèrgeia se kanènan apì tou upo-aniqneutè, kai sun jwèqoun ata�riasta tm mata troqi¸n en¸ af noun metr sei mìno ston pr¸to mionikìstajmì.Apì aut� ta qarakthristik� prokÔptoun ta akìlouja epiprìsjeta krit ria gia thn
Tight epilog  mion�wn:

• tm mata troqi¸n se toul�qiston 2 mionikoÔ stajmoÔ,
• tim  χ2 < 10 gia thn kanonikopoihmènh prosarmog  th Global troqi� stomionikì sÔsthma,
• h troqi� ston aniqneut  troqi¸n prèpei na èqei perissìtera apì 10 shme�amètrhsh ston aniqneut  lwr�dwn purit�ou (silicon strip tracker), kai toul�-qiston m�a mètrhsh ston aniqneut  yhf�dwn purit�ou (silicon pixel detector),
• gia thn troqi� ston aniqneut  troqi¸n, h egk�rsia apìstash apì thn arq prèpei na e�nai |d0| < 0.2 cm.Tèlo, h kosmik  aktinobol�a aporr�ptetai me th qr sh exeidikeumènou algìrijmoukai krithr�wn qronismoÔ. Se k�je per�ptwsh, h parous�a kosmik¸n mion�wn e�naiamelhtèa met� thn efarmog  tou krithr�ou th egk�rsia apìstash.H Tight epilog  mion�wn mpore� na deiqje� pw parousi�zei shmantik� beltiwmènhapìdosh se sqèsh me ti allhlouq�e epilog¸n pou bas�zontai apokleistik� sta

Global   sta Tracker miìnia. Se analÔsei me gegonìta minimum-bias, per�pou to
50% twn upoy fiwn Tight mion�wn e�nai kajar� miìnia, en¸ ligìtero apì to < 0.5%twn upoy fiwn e�nai yeud  miìnia.ApomìnwshMet� thn proepilog  t�jontai krit ria apomìnwsh twn mionik¸n upoy fiwn. Hsqetik  metablht  or�zetai w:

Iµ =
ΣEEcal

T + ΣEHcal
T + ΣpTrk

T

pT



ìpou ΣEEcal
T , ΣEHcal

T e�nai ta ajro�smata twn enapojèsewn enèrgeia sta jermi-dìmetra, kai ΣpTrk
T e�nai to �jroisma th pT twn troqi¸n ston aniqneut  troqi¸n,ìla mèsa se k¸nou akt�na ∆R =

√

∆η2 + ∆φ2 gÔrw apì ta upoy fia miìnia.H troqi� tou �diou tou upoy fiou, kaj¸ kai oi enapojèsei enèrgeia se èna mi-krì k¸no estiasmèno sto shme�o mègisth enapìjesh enèrgeia, exairoÔntai apì taajro�smata. Pio sugkekrimèna, oi timè tou exwterikoÔ kai tou eswterikoÔ k¸nou(�bèto") e�nai:
• ston aniqneut  troqi¸n: ∆R = 0.3, bèto 0.015,
• sto ECAL: ∆R = 0.4, bèto 0.045/0.070 sto barèli kai ti b�sei ant�stoi-qa, en¸ epiprosjètw m�a lwr�da pl�tou tri¸n krust�llwn kat� m ko thdieÔjunsh φ exaire�tai apì to �jroisma,
• sto HCAL: ∆R = 0.4, bèto 0.15.H tim  th metablht  apomìnwsh diaire�tai me thn egk�rsia orm  diìti ta miìniapou proèrqontai apì diadikas�e upob�jrou te�noun na èqoun qamhlìtere timè th

pT se sqèsh me ta kajar� miìnia, kai h apìrriyh tou upob�jrou belti¸netai me ka-nonikopo�hsh th enèrgeia apomìnwsh w pro thn pT .H tim  tou krithr�ou apomìnwsh t�jetai �sh me Iµ = 0.15.San par�deigma twn anwtèrw, to Sq ma 2.13 parousi�zei ti katanomè th me-tablht  apomìnwsh gia prosomoiwmèna de�gmata kajar¸n mion�wn apì to s ma
Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ tou KP, kai apì to emploutismèno me miìnia de�gma QCD.Kinhmatik  epilog Met� thn tautopo�hsh ìlwn twn mion�wn se k�je gegonì, mìno gegonìta metoul�qiston dÔo miìnia, me pT > 20 GeV/c kai |η| < 2.4, g�nontai dekt�. Met� thnefarmog  autoÔ tou krithr�ou, h parous�a upìbajrou apì mh-kajar� miìnia g�netaias manth.Epiprosjètw, apaite�tai toul�qiston èna apì ta miìnia na èqei |η| < 2.1 kai naantistoiqe� sto antike�meno pou prok�lese ton skandalismì tou gegonìto. Tèlo,h anallo�wth m�za tou zeÔgou mion�wn prèpei na e�nai megalÔterh apì 50 GeV/c2.Sto Sq ma 2.14 parousi�zetai h katanom  th telik  egk�rsia orm , met� thnefarmog  ìlwn twn krithr�wn epilog , gia ta prosomoiwmèna dedomèna tìso apìto KP ìso kai me thn an¸malh koruf  Z0Z0γ.2.3.2 HlektrìniaSkandalismìGia thn proepilog  gegonìtwn qrhsimopoi jhkan dÔo diaforetiko� mh-prosarmosmènoiskandalistè hlektron�wn, prokeimènou na up�rqei sumfwn�a me tou skandalistè
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Sq ma 2.13: Katanomè th metablht  apomìnwsh twn mion�wn, gia pro-somoiwmèna �kajar�� miìnia apì s ma Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ sto KP, kai apì de�gma
QCD ploÔsio se miìnia. Oi katanomè èqoun uposte� allag  kl�maka sta
36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.14: Katanomè th metablht  apomìnwsh twn mion�wn se de�gmata
Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ, gia to KP kai di�fore timè twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn hZ

3,4,met� thn pl rh alus�da tautopo�hsh. Oi katanomè èqoun uposte� allag kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.



pou qrhsimopoioÔntan se diaforetikè periìdou l yh dedomènwn. Oi skandalistèhlektron�wn pr¸tou epipèdou (L1) bas�zontai sti metr sei enèrgeia sto ECAL,en¸ to deÔtero ep�pedo skandalismoÔ (HLT) qrhsimopoie� epiplèon plhrofor�a apìton aniqneut  yhf�dwn. To el�qisto ìrio gia thn tim  th egk�rsia enèrgeia touupoy fiou sto HLT  tan e�te 15 GeV e�te 17 GeV , an�loga me thn per�odo l yhdedomènwn (P�naka 6.7, §2.5).H tim  th apodotikìthta twn sugkekrimènwn skandalist¸n brèjhke na e�nai sum-bat  me 100% se minimum-bias de�gmata dedomènwn[55℄.Proepilog Ta hlektrìnia qarakthr�zontai en gènei apì to sq ma th om�da krust�llwn(cluster) sto ECAL, apì to ta�riasma tou me m�a troqi�, kai apì th mikr  adronik drasthriìthta. H metablht  h opo�a sundèetai me to sq ma th om�da krust�llwne�nai h σiηiη, h opo�a upolog�zetai apì ti enèrgeie twn krust�llwn mèsw loga-rijmik¸n bar¸n, kai parèqei èna mètro tou pìso ektetamène e�nai oi uperom�dekrust�llwn (superclusters) w pro thn yeudowkÔthta2. To ta�riasma an�mesasthn arq  th troqi� kai th jèsh th uperom�da krust�llwn pragmatopoie�taiw pro thn yeudowkÔthta kai thn azimoujiak  gwn�a, ∆ηin, ∆φin, en¸ h adronik drasthriìthta elègqetai mèsw tou lìgou twn metr sewn enèrgeia sta dÔo jermi-dìmetra, H/E.Sugkekrimèna, oi timè pou qrhsimopoi jhkan gia ti metablhtè tautopo�hsh e�nai[32℄:
• YeudowkÔthta th uperom�da krust�llwn |η| < 1.444, 1.566 < |η| < 2.5 -prìkeitai gia thn �energ � perioq  tou ECAL, qwr� thn perioq  met�bashan�mesa sto barèli kai ti b�sei kai qwr� thn perioq  pou kalÔptetai apì titeqnikè egkatast�sei, kai lamb�nonta up�oyh th gewmetrik  k�luyh touaniqneut  troqi¸n,
• enèrgeia th uperom�da krust�llwn ET > 20 GeV ,
• èlleiyh metr sewn to polÔ se m�a epif�neia tou aniqneut  purit�ou prin apì thnupologismènh arq  th troqi�, prokeimènou na aporrifjoÔn oi ulopoi seifwton�wn,
• σiηiη ≤ 0.01 sthn perioq  tou barelioÔ, 0.03 sti b�sei,
• ∆φin ≤ 0.8 sthn perioq  tou barelioÔ, 0.7 sti b�sei,2H pl rh ekfrash gia th metablht  σiηiη e�nai

σ2

iηiη =

∑5×5

i wi(iηi − iηseed)
2

∑5×5

i wi

, wi = max

(

0, 4.7 + ln
Ei

E5×5

)

,ìpou iηi kai Ei e�nai o de�kth η kai h enèrgeia tou krust�llou i, iηseed e�nai o de�kth η toukrust�llou me thn uyhlìterh enapìjesh enèrgeia (�spìro"), kai E5×5 e�nai h enèrgeia sem�a m tra 5 × 5 krust�llwn gÔrw apì ton krÔstallo-spìro.



• ∆ηin ≤ 0.007 sthn perioq  tou barelioÔ, 0.01 sti b�sei,
• H/E ≤ 0.15 sthn perioq  tou barelioÔ, 0.07 sti b�sei,Oi sugkekrimène epilogè anaptÔqjhkan gia apodotikìthta 95% sthn anakata-skeu  hlektron�wn, an kai me anamenìmenh ap¸leia 1 − 2% sthn kajarìthta, lìgwlanjasmènh anakataskeu  adronik¸n pid�kwn.ApomìnwshGia thn efarmog  krithr�wn apomìnwsh stou proepilegmènou upoy fiou giahlektrìnia, oi trei emplekìmenoi aniqneutè, dhlad  o aniqneut  troqi¸n, to ECALkai to HCAL, qrhsimopoioÔntai xeqwrist�. Oi metablhtè ΣpTrk

T , ΣEEcal
T and

ΣEHcal
T or�zontai ìpw perigr�fetai gia thn per�ptwsh twn mion�wn (§2.3.1). Takrit ria pou efarmìzontai gia ta ajro�smata twn kanonikopoihmènwn, w pro thnegk�rsia enèrgeia, ajroism�twn twn metr sewn ston k�je aniqneut  e�nai ta ex :
• ΣpTrk

T /ET < 0.15 / 0.08, sthn perioq  tou barelioÔ kai twn b�sewn ant�stoi-qa,
• ΣEEcal

T /ET < 2.0 / 0.06, sthn perioq  tou barelioÔ kai twn b�sewn ant�stoi-qa,
• ΣEHcal

T /ET < 0.12 / 0.05, sthn perioq  tou barelioÔ kai twn b�sewn ant�-stoiqa.San par�deigma twn anwtèrw, ta Sq mata 2.15-2.20 parousi�zoun ti katanomètwn tri¸n metablht¸n apomìnwsh gia prosomoiwmèna de�gmata hlektron�wn (apìto s ma Z0(→ e+e−)γ tou KP) kai gia de�gmata QCD emploutismèna me hlektrìnia,xeqwrist� gia ti perioqè tou barelioÔ kai twn b�sewn.Kinhmatik  epilog Ta gegonìta pou g�nontai dekt� èqoun skandaliste� apì memonwmèna upoy fiahlektrìnia, all� prèpei na perièqoun toul�qiston dÔo upoy fiou pou na èqounper�sei thn proepilog  kai na èqoun egk�rsia orm  pT > 20 GeV/c. H efarmog autoÔ tou krit riou ousiastik� exale�fei ti suneisforè apì lanjasmènh anakata-skeu . H anallo�wth m�za tou zeÔgou hlektron�wn prèpei na e�nai megalÔterh apì
50 GeV/c2.Sto Sq ma 2.21 parousi�zetai h katanom  th egk�rsia orm  twn hlektron�wn,met� thn efarmog  ìlwn twn krithr�wn epilog , gia ta prosomoiwmèna de�gmata
Z0γ tìso apì to KP ìso kai me thn an¸malh koruf  Z0Z0γ.



electron Tracker isolation variable (Barrel)
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Sq ma 2.15: Katanomè th metablht  apomìnwsh twn hlektron�wn stonaniqneut  troqi¸n, gia thn perioq  tou barelioÔ, se prosomoiwmèna de�gmata
Z0(→ e+e−)γ apì to KP, kai gia de�gma QCD ploÔsio se hlektrìnia. Oikatanomè èqoun uposte� allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.16: Katanomè th metablht  apomìnwsh twn hlektron�wn stonaniqneut  troqi¸n, gia thn perioq  twn b�sewn, se prosomoiwmèna de�gmata
Z0(→ e+e−)γ apì to KP, kai gia de�gma QCD ploÔsio se hlektrìnia. Oikatanomè èqoun uposte� allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.17: Katanomè th metablht  apomìnwsh twn hlektron�wn stohlektromagnhtikì jermidìmetro, gia thn perioq  tou barelioÔ, se prosomoiw-mèna de�gmata Z0(→ e+e−)γ apì to KP, kai gia de�gma QCD ploÔsio se hle-ktrìnia. Oi katanomè èqoun uposte� allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.18: Katanomè th metablht  apomìnwsh twn hlektron�wn stohlektromagnhtikì jermidìmetro, gia thn perioq  twn b�sewn, se prosomoiw-mèna de�gmata Z0(→ e+e−)γ apì to KP, kai gia de�gma QCD ploÔsio se hle-ktrìnia. Oi katanomè èqoun uposte� allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.



electron HCAL isolation variable (Barrel)
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Sq ma 2.19: Katanomè th metablht  apomìnwsh twn hlektron�wn stoadronikì jermidìmetro, gia thn perioq  tou barelioÔ, se prosomoiwmèna de�g-mata Z0(→ e+e−)γ apì to KP, kai gia de�gma QCD ploÔsio se hlektrìnia.Oi katanomè èqoun uposte� allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.20: Katanomè th metablht  apomìnwsh twn hlektron�wn stoadronikì jermidìmetro, gia thn perioq  twn b�sewn, se prosomoiwmèna de�g-mata Z0(→ e+e−)γ apì to KP, kai gia de�gma QCD ploÔsio se hlektrìnia.Oi katanomè èqoun uposte� allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.21: Egk�rsia orm  twn hlektron�wn se de�gmata Z0(→ e+e−)γ, giato KP kai di�fore timè twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn hZ
3,4, met� thn pl rhalus�da epilog  hlektron�wn. Oi katanomè èqoun uposte� allag  kl�makasta 36.1 pb−1.2.3.3 FwtìniaProepilog Met� to sqhmatismì enì apodektoÔ zeÔgou lepton�wn (§2.3.1, §2.3.2), to ge-gonì apaite�tai na èqei toul�qiston èna anakataskeuasmèno upoy fio fwtìnio. Tafwtìnia qarakthr�zontai en gènei mèsw th enapìjesh enèrgeia sto ECAL. Sune-p¸, to upoy fio fwtìnio ja prèpei basik� na apotele�tai apì m�a uperom�da kru-st�llwn sto ECAL, na mh sundèetai me drasthriìthta ston aniqneut  troqi¸n, kaina parousi�zei periorismènh adronik  drasthriìthta. Pio sugkekrimèna, ta krit riaproepilog  e�nai[33℄:

• Egk�rsia enèrgeia th uperom�da krust�llwn sto ECAL ET > 10 GeV,
• YeudowkÔthta th uperom�da entì twn perioq¸n |η| < 1.442, 1.566 < |η| <

2.5,
• Lìgo energei¸n sta jermidìmetra H/E < 0.05, ìpou h enèrgeia tou HCALajro�zetai entì k¸nou me ∆R < 0.15 p�sw apì th jèsh tou fwton�ou sto

ECAL.
• Apous�a metr sewn ston aniqneut  yhf�dwn, kai apous�a epikaluyewn twntroqi¸n kajar¸n hlektron�wn kai twn troqi¸n apì ulopoi sei fwton�wn,
• Epiprosjètw, h metablht  tou sq mato th om�da krust�llwn prèpei nae�nai σiηiη < 0.013 sthn perioq  tou barelioÔ kai 0.03 sti b�sei.



ApomìnwshOi p�dake adron�wn, oi opo�oi apoteloÔn to kÔrio upìbajro sthn tautopo�hshfwton�wn, sun jw prokaloÔn meg�lo arijmì anakataskeu¸n oudèterwn kai for-tismènwn swmatid�wn se polÔ kontin  apìstash. Kat� sunèpeia, oi adronikè kaihlektromagnhtikè enapojèsei apì p�dake ja e�nai ligìtero apomonwmène apìeke�ne twn kajar¸n fwton�wn.H apìrriyh tou upob�jrou apì lanjasmènh tautopo�hsh adronik¸n pid�kwn qrhsi-mopoie� kai tou trei emplekìmenou aniqneutè. Oi sqetikè metablhtè e�nai:
• Ston aniqneut  troqi¸n, to �jroisma twn pT twn troqi¸n entì enì ko�louk¸nou gÔrw apì th jèsh tou upoy fiou fwton�ou, me eswterik  akt�na R =

0.04 kai exwterik  R = 0.4. Par�olh thn apous�a troqi�, to eswterikìbèto t�jetai prokeimènou na mhn perilhfjoÔn sto �jroisma oi troqiè apìulopoi sei fwton�wn. H metablht  apomìnwsh prèpei na ikanopoie� Itrk <
2 + 0.001 pγ

T .
• To �jroisma th enèrgeia pou enapot�jetai sto HCAL gÔrw apì to upoy fiofwtìnio, se ènan ko�lo k¸no me eswterik  akt�na R = 0.15 kai exwterik 

R = 0.4. H apomìnwsh prèpei na e�nai Ihcal < 2.2 + 0.0025 pγ
T .

• Sto ECAL, m�a metablht  apomìnwsh h opo�a apotele�tai apì to �jroismath enèrgeia stou krust�llou se ènan daktÔlio 0.06 < R < 0.4 gÔrw apìto upoy fio fwtìnio. M�a lwr�da pl�tou tri¸n krust�llwn kat� m ko thdieÔjunsh φ exaire�tai apì to �jroisma, prokeimènou na exaireje� h enapìjeshenèrgeia apì ulopoi sei fwton�wn, h opo�a e�nai ektetamènh w pro to φlìgw tou magnhtikoÔ ped�ou. H apomìnwsh prèpei na e�nai Iecal < 4.2 +
0.006 Eγ

T .Ta Sq mata 2.22 - 2.24 parousi�zoun ti katanomè twn tri¸n metablht¸n apomì-nwsh, dhlad  twn Itrk − 0.001 pγ
T , Ihcal − 0.0025 Eγ

T , Iecal − 0.006 Eγ
T , tìso giafwtìnia apì to s ma entì tou KP ìso kai gia ta dÔo kÔria upìbajra, Z + jets,

tt̄ + jets.To Sq ma 2.25 parousi�zei thn telik  katanom  th pγ
T tou fwton�ou sto KP kaista dedomèna me aTGCs gia thn perioq  qamhl¸n tim¸n pγ

T , h opo�a kai  tan ou-siastik� h mình prosb�simh me ta dedomèna apì ti sugkroÔsei sth di�rkeia tou
2010. To Sq ma 6.27 de�qnei thn katanom  gia thn perioq  uyhlìterwn tim¸n pγ

T ,ìpou h apìklish apì to KP anamènetai na e�nai pio emfan . Tèlo, to Sq ma 2.27parousi�zei thn katanom  gia to prosomoiwmèno de�gma KP, tìso prin ìso kai met�thn efarmog  twn k-factors gia thn allag  kl�maka apì LO se NLO.Telik  epilog  gegonìtwnSto Sq ma 2.28 parousi�zetai h katanom  th anakataskeuasmènh anallo�wthm�za twn dÔo mion�wn kai tou fwton�ou, w sun�rthsh th m�za twn dÔo mion�wn, giathn prosomoiwmènh paragwg  sto KP kai me èna apì ta zeÔgh tim¸n twn aTGCs. H
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Sq ma 2.22: Katanomè th metablht  apomìnwsh ston aniqneut  troqi¸n,gia fwtìnia se prosomoiwmèna de�gmata Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ apì to KP, kai giade�gmata Z + jets, tt̄ + jets, met� thn proepilog  fwton�wn. Oi katanomèèqoun uposte� allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.23: Katanomè th metablht  apomìnwsh sto adronikì jermidìme-tro, gia fwtìnia se prosomoiwmèna de�gmata Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ apì to KP, kaigia de�gmata Z + jets, tt̄+ jets, met� thn proepilog  fwton�wn. Oi katanomèèqoun uposte� allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1. Oi diple korufè ofe�lontaise diaforetikè suneisforè apì ti perioqè tou barelioÔ kai twn b�sewn.
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Sq ma 2.24: Katanomè th metablht  apomìnwsh sto hlektromagnhtikìjermidìmetro, gia fwtìnia se prosomoiwmèna de�gmata Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ apì toKP, kai gia de�gmata Z + jets, tt̄ + jets, met� thn proepilog  fwton�wn. Oikatanomè èqoun uposte� allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.25: Katanom  th egk�rsia orm  fwton�wn se prosomoiwmèna de�g-mata Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ gia to KP kai gia di�fore timè twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn
hZ

3,4, met� thn pl rh alus�da epilog  fwton�wn. Oi katanomè èqoun uposte�allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.26: Katanom  th egk�rsia orm  fwton�wn se prosomoiwmèna de�g-mata Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ gia to KP kai gia di�fore timè twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn
hZ

3,4, met� thn pl rh alus�da epilog  fwton�wn. Oi katanomè èqoun uposte�allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.27: Katanom  th egk�rsia orm  fwton�wn sto prosomoiwmènode�gma Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ tou KP, prin kai met� thn efarmog  tou k-factor giaallag  kl�maka apì thn prosomoiwmènh katanom  LO sthn NLO (§2.2). Oikatanomè èqoun uposte� allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.28: Katanom  th anakataskeuasmènh anallo�wth m�za twn dÔomion�wn kai tou fwton�ou sunart sei th m�za twn dÔo mion�wn, gia to pro-somoiwmèno de�gma tou KP (maÔroi kÔkloi) kai enì apì ta zeÔgh aTGCs(kìkkina tr�gwna).z¸nh gÔrw apì th m�za Mµµγ = MZ0 antistoiqe� se gegonìta sta opo�a ta fwtìniaproèrqontai apì aktinobol�a pèdhsh. Entì tou KP, h z¸nh gÔrw apì th m�za
Mµµ = MZ0 antistoiqe� se fwtìnia apì aktinobol�a arqik  kat�stash. Met�thn efarmog  twn krithr�wn epilog  gegonìtwn kai kinhmatik  epilog  oi opo�eperigr�fhkan parap�nw, apaite�tai epiplèon ta gegonìta me èna zeÔgo lepton�wn kaièna fwtìnio na parousi�zoun qwrik  apìstash ∆R(lepton, γ) > 0.7 an�mesa stofwtìnio kai sto k�je leptìnio, prokeimènou na aporr�ptetai h aktinobol�a pèdhsh.



2.4 Ekt�mhsh tou upob�jrouH diadikas�a Z0(→ ll)+jets apotele� to kÔrio upìbajro sto s ma Z0γ (§2.1.4).Akìma kai met� thn olokl rwsh th epilog  gegonìtwn (§2.3), ta dedomèna apìti sugkroÔsei anamènetai na perilamb�noun ènan arijmì gegonìtwn Z0 + jets, sanapotèlesma lanjasmènwn tautopoi sewn twn adronik¸n pid�kwn w fwtìnia. Autìto z thma antimetwp�zetai mèsw m�a ekt�mhsh tou arijmoÔ twn gegonìtwn Z0+jetspou epibi¸noun, h opo�a lamb�netai up' ìyh sthn an�lush. Autì epitugq�netai meqr sh mejìdwn �basismènwn sth mètrhsh� (data-driven methods), oi opo�e anaptÔs-sontai kai elègqontai se prosomoiwmèna sÔnola dedomènwn, all� kataskeu�zontaime trìpo ¸ste na ex�goun ta apotelèsmata apì thn �dia thn peiramatik  mètrhsh.Gia ti an�gke th paroÔsa an�lush anaptÔqjhke h legìmenh �mèjodo lì-gwn� (�ratio method")[44℄. Prìkeitai gia parallag  th �mejìdou yeud¸n lìgw-n� (�fake-ratio method") h opo�a èqei qrhsimopoihje� sto pareljìn sthn epilog lepton�wn[57℄. Prokeimènou na g�nei h eisagwg  th mejìdou lìgwn pio xek�jarh,parousi�zetai pr¸ta h mèjodo yeud¸n lìgwn.H mèjodo yeud¸n lìgwn bas�zetai sto ìti, ìtan exet�zetai èna plhjusmì sugke-krimènwn fusik¸n antikeimènwn, to mègejo tou posostoÔ tou to opo�o ja ikanopoie�èna kajorismèno sÔnolo krithr�wn epilog  apotele� idiìthta tou �diou tou antikei-mènou (entì twn perijwr�wn th kinhmatik  ex�rthsh), kai den exart�tai apì toumhqanismoÔ paragwg  tou. Kat� sunèpeia h mètrhsh mpore� na �metaferje�� apìèna sÔnolo dedomènwn se èna �llo to opo�o na perièqei to exetazìmeno antike�meno,to opo�o sth sugkekrimènh per�ptwsh e�nai adroniko� p�dake pou mimoÔntai fwtìnia.To zhtoÔmeno e�nai na metrhje� h suqnìthta me thn opo�a èna �qalarì yeudè�fusikì antike�meno - to opo�o or�zetai w èna yeudè antike�meno pou ikanopoie� mìnoorismèna apì ta krit ria tautopo�hsh -, katafèrnei ep�sh na ikanopoie� thn pl rhalus�da tautopo�hsh tou �alhjinoÔ antikeimènou". Aut  h mètrhsh sun jw prag-matopoie�tai qrhsimopoi¸nta ènan plhjusmì yeud¸n antikeimènwn. Sth sunèqeia,aut  h plhrofor�a qrhsimopoie�tai gia thn probol  (extrapolation) apì èna de�gmato opo�o perièqei qalar� yeud  antike�mena ston telikì plhjusmì met� thn pl rhepilog  tautopo�hsh. Gia par�deigma, sthn per�ptwsh tou Z0γ:
[

πιδακǫς πoυ µιµoυνται γ µǫτα την πληρη ταυτoπoιηση

πιδακǫς πoυ ικανoπoιoυν τη µǫρικη ταυτoπoιηση

]

δǫιγµα QCD

=

[

Z0 + πιδακǫς πoυ µιµoυνται γ µǫτα την πληρη ταυτoπoιηση

Z0 + πιδακǫς πoυ ικανoπoιoυν τη µǫρικη ταυτoπoιηση

]

δǫιγµα Z0γ

⇒ Υπoβαθρo ≡
[

Z0 + πιδακǫς πoυ µιµoυνται γ µǫτα την πληρη ταυτoπoιηση
]

δǫιγµα Z0γ
=



= R×
[

Z0 + πιδακǫς πoυ ικανoπoιoυν τη µǫρικη ταυτoπoιηση
]

δǫιγµα Z0γ
, (2.2)ìpou

R ≡
[

πιδακǫς πoυ µιµoυνται γ µǫτα την πληρη ταυτoπoιηση

πιδακǫς πoυ ικανoπoιoυν τη µǫρικη ταυτoπoιηση

]

δǫιγµα QCD

.O plhjusmì o opo�o ikanopoie� ta pl rh krit ria tautopo�hsh sun jw apoka-le�tai �arijmht ", en¸ o plhjusmì o opo�o ikanopoie� orismèna apì ta krit riae�nai o �paronomast ". En tèlei, h mètrhsh autoÔ tou lìgou se de�gmata ploÔsiase p�dake ja mporoÔse sth sunèqeia na efarmoste� se dedomèna Z0γ ta opo�a pe-rièqoun kai p�dake.'Ena apì ta pleonekt mata th mejìdou yeud¸n lìgwn e�nai h apaleif  twn su-sthmatik¸n abebaiot twn gia eke�na ta krit ria epilog  ta opo�a perilamb�nontaitìso ston orismì tou arijmht  ìso kai tou paronomast . Paradosiak�, o orismìtou paronomast  dhmiourge�tai afair¸nta to isqurìtero krit rio epilog  apì tonarijmht .Sthn idanik  per�ptwsh o paronomast  ja perièqei mìno yeud  antike�mena, qw-r� parous�a alhjin¸n. En toÔtoi h sÔstash tou paronomast  apotele� èna apì takÔria zht mata sthn efarmog  th mejìdou yeud¸n lìgwn.H mèjodo lìgwn parak�mptei autì to prìblhma mèsw th eisagwg  enì diaforeti-koÔ orismoÔ gia ton paronomast : Ant� na ikanopoie� èna uposÔnolo twn krithr�wntautopo�hsh twn fwton�wn, o paronomast  prèpei t¸ra na ikanopoie� m�a �anti-epilog ", dhlad  krit ria ta opo�a epilègoun upoy fiou pou den e�nai fwtìnia.Kat� sunèpeia, sth mèjodo logwn o lìgo upolog�zetai w ex :
πιδακǫς πoυ µιµoυνται γ µǫτα την πληρη ταυτoπoιηση

πιδακǫς πoυ ικανoπoιoυν την αντι − ταυτoπoιηση
(2.3)ìpou ta pl rh krit ria tautopo�hsh fwton�wn akoloujoÔn thn perigraf  sthn §2.3,en¸ ta krit ria anti-epilog  fwton�ou apoteloÔntai apì:

• yeudowkÔthta th uperom�da krust�llwn tou ECAL entì twn tim¸n |η| <
1.442, 1.566 < |η| < 2.5,

• enèrgeia th uperom�da krust�llwn ET ≥ 10 GeV,
• apous�a metr sewn ston aniqneut  yhf�dwn,
• anti-epilog  me qr sh th metablht  apomìnwsh ston aniqneut  troqi¸n(§4.3.3): TrkIso−0.001 ET > 3 GeV (h epilog  fwton�wn apaite� < 2 GeV).Orismèna epiplèon krit ria qrei�zontai prokeimènou na lhfjoÔn up�oyh oi skandali-stè pid�kwn pou qrhsimopoioÔntai gia to sqhmatismì sunìlwn dedomènwn ploÔsiwnse p�dake:



• èna upoy fio p�daka pou sumfwne� qwrik� me ton skandalist ,
• qwrik  apìstash an�mesa sto upoy fio fwtìnio kai ton upoy fio p�daka oopo�o skand�lise to gegonì, ∆R(γ, jet) > 0.7,
• egk�rsia enèrgeia tou upoy fiou fwton�ou, ET , megalÔterh apì tim  kontin se eke�nh tou skandalist  tou ek�stote gegonìto.Met� thn efarmog  aut¸n twn krithr�wn, to posostì pragmatik¸n fwton�wn stonparonomast  e�nai mikrìtero tou 1% sthn prosomo�wsh.O lìgo R upolog�sthke me ton trìpo pou perigr�fhke se sÔnola dedomènwn apìti sugkroÔsei, skandalismèna apì adronikoÔ p�dake. Katìpin efarmìsthke sesÔnola dedomènwn me Z0 + �anti-epilegmèna antike�mena", sÔmfwna me thn Ex�sw-sh(2.2).O skandalismì twn ploÔsiwn se p�dake sunìlwn dedomènwn ègine apì �qalarwmè-nou� skandalistè memonwmènwn pid�kwn, me to kat¸tato ìrio th pT na kuma�netaiapì 15 èw 100 GeV/c. Apait jhke epiplèon na ikanopoioÔntai ta eidik� krit riaepilog  gia adronikoÔ skandalistè ta opo�a anafèrjhkan.Prokeimènou na upologiste� o lìgo sto ploÔsio se p�dake sÔnolo dedomènwn sÔm-fwna me thn Ex�swsh(2.3), to pr¸to b ma  tan h apeikìnish tou sunolikoÔ lìgou

f tou arijmoÔ gegonìtwn ston arijmht  pro ton arijmì gegonìtwn ston parono-mast , sunart sei th pT . En toÔtoi, lìgw tou ìti o arijmht  mpore� na perièqeikai alhjin� fwtìnia, o f sthn pragmatikìthta apotele�tai apì dÔo mèrh:
f = fQCD + fγ ,ìpou fQCD e�nai h zhtoÔmenh posìthta, dhlad  o lìgo twn yeud¸n antikeimènwnpro ta anti-epilegmèna antike�mena, en¸ fγ e�nai o lìgo twn alhjin¸n antikeimènwnpro ta anti-epilegmèna. Oi dÔo suneisforè e�nai dunatì na diaqwristoÔn, kaj¸sthn perioq  me pT >∼ 100 GeV/c o arijmht  perièqei sqedìn apokleistik� alh-jin� fwtìnia, kai w ek toÔtou o fγ epikrate� ston f (Sq ma 2.29).Kat� sunèpeia, to sq ma tou fγ kajor�zetai mèsw prosarmog  sthn perioq  pT >

100 GeV/c, kai akolouje�tai apì prosarmog  tou fQCD + fγ se olìklhrh thn pe-rioq  tim¸n th pT (Sq ma 2.29). Me autì ton trìpo o fQCD upolog�zetai kaiefarmìzetai sto sÔnolo dedomènwn me Z0 + �anti-epilegmèna antike�mena� sÔmfwname thn Ex�swsh(2.2), gia ton upologismì twn gegonìtwn upob�jrou pou epizoÔnsto telikì sÔnolo dedomènwn Z0γ.O lìgo fQCD èqei ex�rthsh apì thn pT , kai efarmìzetai sthn telik  katanom  th
pγ

T twn gegonìtwn me Z0 + �anti-epilegmèna antike�mena", xeqwrist� se k�je bin.H diadikas�a ektele�tai xeqwrist� gia ti perioqè tou barelioÔ kai twn �krwn. Meqr sh prosomoiwmènwn sunìlwn dedomènwn upolog�zetai ìti h ekt�mhsh tou arijmoÔtwn gegonìtwn upob�jrou sumfwne� me ton pragmatikì arijmì tou mèsa se 1 σ.



Sq ma 2.29: O lìgo tou pl jou pragmatik¸n kai yeud¸n apomonwmènwnfwton�wn w pro to pl jo mh-apomonwmènwn (anti-epilegmènwn) fwton�wn,sunart sei th egk�rsia enèrgeia tou fwton�ou, se prosomoiwmèna de�gmata,kai oi katanomè fγ(ET ) kai fQCD(ET ) ìpw prokÔptoun apì ti prosarmogèsthn perioq  tou barelioÔ (arister�) kai twn b�sewn (dexi�) [45℄.



2.5 Dedomèna apì ti sugkroÔsei prwto-n�wnTa sÔnola dedomènwn apì ti sugkroÔsei ston LHC kat� th di�rkeia tou 2011,ta opo�a qrhsimopoi jhkan gia thn an�lush tou kanalioÔ Z0γ, epilèqjhkan apìskandalistè e�te hlektron�wn e�te mion�wn kai pèrasan apì orismèna polÔ basik�krit ria epilog . Qrhsimopoi jhkan mh-prosarmosmènoi skandalistè memonwmè-nwn hlektron�wn kai mion�wn me ta ek�stote el�qista ìria sti timè th egk�rsiaorm , an�loga me ti diaforetikè periìdou l yh dedomènwn (P�nake 2.4 kai2.5). H oloklhrwmènh fwteinìthta (integrated luminosity) gia k�je èna apì ta dÔosÔnola dedomènwn e�nai ∼ 36.1 pb−1. Sth sunèqeia ta dedomèna epexerg�sthkan meto ep�shmo logismikì anakataskeu  tou CMS, kai efarmìsthke h pl rh alus�dakrithr�wn epilog  h opo�a perigr�fetai sthn §2.3. O telikì arijmì gegonìtwn
Z0γ e�nai 81 sto kan�li di�spash se hlektrìnia kai 90 sto kan�li twn mion�wn.To pl jo twn gegonìtwn ta opo�a ektim�tai ìti ofe�lontai se adronikoÔ p�dakeupolog�sthke me th, basismènh sth mètrhsh, mèjodo h opo�a perigr�fhke sthn §2.4.To �jroisma aut  th ekt�mhsh kai tou pl jou anamenìmenwn gegonìtwn gia toKP apì thn prosomo�wsh katal gei se 88.9 ± 4.0 kai 100.6 ± 4.6 gegonìta gia takan�lia hlektron�wn kai mion�wn ant�stoiqa.Oi telikè katanomè th egk�rsia orm  twn fwton�wn sta dedomèna twn sug-kroÔsewn parousi�zontai sta Sq mata2.30 kai 2.31, maz� me thn ekt�mhsh gia toupìbajro kai thn prìbleyh gia to KP apì thn prosomo�wsh. To Sq ma2.32 parou-si�zei thn katanom  th anakataskeuasmènh anallo�wth m�za twn dÔo lepton�wnkai tou fwton�ou w sun�rthsh th m�za twn dÔo lepton�wn, maz� me thn ant�stoi-qh prosomo�wsh tou KP. H z¸nh gÔrw apì thn tim  Mµµγ = MZ0 antistoiqe� segegonìta sta opo�a ta fwtìnia proèrqontai apì aktinobol�a pèdhsh. H z¸nh gÔrwapì thn tim  Mµµ = MZ0 antistoiqe� se fwtìnia aktinobol�a arqik  kat�stashentì tou KP, en¸ pijan  parous�a an¸malwn suzeÔxewn ja anamenìtan na prokale�per�sseia gegonìtwn, eidik� se uyhlìtere timè th Mµµγ .



L yh dedomènwn (runs) L1 HLT Skandalistè Oloklhrwmènh(GeV) (GeV) fwt. (pb−1)135821-140401 5 15 HLT Ele15 LW L1R 0.27140402-143962 5 15 HLT Ele15 SW L1R 2.20143963-144114 5 15 HLT Ele15 SW CaloEleId L1R 0.72144115-147116 8 17 HLT Ele17 SW CaloEleId L1R 5.06147117-148058 8 17 HLT Ele17 SW TightEleId L1R 9.47148059-149064 8 17 HLT Ele17 SW TighterEleIdIsol L1R v2 3.86149065-149442 8 17 HLT Ele17 SW TighterEleIdIsol L1R v3 8.11P�naka 2.4: Skandalistè hlektron�wn gia di�fore periìdou l yh dedomè-nwn sto CMS. H deÔterh kai h tr�th st lh d�noun ta diaforetik� el�qistaìria sthn egk�rsia orm , gia to skandalist  qamhloÔ (Level-1) kai an¸te-rou epipèdou (High Level Trigger) ant�stoiqa. H teleuta�a st lh d�nei thnoloklhrwmènh fwteinìthta gia k�je per�odo mètrhsh.

L yh dedomènwn (runs) HLT (GeV/c) Skandalistè Oloklhrwmènh fwt. (pb−1)133874-147195 9 HLT Mu9 8.24147196-148821 11 HLT Mu11 9.47148822-149442 15 HLT Mu15 v1 18.44P�naka 2.5: Skandalistè mion�wn gia di�fore periìdou l yh dedomènwnsto CMS. H deÔterh st lh d�nei ta diaforetik� el�qista ìria sthn egk�r-sia orm . H teleuta�a st lh d�nei thn oloklhrwmènh fwteinìthta gia k�jeper�odo mètrhsh.
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Sq ma 2.30: Egk�rsia orm  tou telikoÔ fwton�ou sto kan�li Z0(→ ee)γ apìdedomèna sugkroÔsewn (maÔre tele�e), maz� me thn ektim¸menh katanom twn gegonìtwn upob�jrou (mple paÔle), kai thn prosomoiwmènh katanom tou KP (s ma sun upìbajro, kìkkinh suneq  gramm ), met� apì allag kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.31: Egk�rsia orm  tou telikoÔ fwton�ou sto kan�li Z0(→ µµ)γ apìdedomèna sugkroÔsewn (maÔre tele�e), maz� me thn ektim¸menh katanom twn gegonìtwn upob�jrou (mple paÔle), kai thn prosomoiwmènh katanom tou KP (s ma sun upìbajro, kìkkinh suneq  gramm ), met� apì allag kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.



Sq ma 2.32: Katanom  th anakataskeuasmènh anallo�wth m�za twn dÔolepton�wn kai tou fwton�ou, w sun�rthsh th m�za twn dÔo lepton�wn (miì-nia apì dedomèna: kÔkloi, hlektrìnia apì dedomèna: tele�e), maz� me thnprosomo�wsh tou KP (gkri shme�a)[44℄.



2.6 An¸male suzeÔxei - Statistik  an�-lush2.6.1 Timè twn fusik¸n paramètrwn sthn proso-mo�wshH paroÔsa an�lush epitrèpei thn anaz thsh nèa fusik  kat� trìpo anex�r-thto apì jewrhtik� montèla - an oi an¸male suzeÔxei up�rqoun, ta �qnh toumporoÔn na aniqneujoÔn sta dedomèna anex�rthta apì thn phg  tou. En toÔtoi,m�a an�lush pijanof�neia (likelihood) h opo�a qrhsimopoie� prosomoiwmèna de�gma-ta ja èqei ex�rthsh apì orismène paradoqè sqetik� me th fusik  pou upeisèrqetaistou upologismoÔ, se ì,ti afor� thn parametropo�hsh twn suzeÔxewn sÔmfwname thn kl�maka sthn opo�a emfan�zontai ta nèa fainìmena. M�a �llh, el�ssona,paradoq  èqei na k�nei me th sunhjismènh epilog  na meletoÔntai mìno oi suzeÔxei
hV

3,4 oi opo�e diathroÔn th summetr�a CP, gia lìgou eukol�a.Stou adronikoÔ epitaquntè sunhj�zetai na g�netai m�a sugkekrimènh paradoq sqetik� me th sumperifor� twn suzeÔxewn sunart sei th enèrgeia, san �muna apè-nanti sthn parab�ash th unitarity se ep�pedo Born. H kajierwmènh epilog [47℄e�nai h qr sh dipolik¸n paragìntwn morf  (dipole form factors), empneusmènh apìthn epituq�a twn paragìntwn morf  sta noukleìnia. Gia par�deigma, h sÔzeuxh hZ
3mpore� na ekfraste� w:

hZ
3 (pZ , pγ , ŝ) =

hZ
30

(

1 + ŝ
Λ2

)n ,ìpou Λ e�nai h �tim  epanafor�� (regularization value) [12℄, h enèrgeia ìpou oi kai-noÔrgie suneisforè arq�zoun na anairoÔn ti apokl�sei (h opo�a sundèetai qwr�anagkastik� na isoÔtai me thn kl�maka twn nèwn fainomènwn). h30 e�nai h prosèg-gish th sÔzeuxh se qamhl  enèrgeia. Kaj¸ oi suzeÔxei èqoun ex�rthsh apì tiormè twn swmatid�wn, h ekjetik  morf  tou paronomast  eggu�tai ìti se uyhlèenèrgeie oi timè twn suzeÔxewn fj�noun gr gora, ant� na aux�nontai katastrofik�,mèsw kat�llhlh epilog  tou n. Aut  h apa�thsh gia diat rhsh th unitarity èqeisan apotèlesma perioristikè sqèsei an�mesa sti trei paramètrou Λ, n kai hZ
30.Kat� sunèpeia, oi par�metroi oi opo�e prèpei na kajor�zontai sthn prosomo�wshe�nai oi Λ, n, kai beba�w oi timè pou ja qrhsimopoihjoÔn gia ti suzeÔxei hZ

30,40.'Ole oi up�rqouse analÔsei èqoun pragmatopoihje� gia sugkekrimèna sÔnola ti-m¸n twn Λ kai n.En toÔtoi, ta k�nhtra upèr m�a an�lush qwr� periorismoÔ apì upojetikè para-metropoi sei e�nai isqur� [10℄[11℄. Sunep¸, gia thn paroÔsa an�lush epilèqjhkena mh g�nei qr sh th parametropo�hsh me par�gonte morf , to opo�o metafr�ze-tai se mhdenikè timè gia tou ekjète n kai gia ti dÔo suzeÔxei hZ
3 , hZ

4 .



NLO (L = 36.1 pb−1) KP - - -0 -+ 0- 0+ +- +0 ++
Z0(→ µµ)γ 72 255 95 446 337 344 448 93 252
Z0(→ ee)γ 67 257 86 452 340 346 457 86 253P�naka 2.6: Pl jo gegonìtwn se NLO sta kan�lia Z0(→ µµ)γ kai

Z0(→ ee)γ sthn prosomo�wsh, gia to KP kai gia mh-mhdenikè aTGCs, met�thn pl rh alus�da epilog  gegonìtwn, kai me allag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.Sthn pr¸th seir� ta zeÔgh �+,−, 0� sumbol�zoun ti suzeÔxei hZ
3 kai hZ

4 an-t�stoiqa, antiproswpeÔonta ti timè hZ
3 = {±0.12, 0} kai hZ

4 = {±0.004, 0}.Oi timè oi opo�e epilèqjhsan gia ti an¸male suzeÔxei e�nai hZ
3 = {0,±0.12}, hZ

4 =
{0,±0.004}. (Sta akìlouja, o de�kth �Z� parale�petai apì ti hZ

3 , hZ
4 gia eukr�-neia.) Oi sugkekrimène timè kalÔptoun èna eÔloga platÔ f�sma, ¸ste na epitrè-petai h probol  twn apotelesm�twn th prosarmog  (fit) tìso sto eswterikì ìsokai sto exwterikì th perioq  me ti endiafèrouse timè, ìpw autè or�zontai apìta up�rqonta ìria (P�naka 2.2, §2.1), me th diadikas�a pou perigr�fetai sthn §2.6.3.Me qr sh aut¸n twn tim¸n gia ti fusikè paramètrou, par�qjhkan ennèa sÔ-nola dedomènwn gia thn an¸malh koruf  Z0Z0γ gia k�je kan�li leptonik¸n diasp�-sewn, me qr sh tou genn tora Baur Z0γ.

2.6.2 Pl jo gegonìtwn kai telikè katanomè th
pγ

T tou fwton�ouSton P�naka 2.6 sugkentr¸nontai ta pl jh gegonìtwn gia ta ennèa de�gmata,met� apì thn pl rh alus�da epilog  kai thn allag  kl�maka sÔmfwna me thn olo-klhrwmènh fwteinìthta, gia ta kan�lia mion�wn kai hlektron�wn. H allag  kl�makaapì LO se NLO sti katanomè th pγ
T tou fwton�ou efarmìsthke se k�je gegonìxeqwrist�, me qr sh twn exart¸menwn apì thn pγ

T paragìntwn �k-factors� oi opo�oiperigr�fontai sthn §2.2. (To Sq ma 2.27, §2.3, de�qnei thn allag  kl�maka gia toKP.)Oi telikè katanomè th pγ
T tou fwton�ou gia ta ennèa de�gmata parousi�zontaista Sq mata 2.33, 2.34, me diamerismì kat�llhla prosarmosmèno sto periorismènof�sma tim¸n th pγ

T sta diajèsima dedomèna apì ti sugkroÔsei. To teleuta�o bin(�overflow bin") perilamb�nei ìla ta gegonìta pou an koun se uyhlìtere timè th
pγ

T .
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Sq ma 2.33: Egk�rsia orm  tou telikoÔ fwton�ou sta prosomoiwmèna de�gmata
Z0(→ µµ)γ, gia to KP kai di�fore timè twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn hZ

3,4, meallag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq ma 2.34: Egk�rsia orm  tou telikoÔ fwton�ou sta prosomoiwmèna de�gmata
Z0(→ ee)γ, gia to KP kai di�fore timè twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn hZ

3,4, meallag  kl�maka sta 36.1 pb−1.



2.6.3 H genik  mèjodo kai oi sunart sei prì-bleyh gia ta an¸mala gegonìtaProkeimènou na upologiste� h sumbatìthta tou anamenìmenou pl jou �an¸-malwn� gegonìtwn me to pl jo pou metr�tai sto CMS, kai na tejoÔn ìria sthneuaisjhs�a tou peir�mato sti an¸male suzeÔxei, g�netai h paradoq  ìti h ka-tanom  pijanìthta akolouj  sun�rthsh Poisson, kai qrhsimopoie�tai diamerismènhprosarmog  mègisth pijanof�neia (binned maximum likelihood fit).Pio sugkekrimèna, g�netai h paradoq  ìti gia èna sugkekrimèno f�sma tim¸n th eg-k�rsia orm  tou fwton�ou, pγ
T , h pijanìthta na parathrhje� to metroÔmeno pl jogegonìtwn, gia dedomèno anamenìmeno pl jo gegonìtwn me an¸male suzeÔxei, e�-nai:

P (N ; h3, h4) =
nN

ace
−nac

N !ìpou N e�nai to metroÔmeno pl jo gegonìtwn kai nac e�nai to anamenìmeno pl jogegonìtwn gia dedomèno zeÔgo tim¸n twn h3, h4, ìpw exhge�tai sth sunèqeia.H pijanof�neia kataskeu�zetai apì to ginìmeno twn P se ìla ta bins i th pγ
T :

L =
∏

i

Pi(N ; nac(h3, h4))Ant� na megistopoihje� h pijanof�neia, qrhsimopoie�tai h elaqistopo�hsh tou arnh-tikoÔ log�rijmoÔ th (negative log-likelihood):
− lnL = ntotal

ac −
∑

i

Ni lnnac, i + const.To anamenìmeno pl jo an¸malwn gegonìtwn ta opo�a upeisèrqontai se aut  thnèkfrash upolog�zetai w ex : Kaj¸ to pl�to th koruf  e�nai grammikì wpro ti an¸male suzeÔxei (Ex�swsh(3.4), §2.1), h pio genik  morf  th energoÔdiatom , kai kat� sunèpeia th sun�rthsh pou parèqei to pl jo twn gegonìtwn,èqei tetragwnik  ex�rthsh apì ti suzeÔxei. Sthn per�ptwsh ìpou sugkekrimèna oisuzeÔxei oi opo�e diathroÔn th summetr�a CP e�nai mh-mhdenikè, to problepìmenopl jo twn gegonìtwn e�nai m�a elleiptik  paraboloeid  sun�rthsh twn h3, h4, giak�je bin th pγ
T :

nac(h3, h4) = NSM + A · h3 + B · h4 + C · h3 · h3 + D · h4 · h4 + E · h3 · h4ìpou NSM e�nai to pl jo twn gegonìtwn entì tou KP kai oi A, ..., E e�nai sun-telestè.ProkÔptei ìti, an h tim  th pγ
T parame�nei entì m�a mikr  perioq , h gn¸sh akìmakai enì mikroÔ sunìlou plhj¸n gegonìtwn gia diaforetik� zeÔgh tim¸n twn h3, h4arke� gia ton kajorismì th paraboloeidoÔ sun�rthsh gia autì to sugkekrimèno

bin pγ
T .
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Sq ma 2.35: Prosarmog  twn paraboloeid¸n epifanei¸n sta pl jh gegonì-twn twn ennèa deigm�twn Z0(→ µµ)γ (stou �xone x kai y br�skontai oi timètwn suzeÔxewn h3,4 gia to k�je de�gma). H prosarmog  ektele�tai qwrist� giak�je bin tou pγ
T tou fwton�ou, sta pl�th tim¸n [10, 30, 50, 70, 90].Pr�gmati, arke� h qr sh twn katanom¸n th pγ

T apì ta ennèa arqe�a tou Baur
Zγ gia to k�je kan�li, met� thn allag  kl�maka apì LO se NLO timè me thnefarmog  twn exart¸menwn apì thn pγ

T paragìntwn k-factors. Ta gegonìta kata-nem jhkan se bins sumbat� me thn katanom  twn dedomènwn tou CMS, me kat¸tatoìrio ta 10 GeV/c. Ta gegonìta me pγ
T > 90 GeV/c prostèjhkan sto teleuta�o bin,kai to pl jo tou apodeiknÔetai kajoristikì gia thn eÔresh twn or�wn, ìpw  tananamenìmeno lìgw tìso tou mikroÔ pl jou gegonìtwn apì sugkroÔsei ìso kaitwn qamhl¸n tim¸n pγ

T pou ta qarakthr�zoun.Telik� h paraboloeid  sun�rthsh lamb�netai se k�je bin th pγ
T xeqwrist�, pro-sarmìzonta m�a didi�stath epif�neia p�nw sto plègma tou pl jou gegonìtwn twnennèa deigm�twn sunart sei twn h3 kai h4 (Sq mata 2.35, 2.36). H prosarmog g�netai se perioq  tim¸n elafr¸ platÔterh apì ti timè pou qrhsimopoi jhkan giati suzeÔxei, kai uperkalÔptei ta trèqonta peiramatik� ìria. Qrhsimopoi¸nta tisunart sei pou prokÔptoun me autì ton trìpo, e�nai dunatì na g�nei epèktash thprìbleyh tou pl jou gegonìtwn gia opoiesd pote timè twn suzeÔxewn h3, h4 en-tì th perioq  tim¸n th prosarmog , kai sunep¸ na brejoÔn oi timè tou poue�nai pio sumbatè me ti metr sei tou CMS.2.6.4 Peiramatik� ìriaH elaqistopo�hsh tou arnhtikoÔ log�rijmou th pijanof�neia, me dedomènh thmètrhsh apì to CMS, ektelèsthke me qr sh tou pakètou logismikoÔ RooFit[58℄to opo�o anaptÔqjhke gia statistikè analÔsei. To upìbajro, ìpw ektim jhke
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Sq ma 2.36: Prosarmog  twn paraboloeid¸n epifanei¸n sta pl jh gegonì-twn twn ennèa deigm�twn Z0(→ ee)γ (stou �xone x kai y br�skontai oi timètwn suzeÔxewn h3,4 gia to k�je de�gma). H prosarmog  ektele�tai qwrist� giak�je bin tou pγ
T tou fwton�ou, sta pl�th tim¸n [10, 30, 50, 70, 90].mèsw th mejìdou lìgwn (§2.4), prost�jetai sto anamenìmeno pl jo gegonìtwntou s mato prokeimènou na sqhmatiste� to sunolikì pl jo anamenìmenwn gego-nìtwn (Sq mata 2.30, 2.31 sthn §2.5).Tèlo, tìso sto anamenìmeno s ma ìso kai sto ektim¸meno upìbajro epitrèpontaidiakum�nsei lìgw orismènwn paramètrwn ìqlhsh (nuisance parameters), oi timètwn opo�wn perior�zontai kat�llhla entì tou arnhtikoÔ log�rijmou th pijanof�-neia. Prìkeitai gia thn abebaiìthta sthn oloklhrwmènh fwteinìthta, fL, kai tisusthmatikè abebaiìthte sthn epilog  tou s mato, fS , kai tou upob�jrou, fBG.Kat� sunèpeia, h pl rh èkfrash th pijanof�neia g�netai:

L = GL(fL) · GS(fS) · GBG(fBG) ·
∏

i

Pi (N ; {nac(h3, h4) · fL · fS + nbg · fBG})Gia ti timè twn abebaiot twn g�netai h paradoq  ìti perior�zontai apì katanomè�kanonikoÔ log�rijmou� (log-normal,   katanomè Galton), G(f), sti opo�e o lo-g�rijmo th metablht  akolouje� gkaousian  katanom , me apìklish �sh me topl�to th abebaiìthta. H epilog  th katanom  kanonikoÔ log�rijmou gia timetablhtè, ant� th pio sunhjismènh gkaousian  katanom , apotele� profÔlaxhkat� th qr sh fragmènwn posot twn[59℄.Gia thn eÔresh twn tim¸n twn an¸malwn suzeÔxewn oi opo�e e�nai pio sumbatème ta diajèsima dedomèna qrhsimopoi jhke h rout�na Migrad. Oi timè twn h3 kai
h4 metab�llontai tautìqrona kat� b mata en¸ o arnhtikì log�rijmo th pijano-f�neia elaqistopoie�tai w pro ti upìloipe paramètrou, kai h pr¸th kai deÔterh



par�gwgì tou qrhsimopoioÔntai gia thn eÔresh tou el�qistou.Met� thn eÔresh tou el�qistou   twn el�qistwn, o algìrijmo Minos qrhsimo-poie�tai gia to profiling kai thn eÔresh twn or�wn: O arnhtikì log�rijmo thpijanof�neia upolog�zetai ek nèou gia ìla ta shme�a tou parametrikoÔ q¸rou, en¸elaqistopoie�tai xan� w pro ti parametrou ìqlhsh (�profiling"). Me autì tontrìpo g�netai arijmhtikì upologismì th epijumht  apìstash apì thn el�qi-sth tim  kai tou ant�stoiqou diast mato empistosÔnh (confidence interval), kaipar�gontai ta perigr�mmata twn epipèdwn empistosÔnh (confidence level).2.6.5 Susthmatik  abebaiìthta'Opw anafèrjhke sthn §2.6.4, trei perioqè ephre�zontai apì susthmatik  abe-baiìthta: H mètrhsh twn gegonìtwn Z0γ, h ekt�mhsh tou upob�jrou, kai h mètrhshth oloklhrwmènh fwteinìthta.H abebaiìthta sthn oloklhrwmènh fwteinìthta upolog�sthke apì to pe�rama CMS�sh me 4% [60℄.Oi phgè th abebaiìthta sth mètrhsh tou Z0γ e�nai h abebaiìthta apì thn PDF(parton density function, sun�rthsh puknìthta parton�wn), apì thn apodotikìth-ta tou skandalismoÔ, th anakataskeu , kai th tautopo�hsh twn swmatid�wn, kaiapì th diakritik  ikanìthta (resolution) kai thn kl�maka enèrgeia (energy scale)twn lepton�wn kai twn fwton�wn.Ston upologismì tou upob�jrou me th mèjodo yeud¸n lìgwn (§2.4) upeisèrqontaitrei phgè susthmatik  abebaiìthta: H epilog  tou katwfl�ou sth metablht apomìnwsh th troqi� gia thn anti-epilog , h prosarmog  (fit) gia thn exagwg twn lìgwn, kai oi statistikè diakum�nsei sto posostì twn alhjin¸n fwton�wnpou br�skontai sto de�gma adronikwn pid�kwn. H teleuta�a e�nai kai h mình shman-tik  phg  abebaiìthta ston upologismì tou upob�jrou.H ep�drash twn susthmatik¸n abebaiot twn sth mètrhsh twn dÔo leptonik¸n kana-li¸n br�sketai ston P�naka 2.7. H efarmog  tou sth statistik  an�lush suzhte�taisthn §2.6.4.2.6.6 ApotelèsmataMet� ti didi�state prosarmogè sti timè twn aTGCs, ta Sq mata 2.37 - 2.40parousi�zoun ta ìri� tou se ep�pedo empistosÔnh (CL) 68% kai 95%, gia ta ka-n�lia di�spash se miìnia kai hlektrìnia, tìso xeqwrist� ìso kai sunduasmèna.Ta Sq mata 2.37, 2.38 parousi�zoun ta didi�stata apotelèsmata sta dÔo leptonik�kan�lia kai to sunduasmì tou, ìpw upolog�sthkan me b�sh ta sÔnola dedomènwnapì ton genn tora Baur Z0γ.H statistik  an�lush epanal fjhke kai me ta de�gmata aTGCs ta opo�a par qjhsanme ton genn tora Sherpa. Qrhsimopoi¸nta ti paraboloeide� sunart sei apì tade�gmata tou Sherpa gia thn prosarmog  sta peiramatik� dedomèna, lamb�nontai tadidi�stata ìria twn Sqhm�twn 2.39, 2.40.



Phg  eeγ µµγKl�maka enèrgeia hlektron�ou 2.8% n/aDiakritik  ikanìthta enèrgeia hlektron�ou 0.5% n/aKl�maka pT mion�ou n/a 1.5%Diakritik  ikanìthta pT mion�ou n/a 0.7%Kl�maka enèrgeia fwton�ou 3.7% 3.0%Diakritik  ikanìthta enèrgeia fwton�ou 1.7% 1.4%
Pile-up 2.3% 1.8%
PDF 2.0% 2.0%Anakataskeu  hlektron�ou 0.9% n/aTautopo�hsh kai apomìnwsh hlektron�ou 0.7% n/aTautopo�hsh kai anakataskeu  mion�ou n/a 1.1%Tautopo�hsh kai apomìnwsh fwton�ou 1.0% 1.0%Olik  abebaiìthta S mato 6.0% 4.5%Olik  abebaiìthta Upob�jrou 9.3% 11.4%Olik  abebaiìthta Fwteinìthta 4.0% 4.0%P�naka 2.7: L�sta susthmatik¸n abebaiot twn sto kan�li Z0γ. (n/a: denafor� thn per�ptwsh)

Epiplèon, ston P�naka 2.8 parousi�zontai monodi�stata ìria gia k�je m�a apì tisuzeÔxei, prokeimènou na g�nei sÔgkrish me ta up�rqonta peiramatik� apotelèsmata.Ta en lìgw ìria prokÔptoun jètonta thn ek�stote �llh sÔzeuxh �sh me thn tim pou èqei sto KP, dhlad  �sh me to mhdèn.Ta monodi�stata ìria pou t�jentai sti timè twn h3,4 me tou dÔo genn toree�nai sumbat� metaxÔ tou. En toÔtoi, sth sunèqeia suzhtoÔntai dÔo pijanè phgèth diafor� an�mesa sta didi�stata apotelèsmata.'Opw anafèrjhke sthn §2.2, sthn paragwg  me to genn tora Sherpa oi upologi-smo� LO perilamb�noun suneisforè QCD, en¸ h paragwg  tou Baur ti perilam-b�nei se ep�pedo NLO. Apì th m�a, to gegonì autì e�nai dunatì na ephre�zei tosq ma th katanom  pγ
T kat� thn allag  kl�maka me qr sh twn k-factors (§2.2).An autì sumba�nei, anamènetai na èqei mikrì mègejo.Apì thn �llh, oi suneisforè QCD anamènetai na k�noun thn perigraf  th para-gwg  Z0γ pio akrib . En toÔtoi, perilamb�noun epiplèon kinhmatik� krit ria seep�pedo paragwg , ta opo�a e�nai dunatì na ephre�zoun ta allhlepidr¸nta partìniakai tou adronikoÔ p�dake (§2.2).



hZ
3 hZ

4

Baur Z0(→ µµ)γ -0.07 0.07 -0.0006 0.0006
Baur Z0(→ ee)γ -0.06 0.06 -0.0005 0.0005
Baur sunduasmì -0.07 0.06 -0.0005 0.0005

Sherpa Z0(→ µµ)γ -0.06 0.09 -0.0006 0.0055
Sherpa Z0(→ ee)γ -0.06 0.08 -0.0005 0.0005
Sherpa sunduasmì -0.05 0.08 -0.0005 0.0004P�naka 2.8: Monodi�stata ìria 95% CL sti aTGCs sthn koruf  Z0Z0γ,qwr� th qr sh paragìntwn morf  (§2.6.1). Ta apotelèsmata parousi�zontaixeqwrist� gia thn paragwg  me tou genn tore gegonìtwn Baur Z0γ kai

Sherpa.
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Sq ma 2.37: 'Oria sti timè twn aTGCs se ep�pedo empistosÔnh (CL) 95%(suneqè per�gramma) kai 68%CL (diakekommèno), sta kan�lia Z0(→ µµ)γ(arister�) kai Z0(→ ee)γ (dexi�). Qrhsimopoihj ke o genn tora Baur

Z0γ.Me thn paroÔsa an�lush de�qnetai ìti to pe�rama CMS prosegg�zei ta ìria stitimè th sÔzeuxh hZ
3 ta opo�a tèjhkan apì ta peir�mata sto Tevatron, par�ìlopou qrhsimopoi jhke shmantik� ligìterh oloklhrwmènh fwteinìthta. Ta nèa ìriasth sÔzeuxh hZ

4 , h opo�a èqei isqurìterh ex�rthsh apì thn enèrgeia tou kèntrou m�-za twn allhlepidr�sewn, e�nai  dh pio sten�. Aut� ta apotelèsmata odhgoÔn sthnpepo�jhsh ìti h epan�lhyh th an�lush me ta dedomèna apì ti sugkroÔsei ston
LHC ta opo�a ja sulleqjoÔn sth di�rkeia tou 2011 ja odhg sei e�te se shmantik surr�knwsh twn epitrept¸n tim¸n twn aTGCs e�te se anakalÔyei.
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Sq ma 2.38: 'Oria sti timè twn aTGCs se 95%CL (suneqè per�gramma)kai 68%CL (diakekommèno), me sunduasmì twn kanali¸n Z0(→ µµ)γ kai
Z0(→ ee)γ. Qrhsimopoihj ke o genn tora Baur Z0γ.
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Sq ma 2.39: 'Oria sti timè twn aTGCs se 95%CL (suneqè per�gramma) kai
68%CL (diakekommèno), sta kan�lia Z0(→ µµ)γ (arister�) kai Z0(→ ee)γ(dexi�). Qrhsimopoihj ke o genn tora Sherpa.
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Sq ma 2.40: 'Oria sti timè twn aTGCs se 95%CL (suneqè per�gramma)kai 68%CL (diakekommèno), me sunduasmì twn kanali¸n Z0(→ µµ)γ kai
Z0(→ ee)γ. Qrhsimopoihj ke o genn tora Sherpa.



The unprecedented success of the Standard Model - the theoretical formula-
tion of our knowledge about the elementary constituents of the world - has given
rise to intensive attempts at finding a crack in its structure. One of the places
scrutinized for such a hint by Nature lies within the very symmetries dictating
the Model, in the form of relations between the mediators of forces: The presence
of new couplings involving gauge fields would signify a deviation independent of
any specific theoretical presumption, and was among the objects of the searches
performed in the Compact Muon Solenoid experiment with the first data available
from proton-proton collisions in the Large Hadron Collider at CERN.

The present study deals with this search for “anomalous” gauge couplings in even-
ts with the final state comprising of a Z0 boson and a photon, and was performed
on the data collected by the CMS experiment during 2010.

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the Standard Model of elementary par-
ticles, and to the role of trilinear gauge couplings, along with phenomenological
elements about the calculation of the possible contribution of new couplings.
Chapter 2 deals with the description of the LHC machine, and the CMS experi-
ment and its subsystems. In conjunction with this, three studies concerning the
detection of particles in the electromagnetic calorimeter and its preshower detector
are discussed in Chapter 3.
The study for anomalous couplings is expanded on in Chapter 4. After a discussion
of the characteristics of the expected new signal and the main background proces-
ses, and the tools used for their simulation, the experimental techniques employed
for the identification of the involved particles and the elimination of background
are examined. Subsequently, their application on the data from LHC collisions
is presented. Finally, the analysis is concluded with the statistical treatment of
the experimental measurement, and the obtained new limits on the presence of
anomalous couplings.
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Kef�laio 3
Appendix A: Theoretical
introduction

3.1 The Standard Model

3.1.1 Particle content

Particle Physics studies the elementary particles that constitute matter and
describes the interactions between them. According to current knowledge we can
distinguish two types of elementary particles which constitute matter: quarks and
leptons, both with spin 1/2h̄ and arranged in three generations. The fundamental
interactions discovered and studied in detail so far are four: the electromagnetic,
the weak, the strong and the gravitational. However, the main concept of the
quantum field theory is the unified description of both matter and interactions in
terms of quantum fields, the former having semi-integer spin (fermions), the latter
having integer spin (bosons).
Within the -extremely successful experimentally- description of the interactions of
the fundamental components of matter known as Standard Model[1], the existence
of the gauge bosons and the form of their interactions are dictated by local gauge
invariance. In fact, gauge bosons are a manifestation of the Standard Model’s
symmetry group,

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y

where :

• SU(3)C is the non-abelian gauge symmetry group which describes the strong
interactions. Such a structure involves eight independent matrices, which
are the generators of the group, reflecting the fact that the strong interac-
tion is carried by eight vector bosons, the gluons. The gluons are massless,
electrically neutral and carry the charge of strong interactions, known as ”co-
lour”. The strong interactions are well-described by the theory of quantum
chromodynamics (QCD).
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• SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y is the weak isospin symmetry group which describes the
electromagnetic and weak interactions together (electroweak interaction)[2].
Three vector bosons, W±, Z0, are the mediators of the weak interactions,
while the photon is exchanged in electromagnetic interactions. The weak
bosons are massive particles, and can interact among themselves (more de-
tails are found in §3.2). W± have electrical charges of Q = ±1 respectively,
while Z0 is electrically neutral (charges are given in units of the elementary
charge, e). The photon is massless, chargeless and does not interact with
itself.

The main characteristics of strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions and
their mediators are summarized in Table 3.1.
The fundamental constituents of matter, lacking known internal structure to date,
are classified under two groups: quarks and leptons. Quarks are triplets under the
SU(3)C group and hence undergo strong interactions; leptons are singlets under
SU(3)C . The left-handed states of all fermions are SU(2)L doublets, while their
right-handed partners transform as SU(2)L singlets; placing right-handed and left-
handed fermions into different multiplets of the SU(2)L group describes the parity
violation.
The Standard Model includes three generations of fermions, which are identical
except for the masses. Ordinary matter is composed of particles from the first
generation. The other generations only appear briefly in high-energy processes
(cosmic rays, accelerators).
The leptons are the electron (e−), the muon (µ−) and the tau (τ−), each of which
has electric charge Q = −1, and their corresponding neutrinos, νe, νµ, ντ , with
Q = 0. The quarks are of six different flavours: u, d, c, s, t and b, and all have
fractional charge Q = 2

3 , −1
3 , 2

3 , −1
3 , 2

3 and −1
3 respectively. In nature quarks are

found confined within the hadrons, a wider class of stable particles. The particle
content of each generation is:

1st generation:

(

νe

e−

)

L

, e−R,

(

u
d

)

L

, uR, dR

2nd generation:

(

νµ

µ−

)

L

, µ−
R,

(

c
s

)

L

, cR, sR

3rd generation:

(

ντ

τ−

)

L

, τ−
R ,

(

t
b

)

L

, tR, bR

along with the corresponding antiparticles. The left-handed (L) and right-handed
(R) fields are defined by means of the chirality operator γ5, e.g.:

e−L =
1

2
(1 − γ5) e−; e−R =

1

2
(1 + γ5) e−

Although the original formulation of the Standard Model included massless neu-
trinos, there are now experimental indications of them being massive.



Interaction Electromagnetic Weak Strong
Gauge bosons γ W±, Z0 gluons
Mass (GeV/c2) 0 80.4, 91.2 0

Coupling strength α ≃ 1
137

GF = 1.167 × 10−5 GeV−2 αs ≃ 0.1
Range (cm) ∞ 10−16 10−13

P’inakas 3.1: The characteristics of the three fundamental interactions desc-
ribed by the Standard Model, and their mediator fields.

Quarks additionally carry the colour charge, qα, α = 1, 2, 3. There is mixing
between the three generations of quarks, which is parametrised by the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. The origin of this mixing is still unexplained.

3.1.2 The electroweak theory

As discussed above, the bosons which serve as interaction mediators result
from the gauge symmetry of SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y . Local gauge invariance
makes the theory re-normalisable but also requires the gauge bosons to be mas-
sless. However, the fact that the weak gauge bosons are massive indicates that
SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y is not a symmetry of the vacuum. In contrast, the masslessness
of the photon reflects that electromagnetism, U(1)em, is a good symmetry of the
vacuum.
Thus, the Standard Model postulates the so-called Higgs mechanism[3], which
spontaneously breaks the electroweak symmetry SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y to the electro-
magnetic symmetry U(1)em by introducing a complex scalar field: The Higgs field,

Φ =

(

φ+

φ0

)

, is a doublet under SU(2)L, with U(1)Y charge yΦ = +1/2. The

Lagrangian of this field must be invariant under SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y local gauge tran-
sformations, and takes the form:

LHiggs = (DµΦ)†(DµΦ) − V (Φ) (3.1)

where, in the most general case, the potential is:

V (Φ) = −µ2Φ†Φ +
1

2
λ(Φ†Φ)2,

with λ > 0 and µ2 > 0 in order to have non-trivial minima, and the gauge covariant
derivative is defined as:

DµΦ ≡ (∂µ + ig
τ i

2
W i

µ +
ig′

2
Bµ)Φ (3.2)

where τ i are the Pauli matrices, and g(g′) are the SU(2)L (U(1)Y ) gauge coupling
constants. W i

µ, i = 1, 2, 3 are the SU(2)L gauge fields, and Bµ is the U(1)Y field



associated with the weak hyper-charge Y = Q−T3, where Q and T3 are the electric
charge operator and the third component of weak isospin, respectively. It should
be noted that although the full form of the covariant derivative is presented here,
its introduction is justified in the discussion that follows.

The minima of the potential V (Φ) lie on a circle of radius
√

µ2

λ , therefore the
calculation of the Lagrangian for spontaneous symmetry breaking will involve per-
turbative expansion around this value. More specifically, if, out of the four degrees
of freedom included in the Φ doublet, only one of the components of the neutral
field is assumed to acquire non-zero vacuum energy value, i.e.

φ+
1,2, φ

0
2 = 0, φ0

1 =

√

µ2

λ
,

then four new fields are used to describe the fluctuations:

η ≡ φ1 −
√

µ2

λ
, ξi ≡ φi

2, ξ = 1, 2, 3.

After the breaking of the symmetry and the perturbative expansion, a mass term
emerges in the Lagrangian for the scalar field η, along with the massless ξ fields
which clearly pose a problem to the model[4].
However, one additional element is the enforcement of invariance under local gauge
transformation. This is done by introducing the following form, using a phase θ,

Φ → eiθi(x) Φ (3.3)

along with the replacement of the derivatives in the Lagrangian with the covariant
derivatives, defined in Equation (3.2). If Equation (3.3) is written in terms of its
real and imaginary parts,

Φ → (cosθi + i sinθi)(Φ1 + iΦi
2),

then it can be seen that imposing a suitable choice of gauge for the phases,

θi = −tan−1 Φi
2

Φ1
,

is enough to eliminate Φi
2 to zero.

The full form of the Lagrangian, after the spontaneous symmetry breaking and
the enforcement of local gauge invariance, contains mass terms for the gauge fields
entering the covariant derivative. It can be noted that these terms arose from in-
teractions with the scalar fields and the subsequent acquisition of vacuum energy
value (by φ0

1). The disappearance of the massless fields ξi and the acquisition of
mass from vector bosons occurred in the same move, by an - invariant - selection



of gauge. According to the common interpretation, the degrees of freedom corre-
sponding to ξi were absorbed by the vector bosons in order for them to acquire
longitudinal polarization and mass.
In brief, the electroweak bosons turn out to be constructed from combinations of
the W i

µ, Bµ fields,

Zµ = cos θwW 3
µ − sin θwBµ, W+

µ =
1√
2
(W 1

µ − iW 2
µ

Aµ = sin θwW 3
µ + cos θwBµ, W−

µ =
1√
2
(W 1

µ + iW 2
µ

where the mixing phase θw is the so-called “Weinberg angle”. At the same time,
the minimum value of the Higgs field is invariant under U(1)em transformations,
which means that this symmetry is unbroken and the photon stays massless.

The degree of freedom which survives from the original scalar doublet after the
symmetry breaking corresponds to a new scalar particle, the Higgs boson, which
must be massive and electrically neutral. However, its mass, which is acquired
through self-coupling in the potential V (Φ), is arbitrary in the theory and the
Higgs boson has not been observed in experiments so far.
The Higgs boson mass at tree-level is:

m2
H = 2λυ2

where υ ≡
√

µ2

λ is the vacuum expectation value and is related to the boson masses

and their gauge couplings to fermions (g, g′) in the following way:

mW± =
1

2
gυ, mZ =

1

2
υ
√

g2 + g′2

The strength of the self-interaction of the Higgs boson, λ, can in turn be expressed
in terms of the Higgs and gauge boson masses and the gauge coupling as:

λ =
1

8
g2 m2

H

m2
W±

and is completely arbitrary within the Standard Model, therefore the Higgs boson
mass is unknown.

The mechanism of symmetry breaking is also used to provide mass to the fer-
mions, making them couple to the Higgs boson with different strength (Yukawa
couplings) according to their mass. The value of each coupling constant, Gf , is
directly related to the corresponding fermion mass, mf :

mf = Gf
υ√
2



The values of the Yukawa couplings are arbitrary as well within the Standard Mo-
del, and they are determined from the experimental measurements of the fermion
masses.

The full lagrangian of the electroweak theory has the form:

LSU(2)×U(1) = Lgauge + LΦ + Lf + LY ukawa

• The gauge part is:

Lgauge =
1

4
W i

µνW
µνi − 1

4
BµνB

µν

with field strength tensors

Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ,

W i
µν = ∂µW i

ν − ∂νW
i
µ − g(′)ǫijkW

j
µW k

ν ,

where ǫijk is the totally antisymmetric tensor, and W i
µ, i = 1, 2, 3 and Bµ

are the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge fields.

• LΦ is the scalar, or Higgs, part of the lagrangian, which was examined above
(Equation (3.1)).

• Lf and LY ukawa describe, respectively, the couplings of the free leptons and
the Yukawa couplings, acting between the Higgs doublet and the various
flavours of quarks and leptons. These couplings make possible the quark
and lepton mass terms generation in the Standard Model.

In total, the simplest version of the Standard Model contains 19 free parameters:
5 couplings (gs, g, g′, µ2, λ), 9 masses (6 for the quarks and 3 for the leptons, with
the assumption that neutrinos are massless), the 4 independent phases in the CKM
matrix which describes the quark flavour mixing, and 1 phase which accounts for
QCD interaction among gluons which can violate the CP symmetry.



V(P)
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(q0Z
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(qγ

Sq’hma 3.1: Effective vertex involving photons and Z0 bosons (V = Z0, γ
virtual).3.2 Trilinear gauge couplings3.2.1 Trilinear gauge couplings in the Standard Model

As stated in §3.1.2, the gauge boson part of the electroweak Lagrangian is

Lgauge =
1

4
W i

µνW
µνi − 1

4
BµνB

µν

where W i
µν and Bµν are the field strength tensors of the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge

fields, W i
µ, i = 1, 2, 3, and Bµ respectively.

After the symmetry breaking, the electroweak bosons are built from combinations
of the W i

µ, Bµ fields,

Zµ = cosθwW 3
µ − sinθwBµ, W+

µ = W 1
µ

Aµ = sinθwW 3
µ + cosθwBµ, W−

µ = W 2
µ

resulting in trilinear interactions which can only involve both charged and neutral
gauge bosons.
The absence of trilinear vertices with all neutral gauge bosons reflects the fact that
(i) no self-interactions can enter the Bµν term since the U(1)Y group is abelian,
(ii) the Bµ field cannot enter the Wµν term, since the two respective groups are
factorized by construction, and consequently the relevant structure constant is
zero.

3.2.2 Effective treatment of trilinear gauge couplings

Within the Standard Model, the relation between the symmetry structure and
the allowed trilinear gauge vertices is absolute. However, there is no known law
which in principle prohibits additional trilinear vertices, and their existence could



be a legitimate deviation from the Standard Model predictions. The method for
treating this possibility is to use a parametrisation independent of any particular
theoretical model, by means of an effective Lagrangian[5].
In the following, only the trilinear interactions involving exclusively neutral gauge
bosons will be examined.

The effective Lagrangian is built by including all possible interaction terms with
three vector bosons, and imposing only the most general restrictions[5]: Lorentz
invariance of the on-shell photon, electromagnetic gauge invariance, and assum-
ption of negligible fermion masses. Eventually, the function of the vertex involving
photons and Z0 bosons, Z0γV (V = Z0, γ virtual), shown in Figure 3.1 can be
parametrised using four free parameters in each of the two cases, named hV

1,2,3,4

(V = Z0, γ):

for momenta Z0(q1)γ(q2)V (P ),

Γαβµ
ZγV (q1, q2, P ) = AV ·

[

hV
1 (qµ

2 gαβ − qα
2 gµβ) +

hV
2

m2
Z

Pα[(P · q2)g
µβ − qµ

2 P β ](3.4)

+hV
3 ǫµαβρq2ρ +

hV
4

m2
z

PαǫµβρσPρq2σ

]

, (3.5)

where ǫµαβρ is the totally antisymmetric tensor, mZ is the Z0 boson mass, and the
overall factor AV becomes

AZ =
P 2 − q2

1

m2
Z

for V = Z0, and Aγ =
P 2

m2
Z

for V = γ.

The eight couplings hV
i are dimensionless functions of the squared momenta. The

couplings hV
1,3 consist of operators of dimension 6, while hV

2,4 receive contributions

from operators of dimension ≥ 8 [5]. The couplings hV
1 and hV

2 are CP-violating,
while hV

3 and hV
4 are CP-conserving. The couplings have no physical meaning

per se, but they are related to the electric and magnetic dipole and quadrupole
moments of the V −Z0 transition, as a result of the involved invariance principles
on the Lagrangian[6]:

dZ = − e

mZ

1√
2

k2

m2
Z

(hV
3 − hV

4 ) Electric dipole transition moment

Qe
Z =

e

m2
z

√
10 (2hV

1 ) Electric quadrupole transition moment

µZ = − e

mZ

1√
2

k2

m2
Z

(hV
1 − hV

2 ) Magnetic dipole transition moment

Qµ
Z =

e

m2
z

√
10 (2hV

3 ) Magnetic quadrupole transition moment.



Within the Standard Model all couplings hV
i vanish at leading order, but at

one-loop level the CP-conserving hV
3,4 are non-zero, due to triangular diagrams

with internal fermion loops. These one-loop contributions are calculated to be
negligible[7].
It should be stressed that, in the vertex function (Equation (3.4)), the denomi-
nator of the overall factor and of the terms proportional to hV

2,4 should formally
contain the characteristic energy scale at which the new interactions are expected
to occur. The choice of the Z0 boson mass, mZ , is arbitrary and does not cause
any loss of generality; for a different mass scale, M , all subsequent results can be
obtained by scaling hV

1,3 (hV
2,4) by a factor M2/m2

Z (M4/m4
Z).

Finally, possible sources of the new couplings could include the existence of excited
Z∗ bosons which would decay into a Z0 and a photon, or internal structure of the
Z0, e.g. a fermion-antifermion bound state. As an example, in the second case
the characteristic scale of new physics, Λ, could be related to the size Λ−1 of such
bound states.

3.2.3 Parameterisation of the trilinear gauge couplings

A crucial consideration when studying the anomalous trilinear gauge couplings
(“aTGCs”) is partial-wave unitarity. Since the hV

i couplings depend on the particle
momenta, the preservation of unitarity at high centre-of-mass energies must be
ensured, and appropriate dependence on the energy has to be included in their
description. A way to achieve this is by using form factors for the couplings,
making sure they fall off rapidly for large momenta and asymptotically vanish at
high energies, essentially restricting the couplings to their Standard Model values.
The common choice for the form factors has been the dipole form factors[8]:

hV
i (pZ , pγ , ŝ) =

hV
i0

(

1 + ŝ
Λ2

)n , (3.6)

where Λ is the cutoff scale, i.e. the energy at which the novel interactions may
start to appear. The subscript 0 denotes the low energy approximation of the
couplings. Unitarity bounds of the involved quantities were first derived for the
helicity amplitudes, and then “translated” to the couplings[9]. The assumption
that only one aTGC is non-zero at a time leads to the following bounds when
Λ >> mZ :

|hZ
10|, |hZ

30| <
(2
3n)n

(2
3n − 1)n−3/2

0.126 TeV 3

Λ3
,

|hZ
20|, |hZ

40| <
(2
5n)n

(2
5n − 1)n−5/2

2.1 × 10−3 TeV 5

Λ5
,

|hγ
10|, |h

γ
30| <

(2
3n)n

(2
3n − 1)n−3/2

0.151 TeV 3

Λ3
,



|hγ
20|, |h

γ
40| <

(2
5n)n

(2
5n − 1)n−5/2

2.5 × 10−3 TeV 5

Λ5
.

The exponent n is arbitrary and model-dependent, and has to be provided along
with Λ. However, it must be n > 3/2 for hV

1,3 and n > 5/2 for hV
2,4 to preserve

the unitarity. In the case that more than one of the couplings are non-zero, the
bounds may be weaker due to cancellations.

However, the reasons behind the use of this or any other parametrisation of the
couplings are purely calculational, in the sense that unitarity will not be violated
in the actual experimental measurement. One qualitative way to understand the
issue is the following[10][11]: Unitarity can only be violated for an energy

√
s′

around or larger than Λ. But if there is some excess at
√

s′ which could be attri-
buted to new physics, setting a conservative limit is not desirable. On the other
hand, if no excess is observed, then there is no violation of unitarity.1 In addition,
the assumption about the specific form of the parametrisation is not founded, and
actually results in a loss of the predictions’ generality.

Another issue which may arise is bias due to the choice of the Λ value[11][12].
Smaller values of Λ result in the form factor suppressing the number of events
with high pT , therefore in less enhanced cross-sections. In the case that aTGCs
exist, this means that a choice of, e.g., smaller Λ than the one in nature will lead to
an overestimation of the couplings. If aTGCs do not exist, then the use of smaller
Λs will result in a loss in sensitivity during limit setting. (To a lesser degree, these
bounds also depend on the power n in the form factor.)

In an electron collider there would not be any need for this technique, since the
energy of each event would be precisely known. For hadron colliders though, the
ideal alternative to using form factors would be to perform the search as a function
of ŝ, without any assumption on the couplings’ behaviour; this method would avoid

1A more quantitative argument involves the factorization of the effective Lagrangian
into terms dependent on Λ: If there is physics beyond the Standard Model, then the
Lagrangian at low energies can be expressed as a sum of Lagrangians[6],

L(
√

s << Λ) = LSM +

∞
∑

n=5

∑

j

fnj

Λn−4
Onj

(where f are couplings and O operators,)

meaning that corrections to the Standard Model are suppressed by powers of
√

s

Λ
.

In this light, if signal excess is observed at
√

s << Λ, then no higher order terms need to
be considered, and the coupling does not depend on

√
s.

If, on the other hand, signal excess is observed at
√

s > Λ, then the higher order terms
have a big impact. However, nothing is known about these terms’ behaviour, and the
assumption that they all have a dependence on a factor F ( s

Λ2 ), which in addition follows
a very specific form, is a long shot.



any bias that the choice of form factors and of the Λ value has on the maximal
discovery potential[11]. With the collection of enough LHC data, a meaningful
analysis as a function of ŝ would become possible.

Finally, although another reason for using the dipole form factors would be the
direct comparison of the limits with previous experiments, in this case it would
have been meaningless: So far the maximum energy scale of possible new physics
was set to 2 TeV by previous experiments, a value which is surpassed in LHC.

Taking all the above into consideration, the choice of not using form factor pa-
rametrisation was made for the present analysis. In practice, this translates to
setting the exponents n to zero, for all hV

i , in the event generator software (§6.2,
§6.6.1).



3.3 Calculation of the Z0γ production

The matrix element calculation of the Z0γ production has been performed
using the helicity amplitudes summation method[12][13]. The cross-sections and
dynamical distributions have also been evaluated; the calculations employed a
combination of analytic and “Monte Carlo” integration techniques.
The algorithm for the “matrix element generation” has been incorporated in a so-
ftware package by U.Baur, et al, and was eventually employed for the production
of the simulated datasets used in the present analysis. A detailed discussion of the
relevant software is found in §6.2. Here, the terms contributing to the calculations
and their phenomenological treatment are presented in brief.

The terms contributing to the Z0γ production up to the next-to-leading-logarithm
(NLL) order have been included in the calculations, both for the Standard Model
(§3.1) and for new trilinear vertices (§3.2.2). This refers to 2 → 2 and 2 → 3 body
processes of leading order (LO), bremsstrahlung emission at leading-logarithm or-
der (LL), gluon emission, and the next-to-leading order (NLO) terms of one-loop
gluon corrections[14].

3.3.1 Two-body contributions

The Feynman diagrams contributing to the subprocess q1q̄2 → V γ, (V =
Z0, γ), are shown in Figure 3.2 (LO, with the photon emitted off one of the inte-
racting quarks in the case of Standard Model, and from the new interaction vertex
in the case of aTGCs), and Figure 3.3 (NLO, virtual correction from one-loop
gluon processes).
The two-body part of the production cross-section has the following general form,
consisting of three terms:

σNLL
(2b) =

∑

q1,q2

∫

dυdx1dx2×
[

Gq1/p(x1, M
2)Gq̄2/p(x2, M

2)
dσ̂NLL

dυ
+ (x1 ↔ x2)

]

+σNLL
brem+σHC

In more detail:

• The sum in the first term runs over all contributing quark flavours, q1, q2,
while the integration is performed over all the relevant phase-space; υ is a
dimensionless variable used instead of the centre-of-mass scattering angle θ∗,
υ ≡ 1

2(1 + cos θ∗). The cross-section at parton level, dσ̂NLL, is convoluted
with the parton density functions Gq/p. (A caret will denote cross-sections
at parton level.) It consists of the following parts:

dσ̂NLL

dυ
=

dσ̂LO

dυ
+

dσ̂virt.

dυ
+

dσ̂soft

dυ
− dσ̂SC

dυ
, (3.7)

where dσ̂LO is the contribution from the LO diagrams (Figure 3.2) and
dσ̂virt. is from the gluon one-loop corrections (Figure 3.3). The last two
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Sq’hma 3.2: Leading order diagrams for the Z0, γ production. The two dia-
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The diagram in the second row, with V = Z0 or γ, can occur if anomalous
trilinear vertices exist.

terms originate from corrections for singularities in the soft region of phase-
space; the contribution of dσ̂soft is discussed in §3.3.3, while dσ̂SC is a
correction term fixing the integration limits in the collinear region.

• The term σNLL
brem deals with photon bremsstrahlung up to NLL order. At NLL

order, there are collinear singularities associated with final-state bremsstrah-
lung which are appropriately absorbed into the fragmentation function; the
term σNLL

brem is the “remnant” after this process.

• σHC is the term dealing with singularities in the collinear region of phase-
space (§3.3.3), which are absorbed into the initial-state parton density func-
tions.

3.3.2 Three-body contributions

The three-body contributions to the calculation of the Z0γ production for
the subprocesses q1g → V γq2 and q̄2g → V γq̄1 originate from the diagrams in
Figure 3.4, which are of leading-logarithm (LL) order, with a photon emitted off
the final-state quark. For the subprocess q1q̄2 → V γg the contributions come from
the diagrams in Figure 3.5 which involve soft gluon emission.
The relevant cross-sections at parton-level are convoluted with the parton density
functions. They are then integrated numerically over the three-body phase-space,
except for subprocesses which are found to fall in the soft or collinear regions of
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the phase-space (§3.3.3). Finally, a sum is performed over all partons contributing
to the initial and final state of the three subprocesses.

3.3.3 Phase-space singularities

As mentioned in §3.3.1, corrections for collinear and soft singularities in the
three-body phase-space have to be taken into account in the calculation of the
Z0γ processes. The idea behind the method for dealing with the singularities is
to partition the phase space into soft, collinear, and finite regions, by introducing
(and tuning) cutoff parameters; and then by comparing the values of the kinematic
invariants s, t (for collinear regions) or the gluon energy (for soft regions) with the
values of the cutoff parameters.
The integration over the singular regions results in finite two-body contributions,
which appear in the cross-sections in §3.3.1, plus singular pieces. Subsequently,
dimensional regularization exposes the poles. In the case of the collinear singula-
rities, the poles are factorised and absorbed into the parton distribution functions
or the photon fragmentation functions; in the case of the soft singularities, they
cancel with the virtual infrared ones (terms dσ̂virt.

dυ and dσ̂soft

dυ in Equation (3.7)).
Both kinds of remaining finite contributions depend on the choice of values for
the cutoff parameters, but when they are added any dependence on the cutoff
parameters is cancelled.
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Kef�laio 4
Appendix B: The Compact
Muon Solenoid experiment

This Chapter describes the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the Compact
Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment at CERN and its subsystems, with some em-
phasis on the electromagnetic calorimeter as the analyses presented in Chapter 3
deal with it more extensively.
LHC is described in §4.1. In §4.2, the CMS experiment is overviewed and each
detector is covered in some detail. §4.3 deals with the description of the electro-
magnetic calorimeter and its design, as motivated by the physics requirements.
The reconstruction of muons is also briefly discussed in §4.2.7.

4.1 The LHC machine

The Large Hadron Collider[15] is a proton-proton collider installed in the
26.6 km circumference tunnel formerly used by the LEP electron-positron colli-
der at CERN, at a depth ranging from 50 to 175 m underground. The design
collision energy, projected to be reached after 2012, is

√
s = 14 TeV and the design

luminosity is L = 1034 cm−2 s−1. The luminosity is the number of collisions per
unit-time and cross-sectional area of the beams, and depends only on the collider
parameters; the LHC design specifications will provide ∼ 1 billion proton-proton
interactions per second. For a beam with Gaussian kinematic distribution, the
luminosity is given by:

L =
f nb N2

p γ

4 π ǫn β∗
F,

where f is the revolution frequency, nb is the number of bunches in the beam,
with Np protons in each bunch, γ is the relativistic (Lorentz) factor, ǫn is the85



Energy per nucleon 7 TeV
Dipole field at 7 TeV 8.33 T

Luminosity (L) 1034 cm−2s−1

Bunch separation 25 ns
Number of bunches (nb) 2808
Protons per bunch (Np) 1.15 × 1011

Betatron value (β∗) 0.55 m
Beam radius RMS (σ) 16.7 µm
Luminosity lifetime 15 hr

Collisions per crossing ∼ 20

P’inakas 4.1: Design values of the LHC machine parameters for proton-
proton collisions.

normalized transverse emittance of the beam1, β∗ is the betatron function1, and
F is the geometric reduction factor, due to the crossing angle of the beams. The
values of the LHC machine parameters can be found in Table 4.1.
Usually, the integrated luminosity L =

∫

Ldt is used to express the amount of
available collision data.
The LHC is composed of a set of two synchrotron rings along which two inde-
pendent proton beams circulate in opposite directions, and uses the whole pre-
accelerator complex that already existed at CERN as an injector. The beams
intersect at four points around which experiments are placed: Two of these are
high luminosity regions and house the “general purpose” ATLAS[16] and CMS[17]
detectors, located in opposite positions along the ring. The other two detectors,
placed at the beam insertion points from the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS),
are devoted to specific research topics: LHC-b[18] is optimized to study b-quark
physics and CP-symmetry violation in particular, and ALICE[19] is used for the
study of heavy ion collisions.
In autumn 2009, the first collisions at the LHC were delivered at centre-of-mass
energies of 900 GeV and 2.136 TeV. Since March 2010, the LHC has been ope-
rating at 7 TeV. The operation during 2010 proceeded smoothly, with a gradual
increase of the instantaneous luminosity up to L = 2 × 1032 cm−2 s−1 in October
2010. LHC operated with proton beams until the beginning of November 2010,
when the heavy ion fill started. The proton-proton integrated luminosity delivered
by LHC in 2010 was almost equal to 50 pb−1.

1The emittance ǫn is defined as the product of the RMS of the beam particles’ position
distribution, σ, with the RMS of their momenta distribution, σ′. The betatron function,
β∗, is defined as the ratio σ/σ′ at the interaction point. While ǫn is constant for all the
beam lifetime, β∗ can be reduced by focusing the beams using magnetic optics at the
interaction points.



4.2 The CMS subsystems

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is a “general purpose” particle detector,
using collisions from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Its design began in the
early 90’s, followed by the developmental phase and the construction of its subsy-
stems. Its assembly and commissioning spanned the last decade up to the start of
LHC operations in November 2009.
In order to meet its physics goals, the detector requirements for CMS were sum-
marised as follows[17]:

• Good muon identification and momentum resolution over a wide range of
momenta in the region |η| < 2.5, good dimuon mass resolution (∼ 1%
at 100 GeV/c2), and the ability to determine unambiguously the charge of
muons with p < 1 TeV/c.

• Good charged particle momentum resolution and reconstruction efficiency
in the inner tracker. Efficient triggering and offline tagging of τ and b-jets,
requiring pixel detectors close to the interaction region.

• Good electromagnetic energy resolution, good diphoton and dielectron mass
resolution (∼ 1% at 100 GeV/c2), wide geometric coverage (|η| < 2.5), mea-
surement of the direction of photons and/or correct localization of the pri-
mary interaction vertex, rejection and efficient photon and lepton isolation
at high luminosities.

• Good missing ET and dijet mass resolution, requiring hadron calorimeters
with a large hermetic geometric coverage (|η| < 5) and with fine lateral
segmentation (∆η × ∆φ < 0.1 × 0.1).

As seen in Figure 4.1, the CMS includes a silicon-based inner tracker and a crystal
electromagnetic calorimeter preceded by a preshower detector at its endcaps, all
surrounded by a hadronic calorimeter. These systems are placed inside a supe-
rconductor solenoid which produces a nominal magnetic field of 4 T to curve the
charged particle paths. Outside the magnet there are muon chambers embedded in
the magnet yoke which returns the magnetic flux into the detector. In the forward
regions of CMS there are two identical hadron calorimeters, covering part of the
space left uncovered by the rest of the calorimetry. Each subsystem is discussed
in some detail in the following sections.
The CMS has a cylindrical shape, with the beam pipe set along the central axis
of the cylinder and the collision of the two beams taking place at the centre of the
cylinder. The coordinate system is right-handed, with the origin centred at the
nominal collision point, the y-axis pointing vertically upward, the x-axis pointing
radially inward towards the centre of the LHC and the z-axis pointing along the
beam direction. The azimuthal angle, φ, is measured from the x-axis in the x− y
plane, and the polar angle, θ, is measured from the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is
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Sq’hma 4.1: Layout of the CMS experiment and its subsystems.

normally used instead of the θ angle and is defined as η = − ln
(

tan θ
2

)

. Thus, the
momentum and energy measured transverse to the beam direction, denoted by pT

and ET , respectively, are computed from the x and y components.

4.2.1 Superconducting magnet

The bore of the superconducting magnet[21] of the CMS experiment has an
inner diameter of 6 m and a length of 12.5 m, and encompasses the tracker and the
calorimeters. The flux is returned through a 10, 000 t yoke comprising five wheels
and two endcaps, composed of three disks each. Cooled with liquid helium, it is
designed to generate an axial and uniform magnetic field with nominal value of 4 T
in the central region of the detector, causing the charged particle tracks to bend
and separate, as well as stay confined. The stored energy at full current is 2.6 GJ,
and for the NbTi cold mass of 220 t (i.e. the superconducting coil and its support)
the ratio of stored energy over the cold mass is distinctively high (11.6 kJ/kg).
Due to its large size in combination with the value of the magnetic field, the CMS
magnet does not operate at its nominal field so far but at 3.8 T, in order to protect
against possible quenching.

4.2.2 Trigger system

In order to control the amount of stored data at CMS, the Trigger and Data
Acquisition System[22] was developed to ensure that the prompt data is stored
while other non-prompt events are rejected quickly without overloading the elec-
tronic circuits and devices.
The trigger chain is divided into the “Level-1” (“L1”) and the “High Level Trig-
ger” (“HLT”). At the nominal LHC luminosity, one begins with a rate O(107)Hz



of collisions. The L1 trigger consists of custom-designed, largely programmable
electronics, and reduces the rate to O(105)Hz. The HLT is a software system
implemented in a filter farm of about one thousand commercial processors, and
finally reduces the rate down to the order of 100 Hz, which matches the storage
capability.
The L1 Trigger uses coarsely segmented data from the calorimeters and the muon
system, while holding the high-resolution data in pipe-lined memories in the front-
end electronics. The HLT has access to the complete read-out data and can the-
refore perform complex calculations similar to those made by the off-line analysis
software, if this is required for events with special interest. It is also divided into
internal “steps”, named L-2, L-2.5 and L-3.
The selection process used in the trigger chain is described in some more detail for
the case of muons in §4.2.7, and electrons in §5.1.

4.2.3 Inner tracking system

The inner tracking system[23] of the CMS (Figure 4.2) is designed for a precise
and efficient measurement of the trajectories of charged particles emerging from
the LHC collisions, and of the secondary vertices. Along with the electromagnetic
calorimeter and the muon system the tracker has to identify electrons, muons, and
tau leptons. In addition, tracking information is heavily used in the HLT system
to reduce the recorded event rate.
The tracking system surrounds the interaction point and has a length of 5.8 m and
a diameter of 2.5 m. The solenoid magnet provides a homogeneous magnetic field
of 3.8 T over the full volume of the tracker.
At the LHC design luminosity, about 1000 particles from more than 20 overlapping
proton-proton interactions for each bunch crossing, i.e. every 25 ns, are expected
to traverse the tracker. In order to identify reliably the charged particles’ trajec-
tories and the respective bunch crossings, a detector with high granularity and
fast response is essential. However, these requirements imply a high power density
of the on-detector electronics, which in turn requires efficient cooling and results
in an increase of the amount of material in the tracker, leading to undesirable
interaction effects (multiple scattering, bremsstrahlung, photon conversion, nuc-
lear interactions); the final decision was a compromise between these two aspects.
Another issue, actually the main challenge in the design of the tracker, was deve-
loping components able to operate in the intense radiation environment for about
ten years.
All these requirements lead to a tracker design entirely based on silicon sensor

technology. In addition, given the hit rate density from collisions, in order to keep
the occupancy ≤ 1%, pixel detectors have to be used at radii below 10 cm. At
intermediate and higher radii however, micro-strip silicon detectors can be used.
In the outer region (55− 110 cm) the strip width is increased in order to limit the
number of read-out channels (an increase in the length would result in an increase



Sq’hma 4.2: Schematic cross-section of the tracker detector.

in the capacitance, and therefore electronics noise).
The pixel detector has three barrel layers at radii of 4.4, 7.3 and 10.2 cm, and the
silicon strip tracker has ten barrel detection layers extending outwards to a radius
of 1.1 m. Their endcap regions consist of two disks in the pixel detector and twelve
disks in the strip tracker, on each side, extending the acceptance of the tracker up
to a pseudorapidity of |η| < 2.5. With a total active silicon area of about 200 m2,
the CMS tracker is the largest silicon tracker ever built.

The pixel detector

The pixel detector measures points in (r − φ, z), and the arrangement of its
components ensures that there are at least three points for each charged particle
trajectory. Its total area covers ∼ 1 m2 and contains 66 million pixels.
The detector covers the area of pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5. The pixels’ area measures
100 × 150 µm2, and they are arranged in three barrel layers (“BPix”) and two
disks at each endcap (“FPix”). The BPix layers are 53 cm long, placed at radii of
4.4, 7.3, 10.2 cm away from the beam axis, and contain a total of 48 million pixels.
The Fpix disks have a radius of 6 − 15 cm, are placed at z = ±34.5 and 46.5 cm,
and contain 18 million pixels.
The position resolution obtained by the pixel detector is 15 − 20 µm.

The silicon strip detector

The silicon strip detector comprises of three subsystems (Inner, Outer and En-
dcaps) and ensures the measurement of nine hits for each charged trajectory, with
at least four of them being two-dimensional. It totals 9.3 million strips and covers
an area of 198 m2.
The Inner detector provides measurements in r − φ. It extends between 20 and



55 cm in radius and comprises of the Tracker Inner Barrel (TIB) and Disks (TID).
Its strips have a thickness of 320µm. The TIB includes four layers, where the
strips are placed parallel to the beam and the pitch is larger in the two outer
layers, while the TID includes three disks at each endcap, with the strips placed
radially.
The Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB) surrounds the Inner detector, and its six barrel
layers provide six measurements in r − φ. It extends up to a radius of 116 cm,
between z = ±118 cm, and uses strips with a thickness of 500µm. The single
point resolution of the silicon strips is 23− 35 µm in TIB, and 35− 53 µm in TOB.
The Tracker Endcaps (TEC+, TEC-) cover the range of 22.5 < r < 113.5 cm and
124 < |z| < 282 cm and provide up to nine measurements in r − φ. Each Endcap
comprises of nine disks, each of them holding up to seven rings of radial strips.
Their thickness is 320 µm on the four innermost rings and 500µm on the rest.
In addition to these systems, a second micro-strip system is attached to some of
their modules. This system is attached to the first two layers and rings, respecti-
vely, of TIB, TID and TOB, as well as to rings 1, 2, and 5 of each TEC. These
extra modules are mounted back-to-back, with a stereo angle of 100 mrad, in order
to provide a measurement of z in the barrel and r on the disks. The achieved single
point resolution of this system is 230µm and 530µm in TIB and TOB respectively.

4.2.4 Electromagnetic calorimeter

The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL)[24] is a hermetic homogeneous ca-
lorimeter built of lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals (Figure 4.3). The choice of
its material and the geometric design have been optimized for the reconstruction
of electromagnetic objects, with energies relevant for Higgs boson decays, at the
intermediate region of Higgs boson mass values (§4.3.1). ECAL is divided into the
barrel, covering the pseudorapidity region of |η| < 1.48, and the two endcaps, at
1.48 < |η| < 3.
The endcap part of ECAL includes a preshower detector (Figure 4.4) consisting of
three radiation lengths of lead radiator interleaved with two layers of active silicon
strips, covering the region of 1.65 < |η| < 2.6. The main objective of the pre-
shower detector is the rejection of neutral pions imitating single photons through
their decay into pairs of closely emitted photons.

More details about the relevant physics and the requirements behind the ECAL
design, as well as about the properties of the PbWO4 crystals, can be found in
§4.3.

Barrel ECAL

The barrel ECAL (EB) forms a cylinder with an inner radius of 1.3 m. It
consists of 61, 200 PbWO4 crystals in the shape of a truncated pyramid, with a
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front area of 22 × 22 mm2 (corresponding to ∆φ × ∆η = 0.017 × 0.017) and a
depth of 23 cm, corresponding to 25.8 X0 (radiation lengths). EB consists of 36
supermodules, 18 for each side of the cylinder. There are 17 different shapes of
crystals, each shape having a slightly different orientation, while all of the crystals
are off-pointing by 30 with respect to the nominal collision point, in order to avoid
alignment of particle trajectories with the inter-crystal gaps. Each supermodule is
segmented into four modules across η, to facilitate this arrangement. Furthermore,
matrices of 5×5 crystals share the front-end electronics and form “trigger towers”.
With this topology, EB is effectively 360-fold in φ and (2 × 85)-fold in η.

Endcap ECAL

The two ECAL endcaps (EE) are 315.4 cm away from the interaction point,
after an estimated shift of 1.6 cm inwards when the CMS magnetic field is switched
on, and each endcap consists of 7, 324 crystals. The crystals are identical truncated
pyramids, with a front area of 28.6×28.6 mm and a length of 22 cm, corresponding
to 24.7 X0. Each endcap is divided into two halves (“Dees”), while groups of 5× 5
crystals form mechanical “units” called supercrystals.

The preshower detector

The preshower detector (ES) is a sampling calorimeter with lead radiators,
which initiate electromagnetic showers, and silicon strip sensors placed after each
radiator plane, which measure the deposited energy and the transverse shower
profiles. The total thickness of the preshower on each endcap is 20 cm. There are
two lead plates, the first of which has a thickness of 2X0, the second of 1X0. The
orientation of the strips in the two silicon planes is orthogonal, with the innermost
plane measuring the x and the outermost the y coordinate.
Each of the two silicon planes at each endcap is divided into two Dees; these consist
of “ladders”, which house several micromodules and their common motherboard.
Each micromodule holds one silicon sensor as well as its front-end electronics. The
silicon sensors measure 63 × 63 mm2, with an active area of 61 × 61 mm2 divided
into 32 strips at 1.9 mm pitch and nominal thickness of 320µm, and they can
achieve a spatial resolution of ∼ 300 µm. The total number of silicon strips is
∼ 137, 000.

4.2.5 Hadron calorimeter

The ECAL is completely surrounded by a sampling hadron calorimeter (HCAL)[25]
with coverage up to |η| < 3.0 and radius 1.77 < r < 2.95 m (Figure 4.5). The goal
of the HCAL is the measurement of the direction and energy of hadron jets, while
high hermeticity is essential to the calculation of missing transverse energy (expec-
ted from neutrinos or exotic particles). The central HCAL (HB, HE for the barrel
and endcaps regions respectively) is a brass/scintillator calorimeter fully immersed



Sq’hma 4.5: Cross-section of one quadrant of the hadronic calorimeter.

within the magnetic field of the solenoid. In order to ensure hermeticity, it is com-
plemented by very forward calorimeters (HF) located outside the muon system to
complete the coverage up to |η| < 5.2. The HF are iron/quartz-fibre calorimeters,
radiation-hard, located at 11.2 m from the interaction point. In the barrel, the
volume allowed within the magnet is not sufficient for full shower containment and
therefore an additional array of scintillators is placed outside the magnet (HO).
The granularity of the sampling elements has been chosen such that the jet energy
resolution, as a function of ET , is similar in all three main parts of HCAL (HB,
HE and HF).

Central HCAL

The central part of HCAL is divided into the barrel (HB) and the endcaps
(HE) and covers up to |η| < 3 (HB covers up to |η| < 1.3). Both parts consist
of brass absorber plates, a choice driven in part by the HE being inserted to the
very ends of the solenoidal magnet, and plastic scintillators which are read-out by
wavelength-shifting fibres.
The brass plates are 40 − 75 mm and 79 mm thick in HB and HE respectively,
and they are interleaved with the 3.7 mm thick plastic scintillator leaves (made of
Kuraray scsn81). Between ECAL and the first brass plate, there are 9 mm of extra
scintillator (made of Bicron bc408) in order to sample hadronic showers developing
in the inert material between the two detectors. The segmentation of the active
medium is (∆η,∆φ) = (0.087, 0.087) up to |η| = 1.6, and (∆η,∆φ) = (0.17, 0.17)
for higher η values, to match the ECAL granularity.
It can be noted that one of the main challenges in the design of HCAL was the
mounting of HE to the muon endcap yoke (with the attached ECAL endcaps and
ES detectors the weight totals 300 t), in conjunction with the minimization of
the accompanying non-instrumented material; as a result a special interface was



developed for the accurate positioning of HE.

Outer HCAL

As in the central pseudorapidity region the ECAL and HCAL detectors do not
provide sufficient containment for hadronic showers, HCAL is extended outside the
solenoid for |η| < 1.3. The outer HCAL (HO) uses the magnet coils as additional
absorbers.
HO contains the same scintillators as the central HCAL, placed at a radius of
4.07 m. Up to |η| ≃ 0.2, there is a second layer of scintillators at 3.82 m, and an
iron absorber between the two layers. This arrangement ensures a total of 11.8 λI

(interaction lengths) for the whole HCAL in the CMS barrel region.

The forward calorimeter

The forward calorimeter (HF) is essentially a cylindrical steel structure with
an outer radius of 130.0 cm, located around the beam pipe at 11.2 m from the inte-
raction point, with a depth of 1.65 m. In order to withstand the extreme radiation
at the high pseudorapidity region, the active medium comprises of quartz fibres
(with fused-silica core and polymer hard-cladding). The fibres are placed inside
holes in the absorber, at a distance of 5 mm from each other in both directions.
The signal is produced via Cherenkov mechanism, when charged shower particles
with energies above their respective Cherenkov threshold (e.g. 6190 keV for elec-
trons) generate light, which is then guided by the fibres to photomultipliers. This
procedure is mostly sensitive to the electromagnetic component of showers, as it is
mainly electrons which move at a speed close to that of light inside the medium.
In addition, this mechanism renders the detector insensitive to the high neutron
flux from showers initiated in the absorber.

4.2.6 Muon system

The muon system[26] is the outermost sub-detector of the CMS experiment,
and it is interleaved with the iron wheels which serve as the return yoke of the
magnet (Figure 4.6). Its goal is to identify muons and to provide, together with
the inner tracker, an accurate measurement of their transverse momenta. This
goal is crucial for the CMS, as is also proclaimed in its physics goals, in order to
take full advantage of the detectability of muons (which permits the discernment
of useful signatures over LHC background) and of their participation in several
important channels. These channels include tt̄, W±, Z0 and Higgs boson decays.
The muon system is composed of three independent subsystems, and, given its
large volume and number of cells, gaseous detectors were chosen. The Drift Tubes
(DT) are located in the barrel region, the Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) in the
endcaps, and the Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) in the barrel and endcaps,
adding redundancy to the measurement.



Sq’hma 4.6: Quarter-view of the CMS detector, highlighting the muon cathode
strip chambers at the endcaps.

Drift tubes

Drift tubes (DT), made of aluminium and containing wires of stainless steel
inside a 85% Ar - 15% CO2 mixture, are installed in layers up to |η| < 1.2, an
area with low track occupancy and low residual magnetic field. In total, there are
about 172, 000 wires.
The drift tubes are arranged on four stations, which form concentric cylinders
around the beam line. Each of the first three stations contains twelve layers of drift
tubes, with wires placed so that eight r−φ measurements and four z measurements
are provided, while the fourth station contains only the z-measuring planes. Each
station has twelve unavoidable dead zones in the φ coverage because of the yoke
supports, although they are placed so as not to overlap in φ.
Within single stations, spatial resolutions of 100µm in the r−φ plane and 150µm
in the r − θ plane are achieved.

Cathode strip chambers

In the two endcaps, Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) are used, since in these
regions the muon rates and background levels are high and the residual magnetic
field between the plates of the yoke is large and non-uniform. They are multi-wire
proportional chambers with fast response time, fine segmentation, and radiation
resistance. They cover the area of 0.9 < |η| < 2.4, and they overlap with the drift
tubes up to |η| = 1.2.
The CSCs are arranged in four disks (stations) perpendicular to the beam line
and placed between the iron disks of the yoke. They comprise of six anode wire
planes interleaved with seven cathode planes. The cathode strips, with 5 mm
width, run radially outward and provide a precision measurement in the r − φ



bending plane. The anode wires run approximately perpendicular to the strips
and are also read out and used at Level-1 trigger, although they provide a coarser
measurement; they consist of gold-plated wires of 30µm diameter, at a spacing of
about 2.5 mm. The total number of wires is about 2 million. The gas mixture used
is Ar − CO2 − CF4. A spatial resolution of 80 − 150 µm within a single station
is achieved.

Resistive plate chambers

Redundancy and accurate time measurement for muon triggering are obtained
with a system of resistive plate chambers (RPC), gaseous parallel plate detectors
which are installed both in the barrel and in the endcaps and cover the region
|η| < 1.6. The time resolution of RPCs is excellent, much shorter than 25 ns,
providing unambiguous identification of the p − p bunch crossing of the event.
The RPCs are double-gap chambers operated in avalanche mode to ensure good
operation at high collision rates. They consist of Bakelite planes, coated with
graphite layers on which voltage difference is applied to generate the electric field,
and read-out strips placed between each two RPCs, gathering the signal from both.
A total of six layers of chambers are embedded in the barrel iron yoke, two located
in each of the first and second muon stations and one in each of the two last
stations. The redundancy in the first stations is intended for low-pT tracks which
may stop before the two outer stations. In the endcaps three layers are present,
one for each of the first three stations.

4.2.7 Muon reconstruction

The reconstruction of muons[20] in CMS proceeds in three stages, mainly using
measurements from the muon system (§4.2.6) and the tracker detector (§4.2.3).
The output of the consecutive stages forms candidates for different levels of the
HLT. Initially, the Level-1 trigger runs on simple measurements from the muon
detectors, providing muon candidates to the next levels.

The first step of the reconstruction, the “local reconstruction”, runs on the output
from Level-1 trigger. The specialized software combines the muon hits into muon
track segments in each system, using pattern recognition techniques.

In the second stage, tracks are created by fitting the track segments and the
detector hits from all three muon subsystems. The fitting is performed by Kalman
Filter, using the detector hits as seeds. The formed tracks are called “standalone
muons” and are passed to the L-2 of the HLT for the real-time evaluation of the
event.
In addition to standalone muons, the segments from the first reconstruction stage
are combined with tracks formed in the tracker detector to form a different class
of muon candidates, the “tracker muons”. This is shown to be more efficient for



muons of low transverse momentum.

In the third stage, the standalone muons are matched to the tracker tracks, and a
subsequent common fitting of the detector hits of both tracks is performed. Dif-
ferent hypotheses are used for combining the measurements in the muon stations,
in an effort to compensate for the muons’ passing through the iron yoke.
Finally, the “global muons” are formed, passed to L-3 of the HLT, and comprise
the main class of objects used in the muon identification. There are two additio-
nal classes: The “tracker muons” mentioned above, and the “calo muons”, which
combine tracker detector and calorimetric measurements.



4.3 ECAL design

In this section, the technical characteristics of the CMS ECAL are examined,
as consequences of the specifics of the measurement that ECAL has to carry out.
With this focus, §4.3.1 presents the considerations occuring from the physics of
electromagnetic objects’ measurement in CMS, §4.3.2 continues to the specific
requirements that those impose on the detector, and §4.3.3 discusses the speci-
fications into which the requirements “translate”. With these demands in place,
the choice for the components and materials of ECAL (and for the accompanying
preshower detector) is discussed in §4.3.4, along with a brief description of its pho-
todetectors and readout chain.
An overview of the ECAL’s structure and characteristics can be found in §4.2.4.

4.3.1 Considerations from physics and the LHC envi-
ronment

The electromagnetic calorimeter of CMS was designed to play an essential role
in the study of the physics of electroweak symmetry breaking, in particular for the
exploration of the Higgs sector. The CMS “benchmark channels” for Higgs boson
discovery are H → γγ in the low (114 − 130 GeV) mass region, H → WW → 4l
in the intermediate (130 − 150 GeV), and H → Z0Z0(∗) → 4l for the intermediate
and the high (150 − 700 GeV) mass regions. The electromagnetic final states we-
re preferred over the hadronic ones because of the large QCD background in the
LHC, so the aforementioned channels were the ones to set the CMS design goals,
which were specified as[27]:
1. A very good and redundant muon system.
2. The best possible electromagnetic calorimeter consistent with 1.
3. A high quality central tracker to complement 1 and 2.
4. A financially affordable detector.
In addition, there are other “prime” potential discovery channels, enhancing the
need for a detector oriented towards good lepton identification. These include the
leptonic decays of new heavy vector bosons, Z ′ → 2l, supersymmetric higgsinos,
h0 → 4l, also any new high-mass object with one or more Z0’s in its decay chain,
and cascade decays of gluinos and squarks, where the lepton pair mass provides
information about the supersymmetric particle spectrum.

For charged leptons states, an excellent momentum resolution (≤ 1% below 100 GeV)
is desirable to discover the intermediate mass Higgs boson, as well as higgsinos and
new heavy gauge bosons. As many of these states are predicted to decay via inter-
mediate vector bosons, a dilepton mass resolution that matches the width of the
Z0 boson is a reasonable requirement.
However, the benchmark for optimizing the ECAL design has been the diphoton
channel in the Higgs mass region up to 150 GeV. The natural width of the Higgs



boson mass is expected to be small (< 10 MeV) in that region, so the observed
width will be dominated by the instrumental resolution, therefore dictating a de-
tector with excellent resolution for the electromagnetic energy and the diphoton
mass.
Among the backgrounds to the Higgs boson signals, special care needs to be taken
against neutral pions which are produced abundantly during the collisions and can
be easily mistaken for single photons by their π0 → γγ decay. They carry mostly
moderate (20 − 60 GeV) transverse energy.

Apart from the physics search, the LHC potential posed its own demands, because
of the high multiplicity and frequency of inelastic events (estimated to produce
1, 000 charged tracks every 25 ns at high luminosities), and the background from
the minimum-bias interactions. Resistance to the radiation flux was another c-
rucial factor for the choice of detector materials and front-end electronics, while it
also had to be balanced against the need for extreme hermeticity.
In addition to these considerations, the electromagnetic calorimeter had to be
compact enough to fit along with the hadronic calorimeter inside the CMS supe-
rconducting solenoid.

4.3.2 Requirements

The CMS Technical Design Report[20] summarises the requirements from ECAL
as “good electromagnetic energy resolution, good diphoton and dielectron mass re-
solution (∼ 1% at 100 GeV/c2), wide geometric coverage (|η| < 2.5), measurement
of the direction of photons and/or correct localization of the primary interaction
vertex, π0 rejection and efficient photon and lepton isolation at high luminosities”.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the decay of the Higgs boson to two pho-
tons has been used as the benchmark for optimising the ECAL design, dominated
as it is by the detector performance (while the dilepton mass resolution is set by
the width of Z0). As will be seen in §4.3.4, the requirement for determination
of the primary interaction vertex by ECAL was dropped later, with significant
change on its overall design.

Mass resolution

As the reconstructed mass of diphotons is given by mγγ = 2E1E2(1− cos θγγ),
its resolution depends on the resolution of the photons’ energy and the error on
their measured angular separation, according to:
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photons, θ is the angle between the two photons, and σθ is the angular resolution.



For optimum performance, each term of the energy resolution should be small and
of the same order at the relevant electron/photon energies. Also, the direction of
the photons has to be measured to a sufficient precision so as not to degrade the
mass resolution, especially at high luminosities.

It should be noted that, in addition to the resolution requirements, the calorimeter
should be able to detect electromagnetic particles down to very small transverse
momenta, ∼ pt ≤ 5 GeV/c, to assure good kinematic acceptance.

Energy resolution

For the energy range of ∼ 25 − 500 GeV, appropriate for photons from the
H → γγ decay, the energy resolution can be parametrised as:

σE

E
=
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E

⊕ b ⊕ σN

E

where: a is the stochastic term, b is the constant term, and σN is the noise term.

The stochastic (or statistical) term represents statistics-related fluctuations such
as intrinsic shower fluctuations, photoelectron statistics, sampling fluctuations, as
well as effects from dead detector material. The fluctuations in the fraction of
initial shower energy which generates a detectable signal, are the factor which
places the overall limit on the resolution. While a is at a few percent level for a
homogeneous calorimeter, it is typically ∼ 10% for sampling calorimeters.
The constant (or systematic) term is the one which dominates at high energies.
It represents the ability to contain shower losses, the uniformity in the response
of the channels, and the stability of calibration. Radiation damage of the active
medium adds to the constant term of calorimeters operating in a high-intensity
environment. Apart from using radiation-hard materials, this effect can be mini-
mised by frequent in situ calibration and monitoring. With effort, b can be reduced
to values below one percent, but its relevance is always connected to the value that
α can achieve.
Even in the absence of energy deposition in the calorimeter, the read-out chain
generates Gaussian noise, which is summed over the channels within a few Moliere
radii. The fluctuation of energy entering the measurement area from sources other
than the primary particle also contributes (“pile-up energy”). The noise term is
responsible for the degradation of the resolution at low energies.

As an illustration, for a Higgs mass around 100 GeV/c2 the mean photon energy
in the central barrel region would be around 50 GeV. If the ECAL constant term
is required to be 0.5%, then the stochastic and noise terms in the barrel should be
kept around 2%/

√
E and 150 MeV, respectively, to be of the same order.

In the outer part of the endcaps (1.5 < |η| < 2.0) the mean photon energy would



be around 140 GeV. This means that, keeping the same constant term, higher
stochastic and noise terms are acceptable (around 5%/

√
E and 250 MeV).

Angular resolution

In order to not dominate the mass resolution, the angular resolution should
be around 50 mrad/

√
E. The angular measurement requires the photon incidence

positions on the ECAL to be measured accurately, as well as exact calculation of
the primary vertex position. However, the latter depends strongly on the precise
knowledge of the minimum-bias pileup at LHC energies.

Radiation hardness

Several physics search channels, in particular the Standard Model Higgs decays
and various supersymmetric channels, require an extremely hermetic ECAL with
high geometric acceptance. However, the coverage at high η is limited by the
radiation dose which would be received. At the barrel (endcaps) region, for an
integrated luminosity of 5 × 105 pb−1, corresponding approximately to ten years
of LHC running at nominal luminosity, the ECAL would receive an estimated
dose of 0.5 krad (> 7 Mrad) and an equivalent neutron fluence of 2 × 1013 n/cm2

(> 1014 n/cm2). The active material, as well as the electronics and readout, have
to be suitable for such a hostile environment.

Background rejection

The spatial separation between the two photons emitted from the decay of
neutral pions within hadronic jets is ∼ 1 cm in the barrel region of CMS, but much
smaller at the endcaps. The distinction of the two photons, which will otherwise
mimic one single photon, necessitates either adequately fine granularity of the
ECAL cells, or the presence of a preshower detector.

Read-out speed

The time between proton bunches crossing at nominal LHC operation is 25 ns.
It is obvious that the correct identification of collision events and handling of the
pile-up energy necessitates the use of active material with short decay constant,
as well as a quick read-out chain and front-end system.

4.3.3 Specifications

Types of detectors

In general, with sampling calorimeters it is difficult to obtain a stochastic term
below about 10%/

√
E without demanding strict mechanical tolerances, while ho-

mogeneous calorimeters have the potential to achieve stochastic terms of ∼ 2%/
√

E



due to their much smaller sampling fluctuations. In this case the challenge is the
control of systematics which build up the constant term, which with effort can get
as low as 0.5%. However homogeneous calorimeters do not provide longitudinal
measurement, and are generally more expensive than sampling ones.
Apart from the calorimeter, the use of a preshower detector could enable the iden-
tification of pairs of photons from neutral pion decays (§4.3.2), especially in the
endcaps region, where their spatial separation is smaller than the size of a typical
calorimeter cell.
In principle, an important distinction between homogeneous and sampling calo-
rimeters is that homogeneous ones aim at optimising the energy resolution (with
their low stochastic term), while sampling calorimeters optimise the measurement
of the direction of particles.
A usual choice for electromagnetic calorimeters is the use of scintillating crystals.
The reason behind using crystals is that heavier materials are richer in electrons
which interact strongly with light, while at the same time ordered systems can
confine electrons in well separated energy bands, thus rendering the material tran-
sparent to its scintillation light. (In scintillation, light is emitted from the tran-
sition between a conduction band, where the electrons end up after excitation,
and a valence band.) However, an obvious drawback of crystals is the inability to
partition into smaller readout cells.
All the aforementioned facts were taken into account during the design of the
detector and the choice of its material (§4.3.4).

Quantities

As mentioned in §4.3.2, the desired values for the stochastic term in the energy
resolution are ≤ 2%/

√
E in the central region, and up to ≤ 5%/

√
E in the forward

region.
The stochastic term relies on a good and stable sampling of the electromagnetic
shower. A usual choice for the detector dimensions in crystal calorimetry is a leng-
th of ∼ 25 X0 (radiation lengths), which contains almost all of the energy in an
electromagnetic shower for the energies relevant at the CMS (§4.3.1), even more
so for materials of lower atomic number, and a lateral area of ∼ 1× 1 ρM (Moliere
radius), which gathers ∼ 90% of an electron’s initial energy.
Understandably, the smaller the radiation length and Moliere radius of a medium
the better it is, since this allows for a smaller detector and a more accurate measu-
rement. High density is also crucial, in order to convert all of the incident particles’
energy into light[30].

In addition, a good stochastic term depends heavily on the light yield, which
should be high and preferably with output at a wavelength compatible with the
available photodetectors’ range (usually ∼ 400 nm), and/or on photodetectors with
good intrinsic gain. The photodetectors’ area and quantum efficiency also influe-
nce the overall light yield. In addition, a small dependence of the light output on



temperature and generally good mechanical properties are also essential.

For the constant term in the energy resolution, which practically forms the li-
mit of the resolution value at high particle energies, the acceptable value is around
0.5%. This is achieved mainly by controlling the longitudinal leakage (therefore
the depth of the active material), the effects of dead material, the calibration and
intercalibration of the cells, and the radiation damage. The latter requires a suf-
ficiently radiation-hard material and the monitoring of the active material during
the detector’s operational lifetime with the use of flashing light and laser, and it is
quantified by requiring that the light attenuation length remains always > 3 times
the crystal length. An additional issue is the longitudinal uniformity of the light
collection which has to be ensured (inter alia, by accounting for focusing effect,
attenuation).

The noise term in the energy resolution is expected to be kept around 150 MeV.
The noise has dependence on the shaping time (tsh.) in a complex way, throu-
gh two of its sources, photodetector capacitance and dark current (which depend
on 1/

√
tsh. and

√
tsh. respectively). It also involves control of the equivalence of

electronics noise to energy, and of the handling of the pile-up energy. The latter
involves the fast shaping of signals and an inner detector radius large enough to
enable good separation of objects. This last specification also stems from the re-
quirement of good angular separation.
In the case of scintillating crystals, fast shaping and good read-out speed are rela-
ted to the detector material having a short decay constant with no slow component.
This can be enhanced with dopants, by creating a high concentration of acceptor
levels which can speed the transition from the conduction band (however this is
also expected to diminish the light yield).

Concerning the detector dimensions, the choice of the inner radius of the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter was governed by many issues. As mentioned above, the
pile-up, especially at high luminosities, and the two-shower separation ability drive
the inner radius to larger values; while the installation of both calorimeters inside
the coil, the cost of crystals, and the compactness of the overall detector drive it to
smaller values. Eventually, allowing a radial space of 60 cm for the electromagnetic
calorimeter and fitting ∼ 7 λI of total calorimetry inside the coil (at η = 0) led
to an inner radius of 1.3 m for the ECAL. At this radius, and for an approximate
area of ∆η×∆φ ≃ 0.1×0.1 used for measuring the energy of a high-energy photon
or an electron, there is an estimated average of 130 MeV of pile-up energy at a
luminosity of L = 1034 cm−2s−1.
The final choice on the pseudorapidity coverage is |η| < 2.6, as the radiation dose
doubles from |η| = 2.5 to |η| = 3. The resulting loss in efficiency affects mainly
the H → 4l channels, by ∼ 20%.



Concerning the sensors, in addition to the intrinsic gain, area and quantum ef-
ficiency mentioned for the stochastic resolution term, other crucial characteristics
are the stable response, tolerance to magnetic field, and compactness.

Finally, an overall acceptable cost for the detector materials and construction
is essential.

In summary, the relevant quantities which have to be controlled to obtain the
requirements described in §4.3.2 are:

• The radiation length and Moliere radius of the material should be as small
as possible, with a density as high as possible; the Moliere radius and the
total active length are additionally constrained by the outer radius of ECAL
and its fitting inside CMS.

• The light yield of the material should be as high as possible, preferably with
a wavelength compatible with the photodetectors’ range.

• Small scintillation decay constant.

• Good radiation hardness of the material.

• Inner detector radius as large as possible (eventually fixed at 1.3 m by global
CMS considerations).

• Concerning the photodetectors: gain, area, quantum efficiency and stable
response are important.

• Finally the uniformity of the active material, as well as the control of dead
areas, irregularities and calibration, all play an essential role.

4.3.4 Design and materials

ECAL history

Taking into account all the issues discussed above led to a decision about “a
high energy resolution calorimeter using scintillating crystals readout with silicon
photodiodes”.
However the proposed design underwent changes as regards the material and the
topology of the readout, before the current design was finally put forth and imple-
mented. Initially, the proposals were also driven by the requirement for measuring
the shower position in at least two depths, in order to provide a direct measure-
ment of the photons’ direction, a fact which changed later.
The first suggestion (“CMS Letter of Intent”)[28] involved an electromagnetic ca-
lorimeter built of cerium fluoride (CeF3) crystals, segmented longitudinally into
two parts, with a lateral area of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.02 × 0.03. In the early 90’s, CeF3



was the best choice available for satisfying the requirements and specifications for
ECAL (§4.3.2, §4.3.3).
For the neutral pion rejection and the measurement of the photon direction, two
possibilities were considered: Either a lateral segmentation of the first longitudinal
part into four parts of 1.2 × 2 cm area, to a depth of 8X0, followed by a part of
≥ 17 X0; or a position detector of 2 mm pitch, placed after the first longitudinal
part, which would be 4 − 5 X0 deep.

An alternative suggestion was also considered and tested at the same time, that
of a lead/scintillator sampling calorimeter, read out by plastic wavelength shifter
fibres running perpendicular to the plates through holes[27]. This kind of struc-
ture (“shashlik”) permits the quick extraction of light from the scintillators. The
detector under consideration consisted of 2 mm thick Pb and 4mm thick scintil-
lator plates, with a total of 26X0 depth extending to ∼ 45 cm. The fibres had a
separation of 9.5 mm. The stochastic term was brought down to ∼ 8%/

√
E.

The technical advantages of CeF3 were considered marginal with respect to the
“shashlik”, which had a lower cost. In 1992 however a new material for crystals
was presented for use in high energy physics, lead tungstate (PbWO4). Its cha-
racteristics are discussed in detail in the next section, as it formed the final choice
for ECAL. All three designs were tested in a beam test in 1994, with PbWO4

performing better with the design described below.

The preshower detector

Meanwhile, it was determined that a fine lateral size of crystal cells would be
enough to distinguish photons from π0 decays in the barrel region, although not at
the endcaps. Therefore, the decision for a preshower detector at the endcaps was
taken, consisting of two orthogonal overlapping planes of silicon strips with 2 mm
pitch, measuring the x and y coordinates, placed after ∼ 3X0 of lead at each of
the two endcaps.
However, it was still considered necessary for the ECAL to provide measurement
at two depths during the LHC operation at high luminosity (1034 cm−2s−1), in
order to determine the photons’ direction and the primary vertex to which they
belong. To this end, it was decided to use PbWO4 crystals without any longitu-
dinal segmentation, but with the addition of a preshower detector in front of the
crystals during the high luminosity period, at the region |η| ≤ 1.1. The barrel
preshower was decided to consist of a single plane of silicon strips, measuring the
z coordinate, behind ∼ 2.5X0 of lead.

Some details can be added here about the choice of the passive and active material
for the CMS preshower detectors and their dimensions[31]. The optimum thick-
ness of an absorber is ∼ 3X0, resulting from a balance between the probability

to initiate a shower from a photon (given by P = 1 − e−(thickness/X0) and to



not degrade the performance of ECAL. Lead was chosen due to its high density,
although, because of its malleability, it needs to be “sandwiched” between thin
layers of aluminum for structural rigidity.
Solid-state detectors offer in general compactness and good segmentation, with
linear response even in the dense core of electromagnetic showers. A usual choice
of using p+ strips on n bulk structure with DC-coupled electronics was made, and
during the 90’s an international program was implemented for the development of
wide-strip silicon detectors.
The size of the strips was determined by the area of the silicon wafers feasible to be
constructed, along with a balance between the requirements for smaller strip size
(from low noise and occupancy) and for larger one (for lower cost, and to avoid
dominance from the sampling fluctuations).

After the initial proposal, two subsequent changes took place until the design of the
preshower detector was fixed. First, the single 3X0-thick layer was abandoned[31];
the reason was the spiraling of low-energy charged shower particles after they lea-
ve the absorber, because of the presence of the magnetic field. This would cause
“shifted” energy deposits in the second plane, which would result in a degradation
in the π0 rejection. Since placing the sensors as close as possible to the absorber
turned out to be crucial, a design with two lead layers, of ∼ 2 + 1X0 thickness,
was adopted. Finally, it was determined that there was no need for the ECAL
to measure the photon direction or the interaction vertex, as this task could be
carried out by the tracker detector. Therefore, the plans for a barrel preshower
detector were abandoned[24].

A description of the final structure of the preshower detector is found in §4.2.4.

Lead tungstate crystals

A new kind of crystal was developed by the CMS collaboration using lead tung-
state (PbWO4), in an effort which started in 1992 and lasted almost a decade[24].
Lead tungstate is very effective at energy containment (because of its values for
X0, ρM and density, Table 4.2), and resulted in a detector with fine granularity
and compactness. In addition, it is a quite fast scintillator, with ∼ 80% of the light
emitted within 25 ns. However, it has very poor light output (∼ 100 γ/MeV) which
is also temperature-dependent (−2%/0C). This issue had been overcome in part
by the development of large-area silicon avalanche photodiodes for the readout,
along with a sufficient cooling system.
An important part of the crystal development had been aimed towards the study
and prevention of radiation damage. Ionising radiation forms colour centres in the
crystals through impurities in the lattice and oxygen vacancies; the result is loss
in light transmission, subject to the balance between damage and self-recovery.
Eventually the best solution came from doping of the crystals with niobium and
yttrium, which suppresses the colour centres.



Radiation Density Moliere Decay Maximum Light
length radius time wavelength yield

X0 (cm) ρ (g/cm3) ρM (cm) τ (ns) λ (nm) LY (%NaI)
CeF3 1.68 6.16 2.6 30 310/340 5

Bi4Ge3O12 1.12 7.13 2.4 300 480 10
PbWO4 0.89 8.3 2.2 15 420 0.5

P’inakas 4.2: Properties of lead tungstate, compared to other materials com-
monly used in high energy physics.

Finally, the crystals for the barrel region were constructed with a length of 23 cm,
i.e. 25.8 X0, and a lateral area of 2.2× 2.2 cm, i.e. 1× 1 ρM . At the endcaps, they
have a front area of 2.86×2.86 cm and a length of 22 cm, corresponding to 24.7 X0.
All crystals have the shape of truncated pyramids.
Details about the overall structure of the detector are found in §4.2.4.

ECAL photodetectors and read-out chain

Adding to the problem of lead tungstate’s low light yield, the standard amplif-
ying photodetector tubes cannot operate well in the magnetic field of 4 T. There-
fore, silicon avalanche photodiodes (APDs) were used for the readout of the ECAL
barrel crystals, and vacuum phototriodes (VPTs) for the endcap crystals[24][20].
The APDs have a significant internal gain of 50 up to 200, good quantum ef-
ficiency, and they can operate in the high magnetic field, but are unsuitable for
the radiation at the endcaps. The light-to-electron conversion and the subsequent
electron multiplication take place in a thickness of a few tens of µm, so they are
both thin and non-sensitive to minimum ionising particles traversing the crystal
(a minimum ionising particle traversing the APD is equivalent to ∼ 100 MeV of
energy deposited in the crystals). However the maximum area at which the APDs
can be constructed is 5 × 5 mm, and therefore a pair of them is glued to the rear
surface of each crystal. The VPTs are photomultipliers with gain ∼ 10, and mea-
sure 25 mm in diameter, so there is one VPT attached to each endcap crystal.

In ECAL the crystals are complemented by a “light-to-light” readout chain, which
begins with the photodetectors and the collection of scintillation light at the rear
end of the crystals. The light output is thus converted into electric current, which
is received by the front-end amplifiers and converted into voltage. This signal
reaches the front-end electronics where the digitization is performed (along with
other treatment of the signal, like pedestal adjustment and zero suppression), and
therefore they deliver information in the form of bits. Finally the digitized signal is
once more transformed to light, to be transmitted through optical fibres and leave
the detector for the data acquisition system, in order to be used for triggering and



possibly stored for offline analysis.



Kef�laio 5
Appendix C: ECAL Studies

In this Chapter the reconstruction of electromagnetic objects in CMS and some
relevant studies are presented.
The reconstruction of electrons and photons in the official reconstruction software
is first introduced briefly. Then, three studies connected to the measurement of
energy, position, and clustering in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and
the preshower detector (ES) are discussed in detail.
In addition, a brief presentation of the reconstruction of electromagnetic objects
in the CMS Particle Flow algorithm is included in the last study.

5.1 Electron and photon reconstruction

Electrons are mainly characterized by the presence of a charged track poin-
ting to a deposition of energy from an electromagnetic shower. Therefore the
reconstruction of electrons[20][32] consists of the handling of measurements from
the ECAL and tracker detectors and, to some extent, HCAL. Its main steps are
briefly described in this paragraph. The “online” reconstruction steps, i.e. those
performed by the triggering system (§4.2.2), have similarities to those performed
“offline”, i.e. on the stored data by the reconstruction software. Therefore, in
order to give a more concise overview, the triggering steps will be described in
parallel with the reconstruction steps.
In addition, the reconstruction chain for photons[20][33] practically forms a subset
of the one for electrons, therefore it is included in the same description in a way
that should cause no ambiguity.

L1 Trigger - Trigger primitives

Before the actual reconstruction starts, electromagnetic candidates are for-
med by the transverse energy measurement of adjacent ECAL trigger towers (i.e.
groups of 5× 5 crystals sharing the same readout electronics, §4.2.4). These “trig-
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ger primitives” are passed to the Level-1 trigger system (§4.2.2), where they are
combined to form electron and/or photon candidates.

Clustering - Energy corrections

After the Level-1 trigger, the reconstruction is initiated by the ECAL measu-
rement, and more precisely with the grouping of PbWO4 crystals.
The main issues shaping the techniques developed for the reconstruction and iden-
tification of electromagnetic objects, including the grouping of individual channel
(i.e. crystal) measurements to clusters, are linked to the presence of the tracker’s
and services’ material budget in front of the calorimeters. The ECAL clustering
algorithms are designed towards an appropriate combination of energy deposits in
individual crystals for each incoming particle. An issue they specifically address
is the spread of energy because of bremsstrahlung and conversions of secondary
photons inside the tracker detector.
The grouping begins by the formation of clusters around crystals with the highest
local energy deposits, when these are above ∼ 2σ over the electronics’ noise. The
clustering algorithm uses these crystals as seeds in the barrel region; it then runs
over a fixed length of crystals in pseudorapidity η, performing a dynamical scan
across the azimuthal angle φ until either a larger energy deposit or no deposit
at all is encountered, thus defining the boundaries of a cluster. The clusters are
grouped into “superclusters” in a similar way. The algorithm’s extension in φ aims
at minimizing the containment variations due to the strong magnetic field.
The superclustering in the endcaps region proceeds similarly, but the clustering
uses a slightly different algorithm, which adds together clusters of fixed 5× 5 size.
The cluster positions are extrapolated to the ES, and ES clusters are built around
them (§5.3.3). The total endcap energy is a linear combination of cluster energies
in the endcaps and the geometrically matching ES clusters.
The barrel algorithm was designed for high-energy electrons and has also been
tuned to work well for lower energies. However, in the case of single showers such
as those coming from unconverted photons or electrons in beam tests, energy sums
over fixed arrays of crystals offer better resolution.

The position of an ECAL cluster is calculated by weighting the mean position
of the crystals, xi, by the logarithm of their relative energy, Ei (the logarithm
is taken since the energy density in a shower decreases exponentially with the
distance from its core):

x =
Σxi · wi

Σwi
, with weight wi = w0 + log

Ei

ΣEj
.

The position of the supercluster is obtained from the mean of the energy-weighted
positions of its clusters.

Certain corrections on the energy measured are required and can be pre-calculated



and applied as functions of coordinates and energy. Their sources are: Rear lea-
kage close to the cracks between modules and supermodules as a result of the
reduced effective depth, containment variations because of the spread of energy
due to showering inside the tracker and because of the variation of its material
- and, in the special case of fixed-array clustering, lateral front leakage with de-
pendence on pseudorapidity, and containment variations depending on the shower
incidence position. The last variation is known as “local containment” and a me-
thod developed for its treatment in the ECAL Beam Test of 2006 is discussed in
§5.2.

In the case of photon candidates, the final energy measurement depends upon
the ratio of the energy contained within the 3 × 3 array of crystals centered on
the seed crystal to the total energy of the supercluster. This quantity is used to
determine if the photon is converted or unconverted. If the γ is unconverted, then
the energy of the 5 × 5 crystals around the crystal with highest energy is used.
Otherwise, the energy of the whole supercluster is used.

L2 Trigger

The first stage of the HLT for electrons, L-2, checks the spatial matching of
the reconstructed superclusters with the trigger primitives, essentially verifying
the Level-1 trigger results. Also, this is the only HLT step used for photons.

Matching between ECAL measurement and tracker hits

The position of the supercluster is propagated backwards to the tracker de-
tector, in order to find the associated hits in the pixel detector (§4.2.3). The
propagation is done on a helical trajectory taking into account the magnetic field,
and under both charge hypotheses. After the innermost pixel hit compatible with
the supercluster within a predefined geometrical window in (η, φ) is found, it is
used to make an updated calculation of the trajectory, and search for a second hit
within a narrower window in the next pixel layers. These two innermost hits are
the “seeds” which will be used to initiate the electron track building.

L2.5 Trigger

The second step of the HLT is based on the search for hits in the pixel detector
described above. If pixel hits consistent with a supercluster are found, then an
electron candidate is formed, otherwise a photon candidate is formed.

Electron track building

The track building is initiated from the innermost pixel hit found, by propa-
gating the state vectors (i.e. momentum and direction information) of each hit to



the next detector layer.
The radiation losses after each hit in the tracker layers do not follow a Gaussian
distribution, which would be the case in e.g. multiple scattering. For this reason
the propagation is performed using Gaussian mixtures[34] for the distribution of
the state vectors and their errors, and Bethe-Heitler modeling for the energy los-
ses. This algorithm is found to model particularly well the electron track at its
two ends, enabling the calculation of the momentum at its inner and outer points
and the calculation of the electron isolation, which are to be used in the final steps
of triggering and preselection.

Electromagnetic object isolation

The two detectors whose isolation measurement is useful for the triggering and
the preselection for the electron reconstruction are the tracker and the hadronic
calorimeter (HCAL).
The tracker isolation calculation consists of summing the transverse momentum of
tracks found within a hollow cone around the candidate’s track. The tracks ente-
ring the sum have to pass a momentum threshold, pT > 1.5 GeV/c2, and originate
from a point consistent with the candidate’s calculated interaction vertex in the
longitudinal direction, |ze − ztrk| < 0.1 cm. The cone lies within 0.02 < ∆R < 0.2
(∆R =

√

∆φ2 + ∆η2). The exclusion of the cone’s central region aims at excluding
the contribution from bremsstrahlung radiation and its subsequent conversions to
electron pairs.
The HCAL isolation is calculated by the sum of the energy deposited in the HCAL
towers, within a cone of ∆R < 0.15 behind the ECAL seed cluster.

For photons, the detectors used for the isolation are ECAL and HCAL. A de-
scription of the isolation variables can be found in §6.3.3, where they are used for
the photon identification.

L-3 trigger

Eventually, the relative isolation sum of the tracks with respect to the candida-
te’s transverse momentum, as described above, and the sum of the HCAL energy
are examined. As a final requirement, the ratio of the energy of the ECAL cluster
which seeds the supercluster over the momentum at the beginning of the track is
calculated and checked.

Final preselection - Track-ECAL matching

The reconstruction preselection uses additionally the ratio of the calorimetric
activities, defined for electrons as the ratio of the energy deposited in the HCAL
towers behind the ECAL seed cluster, over the seed cluster’s energy. The ratio
has to be H/E < 0.2. For photons, the whole ECAL supercluster is used, and the



ratio must be H/E < 0.5, while the supercluster must have ET > 10 GeV.

Finally, a spatial matching between the track and the supercluster is performed
for electrons. The two relevant variables are

∆ηin = ηSC − ηextr.
trk , ∆φin = φSC − φextr.

trk

where η/φSC is the supercluster’s position, and η/φextr.
trk is the closest point to the

supercluster’s position after extrapolation of the track from its innermost point.

Photon conversions

In addition to photon reconstruction, a check for photon conversions is perfor-
med. After a loose supercluster preselection, a backward propagation starts from
each cluster of the supercluster, taking into account the measured ECAL energy
and the expected mean energy loss of electrons in the tracker material. For the
tracks which are built in this way, the innermost tracker hits are used as star-
ting points for the other arm of the conversion, by moving outwards. All found
tracks with opposite charges are combined and conversion candidates are formed.
The candidates are finally examined for the angular separation in ∆φ and ∆ cot θ
between the two arms, and for the χ2 value of the vertex fitting.



5.2 Crystal containment corrections in the

energy measurement5.2.1 Energy containment in ECAL crystals

A fraction of the energy of incoming electromagnetic particles will be lost to
ECAL because of showering in the gaps between adjacent crystals, modules, and
supermodules. In addition, when the energy deposited in ECAL by a particle is
summed over a fixed array of crystals there is variation in the energy containment
between events. The magnitude of both these effects depends on the particle’s
position of impact on the crystal’s surface. More specifically, the energy contain-
ment depends on the distance of the incidence point from the crystal surface’s two
central axes, decreasing towards the crystal edges.

5.2.2 Ln(E2/E1) Method

The containment variation can be compensated for with the use of predeter-
mined correction functions, according to the position of the impact point. Two
methods have been developed for their derivation, which use the pattern of the
energy deposition in the cluster for measuring the “centrality” of the impact on
the hit crystal.
The first method determines the impact position, and subsequently its distance
from the crystal centre, by weighting the positions of all crystals in the surroun-
ding array according to the logarithm of the energy received by each crystal.
The second method, known as “Ln(E2/E1)”[35], is the one used in the analysis
presented here[36]. This method calculates the point of incidence of the particles
on a crystal’s surface by using the balance of energy deposited in subgroups of the
surrounding crystals.
As shown in Figure 5.1, in the case of the energy summed on an array of 3 × 3
crystals, two submatrices E1, E2 of either 3 or 6 crystals are defined, according
to the energies W2, W1 deposited on the two immediate neighbours of the central
crystal. The orientation of the submatrices always remains the same, with W1

(and E2) towards higher values of η or φ, but the number of crystals in each sub-
matrix varies: The neighbour which acquired the largest energy always denotes
the smaller submatrix. (Corresponding definitions are used for the 5 × 5 array.)
There is a rough correspondence between ln(E2/E1) values and the x, y coordina-
tes, as confirmed by test beam measurements (Figure 5.2). Events impacting near
the centre of a crystal deposit most of their energy on the middle column of the
matrix, resulting in higher mean values of ln(E2/E1), while events near the crystal
edges divide their energy almost equally between the two submatrices and have a
value close to zero.

Using this parametrisation, the crystal’s surface is divided into bins of ln(E2/E1),



Sq’hma 5.1: Definition of submatrices across the η direction for the
“Ln(E2/E1)” method, for the energy sum on an array of 3 × 3 crystals.
E2 is always the submatrix at the side of higher η, and vice versa for E1,
but their size is defined by the energy deposition (W1, W2) on the hit cry-
stal’s immediate neighbours. The figures show the cases for a) W2 > W1, b)
W2 < W1.

and the gaussian mean of the energy measurements in each bin is plotted as a
function of ln(E2/E1), and it is normalized to the largest energy value.
The correction functions are then obtained by fitting the distribution. The fit is
performed for each half of the crystal independently, using third-degree polyno-
mials. The analysis is performed independently across each direction, for arrays of
both 3× 3 and 5× 5 crystals centred around the hit one. Figure 5.3 is an example
of the plots obtained for an individual crystal after the analysis.

5.2.3 Beam test and event selection

An overview of ECAL can be found in §4.2.4, but it is useful to repeat at this
point that the ECAL barrel consists of 36 “supermodules”, each of them holding
1700 PbWO4 crystals. Each supermodule is segmented into four “modules” along
its long side, i.e. across the η direction of CMS.
This study uses data collected during the 2006 ECAL Beam Test, which took place
at Point H4 of the SPS accelerator at CERN. During this Beam Test, nine ECAL
supermodules equipped with the full readout electronics have been tested using
electrons in an energy range between 15 GeV and 250 GeV. The quasi-projective
geometry of ECAL inside CMS was retained with respect to the beam. The im-
pact point position of the beam on the crystals’ front face was measured with an
accuracy of 125µm by four planes of fibre hodoscopes.
When analyzing each direction, only events lying on a narrow band in the other
direction were kept (within either ±2 mm or ±4 mm around the mean incidence
point) in order to disentangle the effects of the two directions. The analysis was
performed both on individual crystals and on groups of crystals (e.g. crystals on
the same module) by taking their average containment of energy.

An analysis with simulated data was performed in parallel. The overall agree-
ment with the Beam Test results was good, except for one case which is discussed



Sq’hma 5.2: Correspondence between the distance of the incidence point from
the crystal centre (vertical axis) and the ln(E2/E1) value (horizontal axis);
in this example, for energy summed on 5× 5 crystals, across the φ direction.

3 × 3 crystals 5 × 5 crystals

lower η higher η lower η higher η
1.2 − 2.3% 2.1 − 3.0% 0.5 − 2.0% 1.1 − 2.1%

lower φ higher φ lower φ higher φ
0.4 − 1.9% 1.2 − 2.9% 0.1 − 1.5% 0.5 − 1.8%

P’inakas 5.1: Overall ranges of energy loss for impact at the crystal edges,
with respect to impact at the crystal centre.

in the next paragraph.

5.2.4 General characteristics of the containment - De-
rivation of the correction functions

The overall percentage of energy losses for electron incidence close to the cry-
stal edges, with respect to incidence close to the centre, lies within the ranges
shown in Table 5.1.

The results justify the derivation of “sets” of containment correction functions,
where each set would consist of separate functions for (i) 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 arrays,
(ii) each direction (η/φ), and (iii) each half of the crystal (i.e. in the manner of
Figure 5.3).
The asymmetry in containment between the opposite edges of the crystals across
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Sq’hma 5.3: Normalised energy vs. ln(E2/E1) on one of the studied crystals,
fitted with 3rd degree polynomial functions. Upper row: energy summed on
3× 3 crystals; lower row: 5× 5 crystals. Left column: results across η; right:
results across φ. The schematic index shows the correspondence between
ln(E2/E1) and the crystals’ surface. A(a) and B(b) denote the opposite edges
of the surface across the η(φ) direction, while C(c) corresponds to its centre.
B(b) is the edge with the higher value of η(φ).
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Sq’hma 5.4: Normalized energy vs. ln(E2/E1) on one crystal: Asymmetry
between opposite edges across the same direction. (Energy summed on 3 × 3
crystals; left: η, right: φ.) The schematic index shows the correspondence
between ln(E2/E1) and the crystals’ surface. A(a) and B(b) denote the op-
posite edges of the surface across the η(φ) direction, while C(c) corresponds
to its centre. B(b) is the edge with the higher value of η(φ).

the same direction, which calls for separate functions for each half of the crystal,
is demonstrated in Figure 5.4. This asymmetry is expected because of the quasi-
projective geometry of the supermodules, and it is enhanced by keeping only those
events which deposited the largest part of their energy at the hit crystal.
On the other hand, the need for separate corrections for each direction (Figure 5.5)
is not fully understood. All analysed crystals had larger energy loss across their
η direction than across φ at an average of ∼ 0.5%, independently of the specific
half-side or the size of the array, an effect which is in contrast with the simulation
but which was also present in studies with data from the 2004 Beam Test[37]. Two
possible explanations are the construction of the supermodules being less uniform
across η, and effects arising from the intercalibration coefficients (discussed below).

The containment was found to be practically independent of the beam energy
up to 150 GeV (Figure 5.6).

Notably, all the features mentioned above are observed on different supermodules
indistinguishably, indicating that the same corrections could be globally used on
all ECAL barrel supermodules.
However, analysis on crystals located on different modules of the same supermodule
showed an overall dependence of the energy loss on the module. The losses beca-
me more significant moving towards modules of higher η. The variation reaches
∼ 0.5% and ∼ 0.8% for the η and φ directions on the surface respectively, when
comparing between crystals of lowest and highest η values across the supermodule.
In any case, this dependence describes the average behaviour of crystals in diffe-
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Sq’hma 5.5: Normalized energy vs. ln(E2/E1) on one crystal: Asymmetry
between η and φ direction. (Energy summed on 3 × 3 crystals; left: η, right:
φ.) The schematic index shows the correspondence between ln(E2/E1) and
the crystals’ surface. A(a) and B(b) denote the opposite edges of the surface
across the η(φ) direction, while C(c) corresponds to its centre. B(b) is the
edge with the higher value of η(φ).
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Sq’hma 5.6: Normalized energy vs. ln(E2/E1) for various beam energies; the
energy is summed on a matrix of 3 × 3 crystals. The schematic index shows
the correspondence between ln(E2/E1) and the crystals’ surface. A(a) and
B(b) denote the opposite edges of the surface across the η(φ) direction, while
C(c) corresponds to its centre. B(b) is the edge with the higher value of η(φ).
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Sq’hma 5.7: Averaged normalized energy vs. ln(E2/E1) across η (left) and
φ (right), for 7 crystals, after changing individually their intercalibration
coefficients by ±1%. Similar results are obtained after changing by ±1% the
intercalibration coefficients of two or three of their immediate neighbours.

rent modules, but the containment can fluctuate between individual crystals in any
module, within the overall observed range (Table 5.1). However, it was found that
this crystal-by-crystal fluctuation, as well as its different behaviour across the two
directions, can be reproduced by varying the intercalibration coefficients of either
the hit crystal or its immediate neighbours by up to 1% (Figure 5.7)

Taking all of these characteristics into consideration, four sets of correction fu-
nctions, one corresponding to each module, were produced by averaging several
crystals belonging to the same modules and supermodules.

5.2.5 Tests of the correction functions

The sets of corrections have been applied on a number of crystals, belonging to
either the corresponding or to different modules (as mentioned above, the super-
module from which the corrections were calculated is irrelevant). The examined
crystals are left with a residual loss with a maximum close to the edges, ranging
from ∼ 0.3% to ∼ 1%.
In addition, the effect of the containment corrections on the energy resolution has
been studied. As an example, in Figure 5.8 the energy resolution obtained for
a crystal, after applying the set of corrections from the same module of another
supermodule, is compared to the resolution obtained when using direct position
information from the hodoscopes, and to the resolution after correcting the resi-
dual error for this specific crystal.



Sq’hma 5.8: Energy resolution for one crystal using the position informa-
tion from the hodoscopes (bottom), after applying one of the sets of produced
correction functions (top), and after additionally correcting for the crystal’s
residual error (middle).



5.3 Electron position resolution with the pre-

shower detector

The studies of electron and photon position measurement in CMS are based on
the information obtained from the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) in both the
barrel and endcaps regions. In the endcaps region, the position resolution could po-
tentially be improved by taking advantage of the finer granularity of the preshower
(ES) detector. (A description of ECAL and ES is found in §4.2.4, Figures 4.3, 4.4.)

In order to compare the performance of the two detectors in the position mea-
surement, the geometrical matching between the electron position in ECAL/ES
and the corresponding track in the tracker detector is used. Both the (η, φ) coor-
dinates, in which ECAL is designed to operate, and the Cartesian coordinates, in
which ES is designed to operate, are checked.

5.3.1 Event selection

The analysis[38] was performed on a dataset of events with electrons from
Z0 decays, produced under the official CMS simulation schedule in 2007[39]. The
events were selected by single and double electron triggers. Only electrons reaching
the endcaps region covered by both the tracker and the ES (1.65 < |η| < 2.5) and
having transverse momenta pe

T > 20 GeV/c were considered.
Isolation criteria based on information from the tracker detector (§4.2.3) were
imposed: The sum of transverse momenta of tracks with ptrack

T > 1.5 GeV/c in-
side a hollow cone of 0.02 < ∆R < 0.3 around the electron’s direction was used
(∆R ≡

√

∆η2 + ∆φ2, with η: pseudorapidity, φ: azimuthal angle). Electrons were
considered to be isolated when the ratio of the sum of ptrack

T over the electron’s pe
T

was smaller than 0.01 (Figure 5.9).

5.3.2 Clustering and position measurement

The clustering algorithm for ES was optimized for the ECAL endcaps cluste-
ring algorithm which was in use when this analysis was performed (the current
ECAL clustering is described in §5.1). Each of the clusters at the ECAL endcaps
(“EE”) is assigned ES clusters by extrapolation of its barycentre towards the nomi-
nal interaction vertex, and a subsequent search performed around the intersection
point on each of the ES planes. The search runs on ±15 strips around the inter-
section point and on the corresponding rows of strips in the sensors directly above
and below it. The ES clusters are formed by the most energetic strips along with
the ±2 neighbouring ones on the same row. A maximum of 4 ES clusters is allowed
for each EE basic cluster.
The energy deposited in each of the ES clusters which correspond to a single EE
cluster is shown in Figure 5.10.
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Sq’hma 5.9: Tracker isolation for simulated electrons from Z0 decay.

For both the cases of individual ES clusters and energy-weighted groups of ES
clusters, each ES layer provided two-dimensional points, (Xx, Zx) and (Yy, Zy),
which could be combined to provide three-dimensional points:
X-plane: (Xx, Y ′

x, Zx) = (Xx,
Yy

Zy
∗ Zx, Zx)

Y-plane: (X ′
y, Yy, Zy) = (Xx

Zx
∗ Zy, Yy, Zy)

The two points are equivalent; in all of the following, the value of the φ (η) coordi-
nate was arbitrarily chosen to be read from the point formed on the X (Y ) plane.
The z coordinates were set to the default values for each ES plane used in the
production of the samples, namely |Zx| = 303.215 cm, |Zy| = 307.185 cm. For
|Xx| and |Yy| the maximum spatial error is corresponding to a minimum ionizing
particle, as derived from the pitch between the silicon strips (1.9/

√
12 mm).

5.3.3 Comparison in geometrical matching with track

Determination of the matching variables in η, φ coordinates

Two of the variables (“inner”) used in the identification and selection of elec-
trons concern the geometrical matching between the ECAL and tracker detectors.
These variables measure the difference between the energy-weighted position of
the EE supercluster, (ηEE

SC , φEE
SC ), and the extrapolation from the innermost track

point up to the EE (ηextr
trk in, φextr

trk in):

∆ηEE
in = ηEE

SC − ηextr
trk in, ∆φEE

in = φEE
SC − φextr

trk in

In the case of ∆ηEE
in the extrapolation is a simple projection from the innermost

track point up to EE. In the case of ∆φEE
in the propagation is performed using a

helix, up to a distance of ∼ 4 cm inside the crystals in order to compensate for the
electrons’ showering; more precisely, the approximation for a slightly curved helix
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Sq’hma 5.10: Energy deposited in individual ES X-plane (left) and Y-plane
(right) clusters: maximum-energy cluster (solid thick), second most energetic
(solid thin), third most energetic (dashed) and fourth most energetic (dotted).

segment is used (i.e. the radius at the detector is much larger than the radius at
the start of the track[40]).
Another relevant pair of geometrical variables (“outer”) is given by the matching
between the position of the electron seed-cluster on EE (ηEE

seed, φ
EE
seed) and the extra-

polation of the track from the outermost track point up to the EE (ηextr
trk out, φ

extr
trk out):

∆ηEE
out = ηEE

seed − ηextr
trk out, ∆φEE

out = φEE
seed − φextr

trk out

The variable ∆φEE
out is used in the identification of electrons least affected by brems-

strahlung emission. However, in this analysis the “outer” variables can serve as a
better measure of the position resolution (with respect to the “inner” ones), since
the distance between the ES detector and the outermost tracker hit is small, so
the outermost hit provides a good estimation of the electron’s position.

In the present analysis, position information from the ES was used as well for the
determination of the geometrical matching variables mentioned above. Because of
the differences in the two subdetectors’ structure, the calculation of the variables
needed to be performed in a way different than in the EE case. The differences in
the calculation are:

• The EE cluster which received the largest amount of energy is considered;
the coordinates of only the ES cluster with the largest amount of received
energy, among the ES clusters corresponding to that specific EE cluster, we-
re used. (Instead of the energy-weighted position of all the clusters, which
is used in ECAL).



This choice was found to perform better, and the reason is related to the
bremsstrahlung radiation: Electrons with small bremsstrahlung losses re-
sult in more “focused” depositions of energy, and in that case the ES finer
granularity provides a better measurement than ECAL. The ES behaviour
according to the bremsstrahlung fraction is discussed in more detail below.

• In the case of ∆φin, the helix propagation starts from the track vertex (in-
stead of the innermost track point).
The observed improvement with this choice was a result of the algorithmic
treatment of the electron’s momentum at the track vertex (and not so much
a result of the different spatial start of the track extrapolation, even though
this also became more accurate). More specifically, the electron’s momen-
tum at each layer of the tracker detector is reconstructed according to a
Gaussian Sum Filter of components (§5.1, [34]), and the difference in results
was related to using the mode of the Gaussian components (instead of their
mean value).
The ES measurement was sensitive to this effect because of its finer granu-
larity, and this modification was subsequently applied to the ECAL recon-
struction software as well.

Comparison in η, φ

The ∆ηin distribution (Figures 5.11) as obtained from the ES (solid line)
showed a prominent improvement with respect to the EE (dashed line). For the
∆φin distribution the ES offered only a slight improvement (Figures 5.11). This
can be explained by the sensitivity of the ∆φin variable to bremsstrahlung emis-
sion from electrons inside the tracker: ES is expected to be more accurate than
EE in the case of electrons with low or moderate bremsstrahlung, while it would
be less accurate in the case of large bremsstrahlung, when the supercluster of EE
crystals is developed to gather the spread energy of the photons more effectively.
This effect is made clear in Figures 5.12, where ∆φin was evaluated for three dif-
ferent groups of electrons for each detector separately. Electrons were classified
according to their value of the “bremsstrahlung function”:

fbrem = (Pin trk − Pout trk)/Pin trk

where Pin trk, Pout trk is the momentum at the innermost and outermost track
measurement respectively.
The distributions of the outer variables, ∆ηout and ∆φout, as obtained from the
ES, show a clear improvement with respect to the EE (Figures 5.13). As men-
tioned, these variables provide a better measure of the accuracy of the position
measurement, because of the proximity of the EE/ES to the pixel outermost hit.
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Determination of the matching variables in cartesian coordinates

As ES is designed to give optimum position measurement in cartesian coordi-
nates, the analysis was repeated with a geometrical matching in x, y. This required
the development of dedicated functions to complement the official reconstruction
software, for the extrapolation of the electron tracks. A number of differences
arose in their implementation with respect to the matching variables in η, φ:

• The full helix formula was used (instead of the approximation of the helix
segment).

• The trajectory was allowed to extrapolate up to a plane created with the
appropriate z value (instead of extrapolating up to a specific point).

• Optimizing the existing algorithm, the beginning of the coordinates was
placed at the interaction vertex (instead of the calculated track vertex).

The new sets of functions were found to agree with the previous ones within less
than 10−4 rad in φ, and were used for the geometrical matching by forming the

∆x
EE(ES)
in , ∆x

EE(ES)
out and ∆y

EE(ES)
in and ∆y

EE(ES)
out variables, according to the

respective quantities in η, φ described at the beginning of this paragraph.
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shed).

Comparison in cartesian coordinates

Figure 5.14 shows the values of ∆xin, ∆yin achieved by ES and EE. Figure 5.15
shows the “effective sigma”1 and the “effective two-sigma” of ∆xin for the two
detectors. For comparison, the values for the ∆xout from ES are also presented,
i.e. for the matching between the x measurement and the extrapolation from the
outermost track point. ES is found to have better resolution than EE within one
effective sigma but not within two sigma, where the resolution is dominated by
the high-bremsstrahlung events.
Indeed, in Figure 5.16 the last plot is broken down to electrons with low (< 0.2)
bremsstrahlung and medium / high bremsstrahlung, according to their value of the
“bremsstrahlung function” described above. In some cases high-bremsstrahlung
events were found to correspond to unusually large values of ∆xout, as a result
of the endcaps clustering algorithm. (The algorithm currently in use for ECAL
clustering is discussed in §5.1).

5.3.4 Conclusions

The position resolution for electrons from Z0 decays when using the measu-
rement from the ES detector is improved with respect to the EE, as seen from
the ∆η, φout variables. In addition, the electron identification variable ∆ηin is also

1“Effective sigma” refers to that width away from the mean within which 68.3% of a
distribution’s values fall.
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improved significantly, while ES performs better in ∆φin for electrons with low
bremsstrahlung losses. It was found in general that for electrons with low brems-
strahlung fraction ES is superior, while in the opposite case ECAL performs better
at collecting all the spread radiation.



5.4 Electromagnetic objects in the Particle

Flow algorithm

In addition to the standard reconstruction of objects in CMS, the Particle
Flow (“PF”) algorithm was developed, following the practice of previous collider
experiments, and is used in an increasing number of physics analyses. This section
gives an overview of the reconstruction of electrons and photons in PF, and of the
study of the relevant commissioning of the preshower detector (ES) with LHC data.

The main characteristic of the PF algorithm is that the reconstruction of every
object in the event occurs from a common set of measurements; therefore, in order
to describe the reconstruction of photons, the reconstruction for all kinds of par-
ticles has to be overviewed in parallel. This is discussed in a qualitative manner in
§5.4.1, along with an introduction to the general principles of the PF algorithm.
The reconstruction of electrons follows in more detail in §5.4.2.
Finally, the commissioning of the ES detector in the PF algorithm with photons
from the first LHC collisions in 2009 is presented in paragraph §5.4.3.

5.4.1 Overview of the Particle Flow algorithm - Pho-
ton reconstruction

The aim of the PF algorithm[41][42] is to reconstruct and identify all stable
particles in each event, through a combination of all CMS subdetectors. A list of
individual particles is thus created and subsequently used for the reconstruction of
the event, inter alia, in building hadronic jets, tagging b and τ jets, determining
the missing transverse energy, quantifying the isolation of particles.

Building of PF blocks

The logic permeating the PF algorithm is treating the subdetectors’ measu-
rements as “building elements”, and creating “blocks” by linking spatially the
elements in an appropriate manner. In the end, each block will constitute a par-
ticle.
More specifically, the “building elements” include tracks formed in the tracker de-
tector, clustered energy measurements in the calorimeters, and tracks in the muon
system.
The topological linking of the elements proceeds in-out, allowing the PF recon-
struction to take advantage of the position resolution of the tracker detector.
However, a very accurate reconstruction of tracks is required in order to make
this approach meaningful. Therefore, a special iterative algorithm was developed,
involving the removal of the used hits at each step while at the same time loosening
the constraints on the track seeding.



The clustering algorithm for the calorimeters and the ES detector consists of th-
ree steps: First, “cluster seeds” are identified as energy measurements larger than
that of their immediate neighbours and above a given energy. Second, “topolo-
gical clusters” are grown from the seeds by aggregating cells with at least one side
in common with a cell already in the cluster and with an energy in excess of a
given threshold (in the ECAL and ES, these thresholds represent two standard
deviations of the electronics noise). Finally, the energy of each cell is shared to all
clusters according to the cell-cluster distance (assuming Gaussian shower shapes),
and the determination of the cluster energies and positions is recalculated. The
calculation is iterated until convergence is reached.
After the elements are built, they are connected with the linking algorithm to form
blocks, which are then the inputs to the particle reconstruction and identification.
Each block typically contains up to three elements, with the smallness of the blocks
ensuring the persistance of the algorithm performance, regardless of the event com-
plexity. The linking is performed between (i) tracker tracks and ES/ECAL/HCAL
clusters, (ii) between ES/ECAL clusters and ECAL/HCAL clusters respectively,
(iii) between tracker tracks and tracks in the muon system. In the first two cases,
in order to establish a link the extrapolated position from the innermost detector
element has to fall within the boundaries of a cluster. The cluster envelope can
be enlarged by up to the size of one cell in each direction to account for the pre-
sence of gaps between calorimeter cells, cracks between calorimeter modules, the
effect of multiple scattering for low-momentum charged particles, and the uncer-
tainty on the position of the shower maximum (the extrapolation is performed at
a depth corresponding to the expected maximum of a typical longitudinal electron
shower profile in ECAL and at a depth corresponding to one interaction length in
HCAL). The link distance is defined as the distance in the (η, φ) plane between the
extrapolated position and the cluster position. In the third case, a link between a
track in the tracker and a track in the muon system is established when a global
fit between the two tracks returns an acceptable χ2 value. When several tracker
tracks can be fit with a given muon track, only the link that returns the smallest
χ2 is retained.
The link between ES and ECAL clusters is studied in more detail in §5.4.3.

Object reconstruction

After the collection of blocks is assembled for each event, the reconstruction of
objects takes place.
Muons are the first to be formed, from linked tracks in the tracker and the muon
system, if the momentum of the combined track is consistent with that from the
tracker. The corresponding track is subsequently removed from the block, and
the expected energy depositions in the calorimeters are subtracted from the cor-
responding clusters.
Next, electrons are formed from tracks and linked ECAL clusters, including those
coming from bremsstrahlung photons, and the corresponding elements are removed



from the block. (The reconstruction and identification of PF electrons is discussed
in more detail in §5.4.2.)

Before proceeding, the linking between the tracker and the calorimeters is re-
visited. If more than one tracks are linked to a HCAL cluster, their momenta are
summed. If more than one tracks are linked to an ECAL cluster, only the closest
one is kept. If, however, a track is linked to more than one ECAL clusters, the
closest cluster is kept and a decision must be taken about whether the rest of the
links are kept or rejected: The linked ECAL clusters are ordered according to their
distance from the track, and added increasingly to the measured HCAL energy;
as long as the sum of energy is smaller than the track momentum, the links are
kept. (This choice is related to the presence of photons, where there are not any
real links, and the presence of hadrons, where the links should be preserved.)
If the total calorimetric energy is still smaller than the track momentum, then the
search for muons is repeated with relaxed criteria. The remaining elements and
blocks are used for the reconstruction of hadrons and photons.

Each track gives rise to a charged hadron, and the relevant elements are remo-
ved from the block.
In addition, the cases where the calorimetric (ECAL+HCAL) energy of only the
closest clusters to the track is larger than the track momentum are examined fur-
ther: If that energy is larger than the total energy collected in the ECAL, then the
energy in the ECAL gives rise to a photon, and the remaining excess (with respect
to the track momentum) gives rise to a neutral hadron; otherwise, the excess gives
rise to a photon.
After all the tracks and the corresponding calorimetric clusters are removed, the
remaining clusters give rise either to photons, if they had never been linked to a
track, or to neutral hadrons, if they had links which were then disabled.

5.4.2 Electron reconstruction

Track building

Tracking is considered to be the cornerstone of the PF algorithm in CMS, since
the granularity of the tracker detector is superior to the other detectors’, and since
PF aims at reconstructing all individual particles of an event, even if belonging to
hadronic jets.
The tracking and pre-identification of electrons is based on an iterative strategy,
as hits unambiguously assigned to tracks get removed and the remaining ones are
refitted, with progressively looser criteria.

The first step of the tracking is identifying “seed tracks”, i.e. tracker hits be-
longing to track candidates, which will be considered for the full application of the
tracking algorithm.



One track-seeding method relies on tracks reconstructed with the Kalman Filter
(KF) algorithm, as the Gaussian Sum Filter method[34] proves too CPU-intensive
for this step. Although less precise than the GSF algorithm for the description of
radiative losses, KF is capable of reconstructing accurately tracks with negligible
bremsstrahlung emission.
Each KF track is extrapolated up to ECAL; if it is matched with a topological
cluster both spatially (§5.4.1) and in momentum-energy, it is selected for further
consideration. Otherwise, a “light” GSF refit is performed, using a smaller number
of gaussian components than usual, and the track is passed through a multivaria-
te analysis using a Boosted Decision Tree; the input for this selection uses the
number of tracker hits, the energy loss in the track, the quality of fit from both
fitting algorithms, and the matching with ECAL. If the track does not satisfy the
selection, the track is no longer considered for electron reconstruction. (At this
step, the electron candidate sample is still dominated by pions faking electrons.)
A second track-seeding strategy proceeds inwardly, by starting from the ECAL
topological cluster and selecting the tracker hits compatible with a track, under
both charge hypotheses.

Eventually, the track-seeds from both strategies are merged in a common col-
lection, and the GSF fitting algorithm is used for the building of tracks. The
emerging tracks are used both within the PF framework and the official CMS
reconstruction framework.

However, before proceeding with the electron reconstruction, a cleaning of the
tracks is needed to ensure there is no duplication because of bremsstrahlung pho-
ton conversions.
The cleaning strategy is applied only to pairs of GSF tracks which have a distance
|∆η| < 0.05 and |∆φ| < 0.3 rad between them, since this is the commonest case
for conversion legs.
If one or both the tracks have a distance of more than 5 cm between their inner-
most tracker hit and the beam line, then the one with the smallest distance is
considered to be the primary track. Otherwise, if both tracks were seeded from
ECAL topological clusters, then the one with momentum matching better the to-
pological cluster’s energy is considered to be the primary one. If at least one of
the tracks was seeded from the tracker, then two criteria are applied sequentially:
The reconstructed charge has to be the same at the vertex and at the outermost
tracker hit; and if the tracks share at least 50% of the hits then the one with most
hits is considered as the primary, unless they have the same number of hits, when
the one with the best χ2 fit is selected.

Bremsstrahlung recovery - Clusters association

In the next step, an identification of the potential bremsstrahlung clusters is
carried out. For each tracker layer, bremsstrahlung emission is sought by extra-



polating a straight line, tangential to the direction of the GSF track, up to the
ECAL. If an ECAL cluster, not already linked to another track, can be linked to
the straight line then its energy is assigned to the total electron energy.
Finally, in order to assign correctly the electron cluster to the GSF track, and also
deal with late bremsstrahlung emission, a special treatment is used: After linking
a cluster to the GSF track, all clusters which belong to the same topological cluster
(§5.4.1), within a distance |∆η| < 0.05 from the track, and not linked to any other
KF track, are considered. The cluster closest to the GSF track extrapolation is
considered to be the electron cluster, while any other clusters are simply added to
the list of clusters connected to the GSF track.
When the list of the ECAL clusters associated to the GSF track is defined, the ES
clusters associated to them and the HCAL cluster linked to the GSF track, if any,
are stored in the list of the electron identification elements. All the ECAL clusters
connected to the GSF track and to its tangents form one PF ECAL supercluster.

Electron identification

In the last step of electron selection, variables from the three involved detectors
are input in a discriminator using a multivariate Boosted Decision Tree (BDT).
These variables are:

• Tracker - ECAL matching observables:

– fraction of energy in ECAL over momentum at outermost tracker hit,
EECAL/pout,

– ratio between bremsstrahlung as measured by ECAL and tracker,
∑ Eγ

pin−pout
,

– total ECAL energy over innermost track momentum,
EECAL+

P

Eγ

pin
(whe-

re
∑

Eγ is the energy associated with bremsstrahlung),

– matching in pseudorapidity, |ηGSF − ηECAL|,
– appropriate cluster-extrapolation matching, for determining the prese-

nce of early (in the first three tracker layers) and late bremsstrahlung
are taken into account, as they cause bias in the ECAL-tracker ma-
tching.

• Calorimetric observables:

– lateral shower shape variable, σηη,

– hadron fraction of the shower energy, H/(H + EECAL).

• Tracking observables:

– “bremsstrahlung fraction”, fbrem = pin−pout

pin
,

– number of reconstructed hits and χ2 value of KF tracks,

– η, pT , χ2 value, and momentum resolution (
σpT

pT
) of GSF tracks.



5.4.3 Preshower commissioning in the Particle Flow
algorithm

As described in §5.4.1, the “building ingredients” of the PF algorithm are
tracks, energy clusters, and the links between them. The links play a major role in
the reconstruction algorithm, as they define the “blocks” from which the particles
are inferred, and missing links could result in the creation of additional particles
and therefore in double counting of energy in the event. In the analysis presented
here, the linking between the ECAL and ES detectors was tested with photons
from the first LHC collisions, at

√
s = 900 GeV[42].

The used simulated datasets came from the official CMS simulation of summer
2009. Events from both collisions and simulation were selected without any requi-
rement other than having a good fraction of high-quality tracks.

Most electromagnetic particles entering the ES start showering in the lead ra-
diator; a small fraction of the shower energy is detected in the silicon-strip layers,
and the shower develops further in the crystals of the ECAL endcap, where it is
detected as an ECAL cluster (a detailed description of ECAL and ES is found in
§4.2.4). The energy of both electrons and photons is obtained from the ECAL
cluster energy, and from the energy detected in the two layers of the ES, in an
attempt to correct for the energy lost in the lead radiator.

An example of reconstructed PF photons, with the corresponding ECAL and ES
clusters, is shown in Figure5.17. In PF, an ECAL cluster is considered to be linked
to a ES cluster if at least one strip in the ES cluster overlaps with at least one
crystal in the ECAL cluster, in the (η, φ) plane (§5.4.1). As missing links could
give rise to a lower performance of the electron identification in the endcaps, and
to a slightly lower energy response for both electrons and photons, the procedure
is checked in real data with respect to the simulation. The performance of the
ECAL-ES linking procedure was investigated using photon candidates with an
energy larger than 2 GeV (the threshold is applied because of limitations in the
simulation production).

Figure 5.18 shows the difference between the ECAL cluster position and the po-
sition of all linked clusters in the outermost ES layers (“ES2”), along the x and
y directions. Along the y direction, which is measured with high precision by the
ES2 layer, the width of the distribution is dominated by the ECAL cluster width.
Along the x direction, it is dominated by the ES strip length.
The fraction of the ECAL clusters linked to a number of clusters in ES1 (the in-
nermost ES layers) and ES2 is shown in Figure 5.19. A larger number of clusters
is observed in ES2, which is placed behind a larger amount of lead radiator than
ES1. The agreement between data and simulation validates the ECAL-ES link
procedure.



Sq’hma 5.17: Two Particle Flow photons, reconstructed in the 2009 data
from one ECAL cluster (red dots), linked to ES clusters (blue squares).

Figure 5.20 shows the total energy deposited in ES (sum for all linked ES clusters
on both planes) as a function of the energy measured in the ECAL cluster. The
observed difference requires more investigation after establishing the corresponde-
nce between detector counts and minimum ionizing particles with collisions data.

It could be noted that the same study was repeated with the early data from LHC
collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV with the same overall results[43].



Sq’hma 5.18: Distance between the cluster positions on ECAL and on the
outermost ES plane, along the x(y) direction, for photons reconstructed in
the particle flow from an ECAL cluster and at least one ES cluster. The data
are shown for x(y) as hollow points (solid dots), and the simulation as an
empty histogram (full histogram). The distributions are normalized to unity.

Sq’hma 5.19: Probability of an ECAL cluster to be linked to a number of
clusters in the innermost (ES1) and outermost (ES2) ES planes (data: full
points; simulation: full histogram).



Sq’hma 5.20: Profile of the sum of energy deposited in linked ES clusters of
both planes as a function of the energy in the ECAL cluster: mean value and
RMS from data (circles) and simulation (boxes).



Kef�laio 6
Appendix D: Search for
anomalous trilinear gauge
couplings in the Z0γ channel

This chapter describes the search for anomalous trilinear gauge couplings (aT-
GCs) in the Z0(→ l+l−)γ channel, performed on ∼ 36.1% pb−1 of LHC collisions
data collected by the CMS experiment during 2010 [44][45].
It begins with the characteristics of the signal under study, and the main back-
grounds to this search, in §6.1. §6.2 introduces the event generators capable of
producing datasets with anomalous trilinear vertices, and gives the details of the
simulation used in the analysis.
The criteria for the identification of the objects involved in the final state and the
selection of events are discussed in §6.3. In addition, §6.4 introduces the data-
driven method employed for estimating the main backgrounds to the signal under
study. The results from the analysis on the collisions data are presented in §6.5.
Finally, the statistical analysis of the measurement is discussed in §6.6; the study
is concluded with the placement of limits on the values of aTGCs.

6.1 Signal and backgrounds

6.1.1 Characteristics of the Z0γ final state

The final state under study is characterized by one pair of oppositely charged
leptons of the same flavour, and one photon. The leptons are the decay products
of a Z0 boson. Since the process involves anomalous Trilinear Gauge Couplings
(aTGCs), it occurs through the s-channel of Figure 6.1.
The same final state can occur within Standard Model (SM) through the t and
u-channels of Figure 6.1, but, since in this case the two bosons do not originate
from a common vertex, it is treated as a background to the search for anomalous
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Sq’hma 6.1: Leading order diagrams for the Z0γ production. The two dia-
grams in the first row are permitted within the Standard Model. The diagram
in the second row, with V = Z0 or γ, can occur if anomalous trilinear vertices
exist.

couplings. Within SM there can also be contribution from final state radiation
(Figure 6.2) and emission from fermion loops, but the latter is almost negligible
(lower by an order of 10−3 with respect to the t-channel process[7]). Different SM
contributions which can mimic a Z0γ signal are discussed below, in the sections
about reducible backgrounds (§6.1.4).

If the Z0γ production through the s-channel happens in nature, in the LHC
it will occur from the interaction between a - most probably valence - quark, and
a sea anti-quark. The mediator can be an off-shell Z0 which radiates a photon
and becomes on-shell, or, less probably, a photon which emits a Z0 and becomes
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Sq’hma 6.2: Standard Model Z0γ production through final state radiation.



on-shell (Equation (3.4)).
The Z0 can subsequently decay into leptonic modes and hadronic modes, which
in the LHC are overwhelmed by the size of QCD background and thus not consi-
dered for the analysis. Other possible Z0 decays are into pairs of neutrinos, which
are not discussed in this study. In the following, the leptonic decay modes into
electrons and muons are examined.
The branching ratio for the leptonic decays of Z0 is: 3.363 ± 0.004% for electrons
and 3.366 ± 0.007% for muons[46].

Although there are four possible anomalous couplings for each Z0γV (V = Z, γ)
vertex (Equation (3.4)), in the following only the CP-conserving couplings hV

3 ,
hV

4 will be discussed for simplicity. There will be no loss of generality, since the
CP-violating couplings hV

1,2 have behaviour similar to hV
3,4 respectively. In the

following, generation-level information from the “Baur Z0γ” matrix element ge-
nerator (§6.2.2) was used for the cross-sections and the distributions of kinematic
variables; the only selection cuts applied at generation-level are:

• photon transverse energy Eγ
T ≥ 5 GeV,

• leptons’ transverse momentum plepton
T ≥ 5 GeV/c,

• photon - lepton separation in the final state ∆R(l, γ) ≥ 0.5 (where ∆R(l, γ) ≡
√

(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2, φ: azimuthal angle, η: pseudorapidity).

Cross-sections for the SM Z0γ process, for indicative values of aTGCs used in
the present analysis, and for the main backgrounds, can be found in Table 6.1.
The cross-sections for all simulated samples with aTGCs which were used in the
analysis are gathered in Table 6.3, §6.2. The choice of values for hV

3,4, along with
the assumptions for the other new physical variables entering the calculations, are
discussed in §4.6.1.

6.1.2 Signal properties - Discovery variables

Any contributions from vertices with non-zero trilinear couplings will comple-
ment the SM processes with the same final state, therefore the cross-section is
expected to increase in the presence of aTGCs. The dependence of the cross-
section on each coupling is bilinear. The coupling hV

3 enters the lagrangian with
operators of dimension 6 [5] and gives a dependence of ŝ3/2 on the centre-of-mass
energy, while hV

4 has operators with dimension ≥ 8 and a dependence of ŝ5/2;
the result is a stronger effect of hV

4 on the cross-section and a general enhanced
sensitivity at larger centre-of-mass energies.
As evident from Equation (3.4) in §3.2.2, the two trilinear vertices, Z0Z0γ and
Z0γγ, have in principle different contributions to the cross-section. The higher
contribution comes from Z0Z0γ, since an off-shell Z0 emits a massless photon ra-
ther than the other way around.



SM 0, 0.004 0, 0.004 0.12, −0.004 0.12, −0.004
(ZZγ) (Zγγ) (ZZγ) (Zγγ)

Cross-section (LO) (pb) 22.53 45.64 41.51 51.99 46.31

Expected (36.1 pb−1) 813.33 1647.60 1498.51 1876.84 1671.79

Z+jets W+jets tt̄ QCD (e) QCD (µ)
Cross-section (NLO) (pb) 3048 31314 157.5 6.45 · 106 84679

Expected (36.1 pb−1) 110032 1130435 5686 2.3 · 108 3056912

P’inakas 6.1: Cross sections and expected number of events at integrated
luminosity of 36.1 pb−1 for the SM Z0γ channel, for indicative values of
aTGCs, and for the datasets taken into account in the present analysis as
main backgrounds to the Z0γ process. The pairs of numbers on the first
row denote the values for the hV

3 and hV
4 (V = Z0, γ) anomalous couplings

respectively, for both possible anomalous vertices Z0γV . The exponents n3,4

entering the form-factors expression (Equation (3.6)) are set equal to zero,
as explained in §3.2.3. (The cross sections for all the aTGC values used in
the analysis can be found in Table 6.3, §6.2.)

hZ
3 hZ

4 hγ
3

hγ
4

LEP II (700 pb−1) −0.20 0.07 −0.05 0.12 −0.049 −0.008 −0.002 0.034
(Λ = 2TeV)

CDF (5 fb−1) −0.018 0.020 −9 · 10−4 9 · 10−4 −0.021 0.021 −9 · 10−4 0.001
(Λ = 1.2TeV)

CDF (5 fb−1) −0.017 0.016 −6 · 10−4 5 · 10−4 −0.017 0.016 −6 · 10−4 6 · 10−4

(Λ = 1.5TeV)
D0 (Λ = 1.5TeV) −0.033 0.033 −0.0017 0.0017 −0.033 0.033 −0.0017 0.0017

(1 fb−1 l, 3.6 fb−1 ν)

P’inakas 6.2: Existing lower and upper experimental limits at 95%CL on the
anomalous couplings hV

3,4 (V = Z0, γ), in combined electron, muon, and, for
Tevatron, neutrino decay channels. For each quoted value, all other aTGCs
are assumed equal to zero. The Λ variable is discussed in §3.2.3.



The existing experimental limits on hV
3,4 are found in Table 6.2 [47]. Their va-

lues used in the production for the present analysis are h3 = {0,±0.12}, h4 =
{0,±0.004}. Further details on the production characteristics are given in §6.2.3
and §6.6.1.

The increase in the number of events in the case of aTGCs is prominent in the
distribution of the photon’s transverse momentum pγ

T (Figure 6.3), starting at va-
lues larger than ∼ 100 GeV/c (also Figure 6.6, §6.2). Since the pγ

T distribution is
quite differentiating between aTGCs and SM, and as it also has functional depen-
dence on the values of hV

3,4, it serves as an excellent discovery variable, enabling
likelihood fits on collisions data (§6.6).

As mentioned, the production of the off-shell boson will occur from the interac-
tion between a sea anti-quark and, almost always, a valence quark, resulting in a
boost along the incoming quark’s direction. In this way the presence of anomalous
couplings can have a visible effect on the invariant mass of the final three-body
system and on the distributions of the leptons’ transverse momenta (Figure 6.8,
§6.2)[12].
The presence of anomalous couplings will also affect the helicity distribution of
the lepton pair, since in the s-channel process the transverse momenta of the two
final bosons will be equal. The lepton decay angles will act as projectors of the
different helicity components, which in this case follow that of Z0. As a result, the
azimuthal decay angles of the leptons, φl, can be shown to correlate to the photon
azimuthal angle φγ [11].
These variables can be investigated for the presence of new physics when sufficient
data become available from LHC collisions. However, the pγ

T distribution will still
have an advantage in being more sensitive to non-standard couplings, since it is
directly observable.

6.1.3 Irreducible backgrounds

As discussed above, the production of Z0 and γ from a common vertex is
prohibited within SM, but the same final state can occur at Born level through Z0

production with simultaneous initial state radiation (ISR) or final state radiation
(FSR) processes (Figures 6.1, 6.2). In the former, a photon is emitted off one of
the interacting quarks, and in the latter it is emitted off one of the leptons from
the Z0 decay.
In principle, FSR can be either distinguished, since it is collinear with the leptons
in most of the cases, or taken into account in the lepton reconstruction. On the
other hand, ISR forms an irreducible background.
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Sq’hma 6.3: Generated transverse energy of matrix element photons in the
Z0γ sample, for SM and various values of the anomalous couplings hZ

3,4.

Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.

6.1.4 Reducible backgrounds

Reducible backgrounds can occur from misidentification of either the photon
or one or both of the leptons. Among these backgrounds the only sizeable one is
Z0/γ∗ + jets, where jets can fragment to neutral mesons and then be mistakenly
reconstructed as single photons. The most effective way to deal with the part of the
background which might survive the application of suitable selection cuts (§6.3.3)
is to make use of data-driven methods for estimation of the remaining number
of background events in the measurement (§6.4). In any case, as the momentum
distribution of the neutral mesons (e.g. π0, η, ρ) falls off, the probability of
misidentification becomes very small at higher energies; normally it is negligible
for photon transverse momenta >∼ 100 GeV/c.
In addition, a final state of a dilepton and a photon can occur from a variety
of processes within SM, but in these cases the dilepton mass distribution is non-
peaking around the Z0 mass.
Less significant backgrounds involving misidentification are:

• tt̄ → l+l− + jets, with a photon from misreconstruction,

• pp → W±(→ l±νl) + jets, involving leptons and photons from misrecon-
struction,

• QCD processes resulting in lepton pairs and photons, either real or from
misreconstruction.



However these processes are non-peaking around the Z0 mass and usually involve
multiple misidentifications. They are easily removed by event and object selection
cuts.
The cross-sections of the mentioned backgrounds are found in Table 6.1.

In conclusion, the tell-tale signature of the process under study, i.e. the enha-
nced distribution of pγ

T , is well conspicuous with respect to SM in higher values
(>∼ 100 GeV/c), and its observation would provide direct evidence of new physics.
In low values however, which are practically the only ones accessible with 36 pb−1

of data at
√

s = 7 TeV collisions, the presence of new effects can be told apart
from the irreducible ISR background only by statistical fits. Therefore, the main
difficulty lies in the reduction and correct estimation of the remaining background
from Z + jets.



6.2 Event generation

This section describes the simulated datasets and the event generators used in
the present analysis. The “Baur Z0γ” matrix element generator plays a central
role as it was developed specifically for the production with anomalous signals,
therefore it is discussed in more detail. A description of the related production is
offered along with generation-level plots of kinematic quantities.

6.2.1 CMS simulation

The simulated samples of the signal processes used in the analysis were genera-
ted with both the Baur Z0γ (§4.2.2) and Sherpa (§4.2.6) event generators. The
background comes from the official production of the CMS experiment in fall 2010
using the MadGraph[48] and Pythia[49] generators (a discussion of the various
background processes is found in §4.1.3, 4.1.4).
The events which were generated using the MadGraph matrix element generator
can be examined as an example of the simulation within the CMS framework.
These events have to be interfaced to Pythia for the parton showering and hadro-
nization. MadGraph uses the CTEQ 6l1 PDF set of parton density functions,
and the kT-MLM scheme for jet matching with Pythia. The rest of the simulation
chain is common to all production used by the experiment: The actual interfacing
to Pythia is done inside the official CMS reconstruction framework[20], using
the commonly used text file format LHE (Les Houches Event)[50]. The generated
events are then propagated through the full volume of the detector, and their in-
teractions with its active and dead areas are simulated by a package based on the
GEANT4 toolkit[51]. The resulting detector hits are digitized, at which step the
effect of electronics noise is added, and they are finally converted into simulated
output of the electronics. No pile-up events were added for the present analysis,
because of the low instantaneous luminosity during the LHC operation in 2010
(maximum ∼ 2 × 1032 cm−2s−1).

6.2.2 The Baur Z0γ event generator

A dedicated implementation of the matrix element generator by U.Baur et
al.[12] was developed for the official CMS reconstruction framework. The “Baur

Z0γ” generator[52] permits the generation of events which include the anomalous
vertices Z0Z0γ and Z0γγ, along with the corresponding interface to Pythia. The
generator produces Born-level 3-body events (qq̄ → γ l+l−) in the final state.

Originally the Baur Z0γ code produced weighted events, therefore an unwei-
ghting technique was used in order to pass them to Pythia for hadronization: 10
million events were created, of which the first 0.5 million were skipped in order to
stabilize the generator, and the maximal weight of the following 9.5 million events
was selected. This maximal weight is then used for unweighting the events, by



comparing a random number with the ratio of each event’s weight to the maxi-
mum; if the random number is smaller than the ratio, then the event is selected
and its weight is set to unit.
An issue which arises after the unweighting of the events is that the Baur gene-
rator sums over all initial parton states (involving up, down, strange and charm
quarks), while Pythia requires one specific parton initial state. In order to choose
specific initial states for the selected unweighted events, the following technique
is employed: Using the 4-vector of the initial-state parton as input to the parton
density function, the latter returns flavours distributed by their associated pro-
babilities for the specific momentum slice. The initial state is selected randomly,
assigning equal probabilities to all flavours.
Finally, the interface to the official CMS software reads the generated information,
saved in LHE format, and passes it to Pythia for the hadronization process, which
is followed by the detector simulation and the reconstruction (§4.2.1).

Comparisons have been performed in the SM production, between the Baur Z0γ
and MadGraph generators on generation level, and between Baur and Sherpa

on reconstruction level. These are found at the end of this Paragraph (§6.2.7).
It should be noted that Baur and Sherpa are the only event generators which
can treat anomalous vertices and which are currently available within the CMS
reconstruction software.

6.2.3 Characteristics of the Baur Z0γ production

Although Baur Z0γ has the functionality of next-to-leading-order (NLO) ca-
lculations, only processes at Born level are activated for the production of the
present datasets. This is done in order to have a correct matching with Pythia

avoiding double counting of jets, and also because of the Baur algorithm using a
narrow width approximation for the Z0 mass at NLO, thus lacking the possibility
of bremsstrahlung emission off the final leptons.
The two leptonic Z0 decay channels, i.e. to electrons and muons, involving the
Z0Z0γ vertex, were produced separately. The following kinematic cuts were im-
posed:

• transverse photon energy Eγ
T ≥ 5 GeV,

• transverse leptons’ momentum plepton
T ≥ 5 GeV/c,

• photon - lepton separation in the final state ∆R(l, γ) ≥ 0.5 (with ∆R(l, γ) =
√

(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2, φ: azimuthal angle, η: pseudorapidity).

Nine datasets were produced for each channel, with the anomalous couplings taking
the discrete values h3 = {0,±0.12}, h4 = {0,±0.004}. No formalism with form-
factors was used, i.e. the exponents n3,4 in Equation (3.6) were set to zero (a more
detailed discussion about this choice is found in §3.2.3). The cross-sections of the
produced samples are listed in Table 6.3.



hZ
3 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 0 0 (SM) 0 0.12 0.12 0.12

hZ
4 -0.004 0 0.004 -0.004 0 (SM) 0.004 -0.004 0 0.004

σLO (pb) 40.71 23.39 51.98 45.64 22.53 45.64 51.99 23.38 40.89

P’inakas 6.3: Born-level cross-sections for the Baur Z0γ production in the
Z0Z0γ vertex, according to the values of the anomalous couplings hZ

3,4 in each
process.

6.2.4 Scaling to NLO

Since the next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations are not used in the Baur

Z0γ production, the effect of higher contributions has been taken into account
by reweighting, with use of the “k-factors” method. The reweighting was applied
on the distributions of the final photon transverse momentum, pγ

T , as this is the
sensitive variable used in the present search for aTGCs (§6.1.2). Since the criteria
used in the event selection are quite generic and do not affect differently the leading
order (LO) and NLO pγ

T spectrum shape, there are no concerns for the use of a
scaling between LO and NLO.
The two cases of initial state radiation (ISR) and final state radiation (FSR) were
calculated and applied separately.
The k-factor calculation for FSR was performed using the MCFM[53] code, and is
found to have a constant value of 1.2.
For the calculation of the k-factor for ISR, both the LO and NLO pγ

T distributions
were generated with Baur Z0γ, without passing through Pythia and the rest of
the simulation process (Figure 6.4). The pγ

T -dependent k-factor is defined as the
ratio of the NLO and LO differential cross-sections:

k =
dσNLO/dpT

dσLO/dpT

The same criteria as for the photon selection were imposed (§6.3.3), with the ad-
ditional requirement that the three-body invariant mass be Mllγ ≥ 110 GeV/c2, a
choice which rejects most of FSR and keeps ∼ 99% of ISR events. The resulting
ratio of differential cross-sections was fit with a three-order polynomial, with the
addition of a flat line above 150 GeV/c (Figure 6.4).
The k-factors were calculated in the SM case and applied to all datasets. In the
samples with aTGCs, the high-pγ

T events are produced mainly through LO proces-
ses; this results in lower NLO/LO ratios with respect to SM for momenta larger
than the order of a few hundreds of GeV/c (Figure 6.5). However, this difference
in k-factors is compensated to some extent by the sharply falling aTGC pγ

T spec-
trum (Figure 6.1, §6.1), and is taken into account by an additional systematic
uncertainty of 10% in the signal modelling.



Sq’hma 6.4: Left: Differential cross-section of the SM Z0γ process at NLO
(upper) and LO (lower), for the photon occurring from initial state radiation,
calculated with the Baur Z0γ event generator, with the kinematic cuts used
in the analysis selection (§6.3.3)[45]. Right: The ratio of NLO/LO and the
resulting k-factor as a function of the final photon’s transverse energy[45].

Sq’hma 6.5: The Eγ
T -dependent k-factors, for various values of the hγ

4

coupling[45]. The events with higher Eγ
T tend to be produced in leading-order

processes; therefore, using the SM k-factor could result in an overestimation
of the signal in the presence of aTGC. However, this is compensated in part
by the sharply falling Eγ

T distributions, and this effect is taken into account
in the systematic uncertainties of the signal-modelling.
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Sq’hma 6.6: Generated transverse energy of matrix element photons in the
Z0γ sample, for SM and various values of the anomalous couplings hZ

3,4.
Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.

6.2.5 Baur Z0γ production for SM signal and anoma-
lous couplings

The generation-level distributions of kinematic quantities at LO are presented
in this section. The distributions of the SM and the eight samples with aTGCs are
plotted together for comparison. All results are scaled to 36.1 pb−1 to match the
integrated luminosity collected by LHC in the relevant channels during the 2010
Run.
Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 show the transverse momentum and pseudorapidity
distribution of the photon. (The transverse momentum is shown in the range of
values relevant for the first LHC data; the full range of the photon transverse mo-
mentum is found in Figure 1 of §6.1.) Figure 6.8 shows the transverse momentum
distribution of the muons, and Figure 6.9 shows their pseudorapidity distribution.
The distributions for electrons are similar.

6.2.6 Production with the Sherpa generator

Sherpa[54] is a standalone generator which includes its own showering model
and provides higher-order QCD contributions to the Born-level calculations. More
specifically, in addition to the tree-level diagrams, Sherpa has the functionality
of gluon emission from one of the initial-state quarks (LO process), and of brems-
strahlung emission from the final-state quark in quark-gluon interactions (process
of leading-logarithm order). The relevant Feynman diagrams are found in Figures
3.4 and 3.5, §3.3.
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Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq’hma 6.9: Generated pseudorapidity distribution of muons in the Z0(→
µµ)γ sample, for SM and various values of the anomalous couplings hZ

3,4.

Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.

Sherpa v1.2.2 was used for the production of datasets for both Z0γV (V = Z0, γ)
vertices, with the couplings taking the values hV

3 = {0,±0.12}, hV
4 = {0,±0.004}.

No form-factor parameterization was used for the couplings (§3.2.3).
The kinematic cuts imposed are:

• photon transverse energy Eγ
T > 5 GeV,

• leptons’ transverse momentum plepton
T > 5 GeV,

• spatial separation between the final photon and the leptons dR(l, γ) > 0.5,

• dilepton invariant mass Mll > 10 GeV/c2,

• jet transverse momentum pjet
T > 10 GeV,

and for the interacting partons:

• transverse momentum pparton
T > 10 GeV,

• spatial separation between the final photon and each parton dR(parton, γ) >
0.05

• spatial separation between partons dR(parton, parton) > 0.001.

In order to scale to NLO by using the k-factors derived with the Baur Z0γ ge-
nerator, the Sherpa datasets were assumed to have only the leading-order cross-
sections.



6.2.7 Comparison of generators

The SM production with the Baur generator was compared to the one wi-
th Madgraph at the generation level, and to the Sherpa production after the
reconstruction.

The Madgraph[48] generator is interfaced to Pythia for the hadron showering
and hadronization (§6.2.1) and includes QCD corrections. More specifically, the
Madgraph production is of LO and, in contrast to Baur, can also contain up to
two jets. In addition to the generation cuts described in §6.2.3, in MadGraph a
minimum cut of 10 GeV/c is applied on the transverse momentum of the jets.
Figure 6.10 shows comparisons in the distributions of SM photon transverse mo-
mentum, pseudorapidity, azimuth angle and spatial separation between photon
and leptons. Figure 6.11 compares the maximum and minimum momentum le-
pton, the dilepton invariant mass, and the dilepton-plus-photon invariant mass
distributions in SM. All the plots show agreement between Baur and Madgraph

generation with no jets, while the Madgraph samples with up to two jets have a
harder ISR photon transverse momentum spectrum. The same behaviour is also
seen in the maximum transverse momentum spectrum of the leptons.

The Sherpa[54] production includes up to one jet and uses the generation cu-
ts described in §6.2.6. Figure 6.12 show the comparison of reconstructed photon
quantities in SM, with distributions of the transverse momentum, pseudorapidity,
azimuth angle and spatial separation. Figure 6.13 show the comparison in the
maximum and minimum transverse momentum lepton distribution, and the inva-
riant mass of the dilepton and dilepton-plus-photon distributions. There is good
overall agreement.



Sq’hma 6.10: (a) Photon transverse momentum distribution in Baur (black
solid histogram), Madgraph with 0 jets (red dashed) and Madgraph up to
2 jets (blue dot-dashed). (b) Photon η distribution, (c) Photon φ distribution.
(d) Photon spatial separation from the leptons.



Sq’hma 6.11: (a) Transverse momentum of the leading lepton in Baur (black
solid histogram), Madgraph with 0 jets (red dashed histogram) and Mad-

graph up to 2 jets (blue dot-dashed). (b) Transverse momentum of the
trailing lepton. (c) Di-lepton invariant mass distribution. (d) Di-lepton +
photon invariant mass distribution.



Sq’hma 6.12: (a) Final photon transverse momentum distribution from Baur

(black solid) and Sherpa (blue dashed histogram). (b) Photon η distribution.
(c) Photon φ distribution. (d) Spatial separation between photon and leptons.



Sq’hma 6.13: (a) Transverse momentum of the leading muon from Baur

(black solid) and Sherpa (blue dashed histogram). (b) Transverse momen-
tum of the trailing muon. (c) Di-lepton invariant mass distribution. (d)
Di-lepton plus photon invariant mass distribution.



Process σNLO (pb) cm dataset name

Z0(→ ll) + jets 3048 DYJetsToLL TuneZ2 M-50

(dilepton mass ≥ 50GeV/c2) 7TeV-madgraph-tauola
tt̄ + jets 157.5 TTJets TuneZ2 7TeV-madgraph-tauola

P’inakas 6.4: Simulated datasets used for the background processes6.3 Event selection

This section deals with the identification of the physics objects involved in the
Z0γ study. The basic behaviour of muons, electrons and photons within the cm
detector is examined, followed by discussion of the selection and isolation variables
and cuts, along with their efficiency as derived from dedicated studies. The iden-
tification chains have been developed for the use of the whole collaboration, and
their validity for electroweak studies was first verified in the measurement of W±

and Z0 production[55], and subsequently demonstrated in the present analysis[44].

6.3.1 Muons

Triggering

The event preselection used three different unprescaled single muon triggers1,
to be in line with the various triggers used during different periods of data taking.
These use information from the tracker and the muon system to select candidates
with pseudorapidity |η| < 2.1, transverse impact parameter d0 < 2 cm, and trans-
verse momentum pT > 9, 11, or 15 GeV/c. (Table 6.8, §6.5)
The triggering efficiency for the specific preselection scheme used is estimated by
dedicated analyses to be larger than 80% for muons with pT > 5 GeV/c and im-
proving greatly with increasing pT , accompanied by very good rejection[55].

Preselection

The muons considered for further selection are identified by the so-called “Ti-
ght” selection scheme, which is described here.
As detailed in §4.2.7, two of the categories of reconstructed muons in CMS are the
Global (which are initiated from a track in the muon system that has to match
a tracker track), and the Tracker muons (which are initiated from a tracker track
that has to match at least one track segment in the muon system). The Tracker
muon algorithm is more efficient for muon momentum values around a few GeV/c,

1Prescaled triggers are used in order to compensate for periods of reduced luminosity
during a LHC beam fill, and therefore keep the trigger rates stable. As mentioned in the
text, this analysis made use of triggers without this special weighting (unprescaled).



since it requires less hits in the muon detectors, while the Global algorithm beco-
mes superior when more than one segments are present in the muon system, i.e.
at higher momenta.
The Tight selection scheme requires a muon to be reconstructed as both Global
and Tracker. Both categories are designed to be quite inclusive, but not necessa-
rily with high purity, so some additional criteria are needed to ensure rejection of
unwanted muon candidates[56].
The “prompt” muons, i.e. those coming from boson decays, usually leave several
hits in the muon system, as well as in the tracker. Undesired muons from meson
decays or within hadron jets can leave the same signals, but these tend to be non-
isolated, have displaced vertices, and contorted track stubs in the tracker and the
muon system. On the other hand, particles that reach the muon system but are
not muons tend to lack the “normal” depositions in all of the sub-detectors, and
usually have mismatched track stubs and leave hits only in the first muon station.
(An overview of the muon system is found in §4.2.6.)
Those characteristics give rise to the following additional criteria for the Tight
muon selection:

• track segments in at least 2 muon stations,

• a normalized fit of the overall Global muon track with value of χ2 < 10,

• the tracker track must have more than 10 hits in the silicon strip tracker
detector, and at least 1 hit in the silicon pixel detector (§4.2.3),

• for the tracker track, the impact parameter in the transverse plane with
respect to the beam spot position has to be |d0| < 0.2 cm.

Finally, a dedicated cosmic tagger algorithm[56] as well as timing cuts are used
to reject cosmic radiation. In any case the presence of cosmics is found to be
negligible after putting in place the cut on the impact parameter.
The Tight muon selection is shown to have considerably improved efficiency over se-
lections based only on either Global or Tracker muons. In analyses with minimum-
bias events, about 50% of Tight muon candidates are prompt muons, while fake
muons make up < 0.5% of the candidates.

Isolation

An isolation cut is imposed on the muon candidates after preselection. The
isolation variable is defined as:

Iµ =
ΣEEcal

T + ΣEHcal
T + ΣpTrk

T

pT

where ΣEEcal
T , ΣEHcal

T are the sums of the energy deposits in the calorimeters, and

ΣpTrk
T is the sum of the tracker tracks’ pT , all within cones of ∆R =

√

∆η2 + ∆φ2



around the muon candidate. Within these cones, the candidate’s own track, and
the energy deposits inside a small cone centred on the maximum energy point, are
excluded from the sums. More specifically, the values of the outer cone and of the
inner (“veto”) cone are:

• in the Tracker: ∆R = 0.3, veto 0.015,

• in ECAL: ∆R = 0.4, veto 0.045/0.070 in the Barrel and the Endcaps region
respectively; additionally, a three-crystal-wide strip along the φ direction is
excluded from the sum,

• in HCAL: ∆R = 0.4, veto 0.15.

Relative isolation is used because the muons originating from background processes
tend to have lower pT values than the prompt ones, and the background rejection
is improved by normalizing the isolation energy to the pT .
The isolation cut is placed at Iµ = 0.15.
As an illustration of the above, Figure 6.14 shows the isolation distributions for
simulated samples of the prompt muons from the SM Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ signal, and
of the muon-enriched QCD sample.

Kinematic selection

Having identified all of the muons in each event, only events with at least two
muons with pT > 20 GeV/c and |η| < 2.4 are accepted. After this criterion the
background from non-prompt muons becomes insignificant.
Additionally, at least one of the muons must have |η| < 2.1 and be matched to the
HLT muon object which triggered the event. Finally, the dimuon invariant mass
has to be larger than 50 GeV/c2.

After the application of all the selection criteria, the final transverse momentum
distribution is plotted for the simulated SM Z0γ dataset and all of the datasets
with the anomalous vertex Z0Z0γ, in Figure 6.15.

Selection efficiency

The efficiency of the various selection requirements for muons has been checked
in the data, with dedicated analyses using the so-called tag-and-probe method[55].
The events studied have two muons originating from Z0 boson decay.
The selected events must have fired one of the muon triggers, and include at least
two oppositely charged muon candidates within |η| ≤ 2.1 (high HLT efficiency
region for muons), with invariant mass within 60 − 120 GeV/c2. The “tag” muon
must pass the full identification criteria described above and match one of the
HLT muon triggers. The “probe” is different in each of the steps described below
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Sq’hma 6.14: Distributions of the muon isolation variable, for simulated
prompt muons from the SM Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ signal, and for the muon-enriched
QCD sample. Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq’hma 6.15: Reconstructed transverse momentum of muons in Z0(→
µ+µ−)γ samples, for SM and various values of the anomalous couplings hZ

3,4,

after the full muon identification chain. Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.



Efficiency Data(%) Simulation(%)

ǫTrk 99.2 ± 0.1 99.53 ± 0.01
ǫMu 97.6 ± 0.2 97.91 ± 0.02
ǫId 99.4 ± 0.1 99.62 ± 0.01
ǫIso 98.0 ± 0.1 98.23 ± 0.02

ǫHLT 9 89.8 ± 0.6 95.09 ± 0.04
ǫHLT 11 92.0 ± 0.4 95.09 ± 0.04
ǫHLT 15 92.8 ± 0.3 -

P’inakas 6.5: Efficiency of the various muon selections in collisions data and
simulation. The efficiencies are defined in §4.3.1.

according to the specific aspect under testing.

The efficiency checks deal separately with the reconstruction, identification, iso-
lation and triggering parts of the muon selection; the reconstruction efficiency is
calculated separately for the tracker and the muon system. More specifically, the
efficiencies under study are the following: (the efficiencies are calculated sequen-
tially, and the corresponding probe definitions at each step are the candidates
passing the previous one)

• Tracker reconstruction efficiency (ǫTrk): The efficiency of reconstructing the
tracker track of the muon, with the required number of hits in the pixel and
silicon detectors. The probe is a tracker track accompanied by calorimetric
measurements compatible with a minimum ionizing particle.

• Efficiency of reconstruction in the muon system (ǫMu): The efficiency of
reconstructing the track in the muon system, with the required number of
hits in the muon stations and chambers.

• Identification efficiency (ǫId): The efficiency for forming both Global and
Tracker muons, and satisfying the d0 and χ2 requirements.

• Isolation efficiency (ǫIso): The efficiency of passing the isolation cut, Iµ.

• Triggering efficiency (ǫHLT ): The efficiency for satisfying the requirements
of a muon HLT trigger. All three different HLT used were examined.

The efficiencies are quoted in Table 6.5. The results using simulated datasets are
found to agree with generation-level information within the errors, apart from trig-
gering. The overall muon identification efficiency is the product of the individual
values.



6.3.2 Electrons

Triggering

The event preselection used two different unprescaled single electron triggers, to
be in line with the triggers used during different periods of data taking. As detailed
in §4.2.2, the L1 electron triggers are based on energy measurements in ECAL,
while HLT also uses information from the pixel detector. The HLT threshold for
the candidate’s transverse energy was either 15 GeV or 17GeV , depending on the
period of data-taking (Table 6.7, §6.5).
The efficiency of these triggers is found to be consistent with 100% in dedicated
analyses using data samples selected by minimum bias triggers[55].

Preselection

Electrons are in general distinguished by their characteristic cluster shape, their
matching with a track, and the reduced hadronic activity. The variable associated
with the cluster shape is σiηiη, which provides a measure of the extent of the
ECAL superclusters in pseudorapidity, calculated with logarithmic weights of the
crystals’ energies.2 The matching between the track origin and the supercluster
position is performed in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle, ∆ηin, ∆φin (§5.1,
§5.2), and the hadronic activity is monitored by the ratio of the calorimetric energy
measurements, H/E. An overview of the electromagnetic calorimeter can be found
in §4.2.4.
The specific values used for the identification variables are[32]:

• Supercluster within |η| < 1.444, 1.566 < |η| < 2.5; this is the ECAL fiducial
region, excluding the transition region between barrel and endcaps and the
area shadowed by services, and taking into account the geometrical coverage
of the tracker,

• supercluster energy ET > 20 GeV ,

• missing hits in at most one layer of the silicon detector before the calculated
origin of the track, in order to reject photon conversions,

• σiηiη ≤ 0.01 for the barrel region, 0.03 for the endcaps,

2The full expression for σiηiη is

σ2

iηiη =

∑5×5

i wi(iηi − iηseed)
2

∑5×5

i wi

, wi = max

(

0, 4.7 + ln
Ei

E5×5

)

,

where iηi and Ei are the η index and the energy of the ith crystal, iηseed is the η index of
the crystal with the highest energy deposit (“seed”), and E5×5 is the energy in the matrix
of 5 × 5 crystals around the seed crystal. The formation of superclusters is discussed in
§5.1.



• ∆φin ≤ 0.8 for the barrel, 0.7 for the endcaps,

• ∆ηin ≤ 0.007 for the barrel, 0.01 for the endcaps,

• H/E ≤ 0.15 for the barrel, 0.07 for the endcaps.

This preselection scheme was developed for a high electron reconstruction efficiency
of 95%, albeit with an estimated loss around 1 − 2% on purity, due to misrecon-
struction of jets.

Isolation

For implementing isolation requirements on the preselected electron candida-
tes, all three involved detectors, namely the tracker, ECAL and HCAL, are used
separately. The variables of ΣpTrk

T , ΣEEcal
T and ΣEHcal

T are defined in the way
described for the muon case (§6.3.1). The cuts placed on each detector’s relative
energy sums are:

• ΣpTrk
T /ET < 0.15, 0.08, for barrel and endcaps respectively,

• ΣEEcal
T /ET < 2.0 and 0.06, for barrel and endcaps respectively,

• ΣEHcal
T /ET < 0.12 and 0.05, for barrel and endcaps respectively.

As an illustration of the above, Figures 6.16-6.21 show the distributions of the
three isolation variables for simulated samples of electrons (from the SM Z0(→
e+e−)γ signal) and of electron-enriched QCD samples, for the barrel and endcaps
regions separately.

Kinematic selection

The acceptable events are triggered by single electron triggers, but must ha-
ve at least two electron candidates, both passing the preselection and having
pT > 20 GeV/c. This requirement practically eliminates any contamination from
misreconstruction. The dielectron invariant mass has to be larger than 50 GeV/c2.

The electron transverse momentum distribution after the application of all the
selection criteria is plotted for the simulated SM Z0γ dataset and all of the data-
sets with the anomalous vertex Z0Z0γ in Figure 6.22.

Selection efficiency

The efficiency of the electron selection has been studied with dedicated analyses
making use of the tag-and-probe method, in datasets with Z0 → e+e− decays[55].
The events are selected by one of the single electron triggers, and by having the
invariant mass formed by the “tag” electron and the “candidate” electron falling
between 60 − 120 GeV/c2. The tag electron must satisfy a more stringent set of
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Sq’hma 6.16: Distributions of the electron tracker isolation variable in the
barrel region, for simulated electrons from the SM Z0(→ e+e−)γ signal, and
for the electron-enriched QCD sample. Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq’hma 6.17: Distributions of the electron tracker isolation variable in the
endcaps region, for simulated electrons from the SM Z0(→ e+e−)γ signal, and
for the electron-enriched QCD sample. Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.



electron ECAL isolation variable (Barrel)
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Sq’hma 6.18: Distributions of the electron ECAL isolation variable in the
barrel region, for simulated electrons from the SM Z0(→ e+e−)γ signal, and
for the electron-enriched QCD sample. Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq’hma 6.19: Distributions of the electron ECAL isolation variable in the
endcaps region, for simulated electrons from the SM Z0(→ e+e−)γ signal, and
for the electron-enriched QCD sample. Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq’hma 6.20: Distributions of the electron HCAL isolation variable in the
barrel region, for simulated electrons from the SM Z0(→ e+e−)γ signal, and
for the electron-enriched QCD sample. Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq’hma 6.21: Distributions of the electron HCAL isolation variable in the
endcaps region, for simulated electrons from the SM Z0(→ e+e−)γ signal, and
for the electron-enriched QCD sample. Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.



criteria than the one used in the analysis, while the candidate must at this step
consist of simply an ECAL supercluster. The requirements for the tag electron
are:

• Matching with an electron trigger,

• supercluster within |η| < 1.444, 1.566 < |η| < 2.5,

• transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV/c,

• no layers with missing hits in the silicon detector before the first calculated
hit of the track,

• σiηiη ≤ 0.01 for the barrel region, 0.03 for the endcaps,

• ∆φin ≤ 0.06 for the barrel, 0.03 for the endcaps,

• ∆ηin ≤ 0.004 for the barrel, 0.007 for the endcaps,

• H/E ≤ 0.04 for the barrel, 0.025 for the endcaps,

• no spatial matching with other tracks, in order to reject electrons coming
from photon conversions.

The efficiency checks deal with the reconstruction, the identification, and the trig-
gering parts of the electron selection. The efficiencies are calculated sequentially,
and the corresponding “probe” definitions at each step are the candidates passing
the previous ones. More specifically, the examined efficiencies are:

• Reconstruction efficiency (ǫReco): The probe consists simply of the candida-
te’s ECAL supercluster. In order to pass the selection, it has to satisfy the
H/E and σiηiη requirements of the analysis.

• Identification efficiency (ǫId): The probe has to pass the rest of the cuts used
in the analysis.

• Triggering efficiency (ǫHLT ): The probe must satisfy the trigger requiremen-
ts.

The different efficiencies are quoted in Table 6.6, separately for the barrel and the
endcaps regions. The results on the simulation are found to agree with generation-
level information within ∼ 0.96− 1.0. The overall electron identification efficiency
is the product of the individual values.
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Sq’hma 6.22: Transverse momentum of electrons in Z0(→ e+e−)γ samples,
for SM and various values of the anomalous couplings hZ

3,4, after the full

electron identification chain. Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.

Efficiency Data(%) Simulation(%)
Barrel
ǫReco 98.3 ± 0.6 98.6
ǫId 93.8 ± 0.3 96.0

ǫHLT 96.7 ± 0.2 97.0
Endcaps

ǫReco 96.3 ± 0.3 96.6
ǫId 88.8 ± 1.3 92.6

ǫHLT 95.2 ± 0.3 97.5

P’inakas 6.6: Efficiency of the various electron selections in collisions data
and simulation. The efficiencies are defined in §6.3.2. The HLT efficiency
refers to the trigger with pT > 17 GeV.



6.3.3 Photons

Preselection

After an acceptable lepton pair is formed (§6.3.1, §6.3.2), the event is requi-
red to have at least one reconstructed photon candidate. In general photons are
characterised by energy depositions in the ECAL. Therefore the candidate will
basically have to consist of an ECAL supercluster, without any associated tracker
activity, and with minimal hadronic activity. More specifically the preselection
criteria are[33]:

• ECAL supercluster transverse energy ET > 10 GeV,

• Supercluster pseudorapidity within |η| < 1.442, 1.566 < |η| < 2.5,

• Calorimetric energy ratio H/E < 0.05, where the HCAL energy is summed
inside a cone of ∆R < 0.15 behind the photon’s position on ECAL.

• No hits in the pixel detector and no overlapping of prompt electron tracks
with tracks from photon conversions,

• In addition, the cluster shape variable must be σiηiη < 0.013 for the barrel,
0.03 for the endcaps.

Isolation

Hadronic jets, which form the main background to photon identification, ty-
pically have a larger number of neutral and charged particles reconstructed in their
immediate vicinity. Therefore, hadronic and electromagnetic deposits arising from
jets will be less isolated than from prompt photons.
The isolation scheme developed for rejection of background from misreconstruc-
ted hadronic jets uses all three involved detectors, namely the tracker, ECAL and
HCAL. The relevant variables are:

• In the tracker, the sum of tracks’ pT inside a hollow cone around the position
of the photon candidate, inside an annular region of inner radius R = 0.04
and outer radius R = 0.4. Although there is no track, the inner veto is
enforced in order to avoid counting the momenta of any photon conversion
tracks. The isolation must satisfy Itrk < 2 + 0.001 pγ

T .

• The sum of energy deposited in HCAL around the photon candidate, in an
annular region of inner radius R = 0.15 and outer radius R = 0.4. The
isolation has to be Ihcal < 2.2 + 0.0025 pγ

T .

• In ECAL, an isolation variable which consists of the sum of energy deposited
in the crystals, in an annulus 0.06 < R < 0.4 around the photon candidate.
Additionally, a three-crystal-wide strip along the φ direction is excluded from
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Sq’hma 6.23: Distribution of tracker isolation variable for photons in the
Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ and Z + jets, tt̄ + jets background samples, after photon
preselection. Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.

the sum, in order to exclude energy from conversion of the photon, spread
in φ due to the magnetic field. The isolation must be Iecal < 4.2+0.006 Eγ

T .

The distribution of the three isolation variables, i.e. Itrk − 0.001 pγ
T , Ihcal −

0.0025 Eγ
T , Iecal − 0.006 Eγ

T , is shown in Figures 6.23 - 6.25 for both the SM
signal photon and the two main background samples, Z + jets, tt̄ + jets.
The final distribution of the photon pγ

T in SM and in the datasets with aTGCs is
shown in Figure 6.26 for the low pγ

T region, effectively accessible with the 2010
collision data, and in Figure 6.27 for the higher pγ

T region, where deviation from
SM is expected to be more prominent. Finally, Figure 6.28 shows the distribution
in the simulated SM sample, both before and after the application of the k-factors,
for scaling from LO to NLO (§6.2.4).

Selection efficiency

Because of the current low number of photons available from Z0(→ l+l−)γ
events, which form the standard choice for photon studies, the efficiency was chec-
ked by a tag-and-probe method using electrons from Z → e+e− decays, which act
as a substitute for photons if the pixel hit veto requirement is not enforced. More
specifically, the requirement for the tag is the whole photon selection except for
the pixel hit veto. The probe must have pT > 20 GeV/c2, and spatial separation
∆R > 0.4 from jets. In addition, the probe has to have a track, in order to reduce
hadronic background. The efficiency is calculated as the fraction of events having
a probe which pass the photon identification chain except for the pixel veto requi-
rement.
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Sq’hma 6.24: Distribution for HCAL isolation variable for photons in the
Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ and Z + jets, tt̄ + jets background samples, after photon
preselection. Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1. The double peaks are due
to different contributions from the barrel and endcap regions.
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Sq’hma 6.25: Distribution for ECAL isolation variable for photons in the
Z0(→ µ+µ−)γ and Z +jets, tt̄+jets background samples, after preselection.
Distributions are scaled to 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq’hma 6.26: Distribution of photon transverse momentum in the Z0(→
µ+µ−)γ sample for SM and various values of the anomalous couplings
hZ

3,4, after the full photon identification chain. Distributions are scaled to

36.1 pb−1.
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Sq’hma 6.27: Distribution of photon transverse momentum in the Z0(→
µ+µ−)γ sample for SM and various values of the anomalous couplings
hZ

3,4, after the full photon identification chain. Distributions are scaled to

36.1 pb−1.
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Sq’hma 6.28: Distribution of photon transverse momentum in the Z0(→
µ+µ−)γ sample for SM, before and after the application of k-factor for sca-
ling from the simulated LO distribution to NLO (§4.2.4). Distributions are
scaled to 36.1 pb−1.

After comparing the results of the tag-and-probe method in collisions data with
the results in the simulation, and also with the use of generated-level information
for photons in the simulation, agreement within 1% was found. Consequently, the
results from the simulation were used to quote the efficiency of the photon identi-
fication.
The calculated value for the identification efficiency is larger than 95% for the
whole pγ

T range.

Final event selection

• Eγ
T > 10 GeV ,

• ∆R(lepton, γ) > 0.7.

• mll > 50 GeV/c2.

Figure 6.29 shows the distribution of the reconstructed invariant mass of the
two muons plus the photon, as a function of the mass of the two muons, for the
simulated production of the SM and one of the aTGCs pairs. The belt around
Mµµγ = MZ0 corresponds to events with the photons coming from bremsstrahlung
radiation. Within SM, the belt around Mµµ = MZ0 corresponds to photons of
ISR. After implementing the object and kinematic selections described above, the
events with a lepton pair and a photon are additionally required to have a spatial
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Sq’hma 6.29: Distribution of the reconstructed invariant mass of the two
muons plus the photon as a function of the mass of the two muons, for
the simulation of the SM (black circles) and one of the aTGCs pairs (red
triangles).

separation of ∆R(lepton, γ) > 0.7 between each lepton and the photon, in order
to reject bremsstrahlung radiation.



6.4 Background estimation from data

The Z0(→ ll) + jets process forms the main background to the Z0γ signal
(§6.1.4). Even after the complete event selection (§6.3.3), the collisions datasets
are expected to include a number of Z0 + jets events, coming from the misrecon-
struction of hadronic jets as photons. The defence against this contamination is to
provide an estimation of the number of Z0 + jets events, and take it into account
in the analysis. This is done by using data-driven methods – developed and tested
on simulated datasets, but constructed in such a way as to extract results from
the actual measurement itself.
For the present analysis, the so-called “ratio method” was developed[44]. This is
a variation of the “fake-ratio method” which has been used in the past for lepton
selection[57]. In order to introduce the ratio method more clearly, the fake-ratio
method is first briefly presented.

The notion underlying the fake-ratio method is that, given a population of a speci-
fic physics object, the size of its fraction which will satisfy a defined set of selection
cuts is a property of the object itself (within kinematic dependence), and not of
its production mechanisms. Therefore this measurement can be “transferred” be-
tween different datasets containing the specific object, which in the present case
is hadronic jets faking photons.
The general idea is to measure how often a “loose fake” physics object, which
is defined as a fake object which satisfies some of the identification criteria, also
manages to satisfy the full “real object” identification chain. This measurement
is usually performed using a population of fake objects. Then, this information is
used to extrapolate from a sample containing loose fake objects to the final popu-
lation after the full identification selection. For instance, in the case of Z0γ:

[

jets faking γ′s after full identification

jets satisfying loose identification

]

QCD sample

=

[

Z0 + jets faking γ′s after full identification

Z0 + jets satisfying loose identification

]

Z0γ sampl

⇒ Background ≡
[

Z0 + jets faking γ′s after full identification
]

Z0γ sample
=

= R×
[

Z0 + jets satisfying loose identification
]

Z0γ sample
, (6.1)

where

R ≡
[

jets faking γ′s after full identification

jets satisfying loose identification

]

QCD sample

.

The population satisfying the full identification criteria is usually known as the
“numerator”, while the population satisfying the looser set of criteria is the “de-
nominator”. The measurement of this ratio in samples rich in jets, could then be



applied to Z0γ datasets containing jets.
One of the advantages of the fake-ratio method is the cancellation of systematic
uncertainties for those identification cuts which are included in both the numera-
tor and denominator definitions. Traditionally, it is common practice to form the
denominator definition by removing the strongest selection cut from the numerator.

Ideally, the denominator should contain only fake objects, without any conta-
mination from real ones. However, controlling the denominator’s composition is
one of the main issues when applying the fake-ratio method.
The ratio method circumvents this issue by introducing a different definition for
the denominator: Instead of satisfying a loose set of photon identification criteria,
the denominator now has to satisfy an “anti-selection”, i.e. one which selects can-
didates that are not photons.

Therefore, in the ratio method, the ratio is calculated according to:

jets faking γ′s after full identification

jets satisfying anti photon selection
(6.2)

where the full photon identification selection is the one described in §6.3.3, while
the anti-photon selection consists of:

• pseudorapidity of supercluster within |η| < 1.442, 1.566 < |η| < 2.5,

• supercluster energy ET ≥ 10 GeV,

• no hits in the pixel detector,

• anti-selection on the track isolation variable (§6.3.3): TrkIso−0.001 ET >
3 GeV (the photon selection requires < 2 GeV).

Additional selection cuts are needed to take into account the jet triggers which are
used to form datasets rich in jets:

• a jet candidate which matches spatially the trigger,

• spatial separation between the photon candidate and the jet candidate which
triggered the event, ∆R(γ, jet) > 0.7,

• transverse energy of the photon candidate, ET , above a threshold close to
that of the trigger of each event.

After these cuts, the contribution from real photons to the denominator is found
to be well below 1% in the simulation.

In collisions data, the ratio R was calculated in the way described below on datase-
ts triggered by hadronic jets. Then it was applied on datasets of Z0+“anti-selected



objects” according to Equation(6.1).

The jet-rich dataset was triggered by loose single jet triggers, with a range of
pT thresholds between 15 and 100 GeV/c. In addition, the special selection cuts
for jet triggers listed above had to be satisfied.
In order to calculate the ratio in the jet-rich dataset according to Equation(6.2),
the first step is to plot the overall ratio f of the event yields in the numerator
over the denominator, as a function of pT . However, since the numerator can also
contain real photons, f actually consists of two parts:

f = fQCD + fγ ,

where fQCD is the ratio of interest, i.e. that of fake objects over anti-selected
objects, while fγ is the ratio of real objects over anti-selected ones. It is possible
to separate the two contributions, since in the region with pT >∼ 100 GeV/c the
numerator contains almost exclusively real photons, and as a result fγ dominates
in f (Figure 6.30).
Therefore, the shape of fγ is determined by a fit in the region pT > 100 GeV/c,
and it is followed by a fit of fQCD + fγ over the whole pT range (Figure 6.30). In
this way fQCD is calculated and can be applied to the dataset of Z0+“anti-selected
objects” according to Equation(6.1), for the estimation of background events sur-
viving in the final Z0γ dataset.
The ratio fQCD is pT -dependent, and it is applied to the final pγ

T distribution of
the Z0+“anti-selected objects”, bin-per-bin. The whole process is performed sepa-
rately for the barrel and endcaps regions. Using simulated datasets, the estimation
for the number of background events is found to agree with their actual number
within 1σ.



Sq’hma 6.30: The ratio of real and fake isolated photon yields over non-
isolated (anti-selected) photon yields as a function of photon transverse
energy in simulation samples, and the resulting fγ(ET ) and fQCD(ET ) distri-
butions from the fits in the barrel (left) and the endcaps region (right)[45].



Run range L1 HLT Trigger path Integrated
(GeV) (GeV) lum. (pb−1)

135821-140401 5 15 HLT Ele15 LW L1R 0.27
140402-143962 5 15 HLT Ele15 SW L1R 2.20
143963-144114 5 15 HLT Ele15 SW CaloEleId L1R 0.72
144115-147116 8 17 HLT Ele17 SW CaloEleId L1R 5.06
147117-148058 8 17 HLT Ele17 SW TightEleId L1R 9.47
148059-149064 8 17 HLT Ele17 SW TighterEleIdIsol L1R v2 3.86
149065-149442 8 17 HLT Ele17 SW TighterEleIdIsol L1R v3 8.11

P’inakas 6.7: Electron triggers used for various CMS data-taking periods (run
ranges). The different thresholds applied on the transverse energy are given in
the second and third column for the Level-1 trigger and the High Level Trigger
respectively. The integrated luminosity collected in each range is given in the
last column.6.5 Collisions data

The datasets from LHC Run 2010 collisions used for the Z0γ analysis were
triggered by either electron or muon triggers and passed through a very basic
set of selection cuts. The triggers were unprescaled single electron and muon
triggers, with the lowest available thresholds on transverse momentum in each
data taking period (Tables 6.7 and 6.8). The integrated luminosity for each of the
two sets is ∼ 36.1 pb−1. Subsequently, they were processed within the official CMS
reconstruction software, and the full selection chain described in §6.3 was applied.
The final number of Z0γ events is 81 in the electron decay channel and 90 in the
muon channel.
The number of events estimated to occur from hadronic jets faking photons was
calculated with the data-driven method described in §6.4. Adding this estimation
to the number of expected SM events from the simulation studies gives a prediction
of 88.9±4.0 and 100.6±4.6 events for the electron and muon channels respectively.

The final photon transverse momentum distributions from collisions data are
shown in Figure6.31 and Figure6.32, along with the background estimation and
the SM prediction from the simulation. Figure6.33 shows the distribution of the
reconstructed invariant mass of the two leptons plus the photon as a function of the
mass of the two leptons, together with the simulation of the SM. The belt around
Mµµγ = MZ0 corresponds to events with the photons coming from bremsstrahlung
radiation. The belt around Mµµ = MZ0 corresponds to photons of ISR within SM,
while the presence of anomalous couplings would be expected to cause an excess
of events, especially at higher values of Mµµγ .



Run HLT (GeV/c) Trigger path Integrated lum. (pb−1)
133874-147195 9 HLT Mu9 8.24
147196-148821 11 HLT Mu11 9.47
148822-149442 15 HLT Mu15 v1 18.44

P’inakas 6.8: Muon triggers used for various CMS data-taking periods (run
ranges). The different thresholds applied on the transverse momentum are
given in the second column. The integrated luminosity collected in each range
is given in the last column.
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Sq’hma 6.31: Final photon transverse momentum from collisions data in
the Z0(→ ee)γ channel (black dots), along with the estimated distribution
of background events (blue dashed line), and the simulated SM distribution
(signal plus background, red solid line), scaled to 36.1 pb−1.
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Sq’hma 6.32: Final photon transverse momentum from collisions data in
the Z0(→ µµ)γ channel (black dots), along with the estimated distribution
of background events (blue dashed line), and the simulated SM distribution
(signal plus background, red solid line), scaled to 36.1 pb−1.

Sq’hma 6.33: Distribution of the reconstructed invariant mass of the two
leptons plus the photon as a function of the mass of the two leptons (data
muons: circles, data electrons: dots), together with the simulation of the SM
(grey points)[44].



6.6 Anomalous couplings - Statistical analy-

sis6.6.1 Values of physical parameters in the simulation

The present analysis permits the search for new physics in a model-independent
way – if anomalous couplings exist, their traces can be detected in the data re-
gardless of their source. Still, a likelihood analysis which uses simulated samples
will depend on certain assumptions about the physics entering the calculations,
concerning the parametrization of the couplings according to the scale at which the
new effects appear. Another, minor, assumption is the usual practice of studying
only the CP-conserving couplings for convenience (§6.1.1).

As described in detail in Chapter3, in hadron colliders an assumption about the
behaviour of the couplings as a function of the energy is usually made, as a defence
against tree-level unitarity violation in their calculation at high energies (§3.2.3).
The standard choice[47] has been the use of dipole form factors, motivated by the
success of the nucleon form factors. For instance, as mentioned in §3.2.3, the hZ

3

coupling can be expressed as:

hZ
3 (pZ , pγ , ŝ) =

hZ
30

(

1 + ŝ
Λ2

)n ,

where Λ is the “regularization value”[12], the energy where the new contributions
begin to cancel the divergences (related but not necessarily equal to the scale of
new physics). h30 is the low energy approximation of the coupling. Since the
couplings have dependence on the particle momenta, the exponential form of the
denominator ensures that at high energies the values of the couplings fall off ra-
pidly instead of exploding, with an appropriate choice of n. This requirement for
preservation of unitarity results in bounding relations between the three parame-
ters Λ, n and hZ

30 (§3.2.3). Therefore, the parameters which have to be defined in
the simulation are Λ, n, and of course the various values used for the couplings
hZ

30,40. Each existing analysis is set up for specific sets of Λ and n values.
Nevertheless, there is strong motivation in favour of having analyses without li-
mitations from a hypothetical parametrisation, with form factors or otherwise, as
discussed in detail in §3.2.3 [10][11]. So, the choice of not using the form factor
parametrisation was made for the present analysis, which translates to the expo-
nents being n = 0 for both hZ

3 , hZ
4 .

The values chosen for the anomalous couplings are hZ
3 = {0,±0.12}, hZ

4 = {0,±0.004}.
(In the following, the superscript “Z” is dropped from hZ

3 , hZ
4 for clarity.) These

values cover a range reasonably wide to allow extrapolation of the fitting both
within and outside the range of interesting values according to the existing limits
(Table 6.2, §6.1), with the procedure described in §6.6.3.



NLO (L = 36.1 pb−1) SM - - -0 -+ 0- 0+ +- +0 ++
Z0(→ µµ)γ 72 255 95 446 337 344 448 93 252
Z0(→ ee)γ 67 257 86 452 340 346 457 86 253

P’inakas 6.9: Event yields at NLO in the Z0(→ µµ)γ and Z0(→ ee)γ
channels from simulation, for SM and non-zero aTGC couplings after the
full event selection, scaled to L = 36.1 pb−1. In the first row the pairs of
“+,−, 0” denote the values of the hZ

3 and hZ
4 couplings respectively, repre-

senting hZ
3 = {±0.12, 0} and hZ

4 = {±0.004, 0}.

Using these values for the physical parameters, nine datasets were produced for
the anomalous Z0Z0γ vertex for each leptonic decay channel, using the Baur Z0γ
generator (§4.2.2), as described in §4.2.3 and §4.2.5.

6.6.2 Yields and final photon pγ
T distributions

The Z0γ event yields for all nine samples, after the full selection chain and
the scaling to the appropriate integrated luminosity, are quoted separately for
the muon and electron channels in Table 6.9. The scaling from LO to NLO was
performed on the photon pγ

T distributions event-by-event, with the pγ
T -dependent

k-factors described in §6.2.4. (The scaling for SM is shown in Figure 6.28, §6.3.)
The final photon pγ

T distributions for all nine samples are shown in Figures 6.34, 6.35,
with a binning adjusted to the limited pγ

T range of the available collisions data.
The last bin (“overflow bin”) includes all events belonging to higher values of pγ

T .

6.6.3 General method and predictive functions for ano-
malous events

In order to calculate the compatibility of the expected number of “anomalous”
events with the measured number of events in the CMS, and set sensitivity limits
on the presence of anomalous couplings, we assume Poisson probability distribu-
tion and use a binned maximum likelihood fit.
More specifically, we assume that for a specific range of values of the photon trans-
verse momentum, pγ

T , the probability of observing the actual measured number of
events, given a specific expectation for the number of events with anomalous cou-
plings, is:

P (N ; h3, h4) =
nN

ace
−nac

N !

where N is the measured number of events and nac is the expected number of
events for a given pair of h3, h4 values, as explained below.
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Sq’hma 6.34: Final photon transverse momentum in the Z0(→ µµ)γ simu-
lated samples, for SM and various values of the anomalous couplings hZ

3,4,

scaled to 36.1 pb−1.
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The likelihood is constructed from the product of P over all pγ
T bins i:

L =
∏

i

Pi(N ; nac(h3, h4))

Instead of maximizing the likelihood, the minimization of the negative log-likelihood
is used:

− lnL = ntotal
ac −

∑

i

Ni lnnac, i + const.

The expected number of anomalous events entering this expression is calculated as
follows. Since the vertex amplitude is linear in the anomalous couplings (Equation
(3.4), §3.2.2), then the most general form for the cross section, and consequently
for the function giving the number of events, has quadratic dependence on the
couplings. In the specific case of non-zero CP-conserving couplings, the number
of predicted events is an elliptical paraboloidal function of h3, h4 for any given bin
of pγ

T :

nac(h3, h4) = NSM + A · h3 + B · h4 + C · h3 · h3 + D · h4 · h4 + E · h3 · h4

where NSM is the number of SM events and A, ..., E are coefficients.
It follows that, fixing the pγ

T value within a small range, even a relatively small set
of known event yields for different pairs of h3, h4 values would suffice to determine
the paraboloidal function for that specific pγ

T bin.

Indeed, the pγ
T distributions from the nine Baur Zγ files for each channel we-

re used, after being scaled to NLO values by applying pγ
T -dependent k-factors

(§6.2.4). The events were binned in a way consistent with the distribution of the
collected CMS data, with a cut at 10 GeV/c. The events with pγ

T > 90 GeV/c
were added to the last bin, and their number turns out to be crucial for the limit-
setting process, as expected because of both the low number of the collision events
available and their low pγ

T values.
The paraboloidal function is finally obtained for each pγ

T bin, by fitting a two-
dimensional surface over the grid of event yields of the nine samples vs. h3 and
h4 (Figures 6.36, 6.37). The fitting range is slightly wider than the values used
and provides overcoverage of the current experimental limits. With the use of the
resulting functions, it is possible to extrapolate the prediction of event yields for
any value of the h3, h4 couplings within the fitting range, and thus proceed with
finding their values most compatible with the actual CMS measurement.

6.6.4 Limit setting

The minimization of the negative log-likelihood, given the CMS measurement,
was performed using the RooFit[58] software package for statistical analysis. The
estimated background, as obtained with the ratio method (§6.4), is added to the ex-
pected signal event yields to form the number of expected events (Figures 6.31, 6.32
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Sq’hma 6.36: Fitting of paraboloidal surfaces over the event yields of nine
Z0(→ µµ)γ samples (the values of the couplings h3,4 for each sample are
shown on the x and y axes). The fitting is performed separately for each
photon pγ

T bin, with the subranges [10, 30, 50, 70, 90].

in §6.5).
Finally, both the expected signal and the estimated background are allowed to
fluctuate due to certain nuisance parameters, which are appropriately constrained
within the negative log-likelihood. These are the uncertainty in the integrated
luminosity, fL, and the systematic uncertainties in the signal, fS , and background
selections, fBG. The origin and the amplitudes of the uncertainties are discussed
in detail in the next paragraph. Therefore, the full form of the likelihood becomes:

L = GL(fL) · GS(fS) · GBG(fBG) ·
∏

i

Pi (N ; {nac(h3, h4) · fL · fS + nbg · fBG})

The uncertainties are assumed to be constrained by following log-normal (Galton)
distributions, G(f), in which the logarithm of the variable follows a gaussian di-
stribution, with variance equal to the amplitude of the uncertainty. This choice is
made, instead of the more commonly used gaussian distribution of the variables,
as a precaution when dealing with bounded quantities[59].

In order to find the values of the anomalous couplings most compatible with the
available data, the Migrad routine is used. The values of h3 and h4 are simul-
taneously stepped while the negative log-likelihood is minimized with respect to
all other parameters, and its first and second derivatives are used for finding the
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Sq’hma 6.37: Fitting of paraboloidal surfaces over the event yields of nine
Z0(→ ee)γ samples (the values of the couplings h3,4 for each sample are
shown on the x and y axes). The fitting is performed separately for each
photon pγ

T bin, with the subranges [10, 30, 50, 70, 90].

minimum.
After the minimum or minima are found, the Minos algorithm is used for the
profiling and the limit setting: The negative log-likelihood is calculated anew for
all points of the parameter space, while being re-minimized with respect to the
nuisance parameters (“profiling”). In this way the desired distance from the mi-
nimal value, and the corresponding confidence interval, are calculated numerically
and the confidence level contours are produced.

6.6.5 Systematic uncertainties

As mentioned in §4.6.4, there are three areas affected by systematic uncertain-
ties: The Z0γ measurement, the estimation of background, and the measurement
of the integrated luminosity.
The uncertainty on the integrated luminosity was calculated by the CMS collabo-
ration to be 4% [60]. The sources and the amplitudes of the other uncertainties
are discussed briefly in the following.



Uncertainties on the Z0γ measurement

The sources acting on the Z0γ measurement are the uncertainty from the
PDF (parton density function), the efficiency of triggering, reconstruction, and
identification of the particles, and the resolution and energy scale of leptons and
photons.

• For the uncertainty on PDF, the reweighting “modified tolerance method”
was used, with the CTEQ61 PDF libraries[61].

• The calculation of the efficiencies in the various steps of reconstruction and
identification of the involved particles, as well as in the triggering, is per-
formed by the tag-and-probe method, as described in the last sections of
§6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.3. The leptons’ uncertainty is derived from the uncertainty
on the ratio of efficiencies from the collisions data and the simulation, and
for electrons it is slightly different in the barrel and endcaps regions. For
photons, as the efficiency was extracted from the simulation, a conservative
extra uncertainty of 2% is used due to potential discrepancy in the modelling
of the photon selection efficiency as a function of its transverse energy; the
overall uncertainty is higher in the endcaps region.

• The energy scale and resolution for the leptons are studied in the invariant
mass of Z0 → ll events; for photons, ECAL calibration studies are used
in parallel with FSR from the Z0γ channel. The energy of the particles
is varied by the found values of the energy scale (which are different in
the barrel and endcaps regions, with 2/3% for the electrons and 2/9% for
the photons respectively), and smeared with the corresponding value of the
resolution. The systematic uncertainty is determined from their effect on
the event yield in the simulation.

• For uncertainties from pile-up effect, a recalculation of the signal is perfor-
med with a simulated sample including pile-up, and the deviation is used as
the systematic uncertainty.

Uncertainties on the estimation of the background

There are three sources of systematic uncertainties which enter the estimation
of background with the fake ratio method (§6.4):

• The choice of the anti-selection threshold on the track isolation variable; its
effect is calculated by varying it and taking the largest deviation from the
nominal yields.

• The fitting for the derivation of the ratios; after the fitting error is added to
the fitting parameters, the standard deviation from the initial value is used.



Source eeγ µµγ
Electron energy scale 2.8% n/a

Electron energy resolution 0.5% n/a
Muon pT scale n/a 1.5%

Muon pT resolution n/a 0.7%
Photon energy scale 3.7% 3.0%

Photon energy resolution 1.7% 1.4%
Pile-up 2.3% 1.8%
PDF 2.0% 2.0%

Electron reconstruction 0.9% n/a
Electron ID and isolation 0.7% n/a

Muon ID and reconstruction n/a 1.1%
Photon ID and isolation 1.0% 1.0%

Total uncertainty on Signal 6.0% 4.5%
Total uncertainty on Background 9.3% 11.4%
Total uncertainty on Luminosity 4.0% 4.0%

P’inakas 6.10: List of systematic uncertainties in the Z0γ channel.

• Statistical fluctuations in the fraction of real photons in the jets sample;
the uncertainty is estimated varying this fraction and taking the largest
deviation in the yields. This is the only significant source of uncertainty on
the background calculation.

The magnitude of these effects are found to be different for the barrel and the
endcaps region.

The effects of the systematic uncertainties on the measurement in both lepto-
nic channels are quoted in Table 6.10; wherever the value of the uncertainties was
different for the barrel and endcaps regions, the combined result is quoted. The
application of the uncertainties in the statistical analysis is discussed in §6.6.4.

6.6.6 Results

After the two-dimensional fits on the values of the aTGCs, Figures 6.38 - 6.41
show the limits on their values at 68% and 95% confidence level (CL) for the muon
and the electron channels, separately and in combination.
Figures 6.38, 6.39 show the two-dimensional results in the two leptonic channels
and their combination as calculated with the datasets from the Baur Z0γ gene-
rator (§6.2.2).
The statistical analysis was also repeated with the aTGC samples produced with



hZ
3 hZ

4

Baur Z0(→ µµ)γ -0.07 0.07 -0.0006 0.0006
Baur Z0(→ ee)γ -0.06 0.06 -0.0005 0.0005
Baur combined -0.07 0.06 -0.0005 0.0005

Sherpa Z0(→ µµ)γ -0.06 0.09 -0.0006 0.0055
Sherpa Z0(→ ee)γ -0.06 0.08 -0.0005 0.0005
Sherpa combined -0.05 0.08 -0.0005 0.0004

P’inakas 6.11: One-dimensional 95% CL limits on aTGCs in the Z0Z0γ
vertex, without the use of form-factors (§4.6.1). Results are shown separately
for the productions with the Baur Z0γ and Sherpa event generators.

the Sherpa generator (§6.2.6). (A comparison between the Sherpa and Baur

Z0γ productions is discussed in §6.2.7). Using the paraboloidal functions obtained
from the Sherpa samples for the matching with the measured data, the two-
dimensional limits shown in Figures 6.40, 6.41 are extracted.

In order to compare with the existing experimental results (Table 6.2, §6.1), sepa-
rate one-dimensional limits for each coupling are also quoted in Table 6.11. These
are derived with the other coupling being set to its SM value, i.e. to zero.

The one-dimensional limits set on h3,4 when using either event generator are consi-
stent. However, two possible sources of the difference between the two-dimensional
results are briefly discussed here.
As mentioned in §6.2.6, the Sherpa production includes QCD contributions to the
LO calculations, while the Baur production includes these at the NLO level. On
the one hand, this might have an effect on the shape of the pγ

T distribution when
scaling to NLO level with k-factors (§6.2.4); if such an effect exists, it is expected
to be small.
On the other hand, the inclusion of QCD contributions is expected to make the
description of the Z0γ production more accurate. However, this introduces ad-
ditional kinematic cuts at the generation level, which can have an effect on the
interacting partons and the hadronic jets (§6.2.6).

With the present analysis the CMS experiment is shown to be approaching the
limits set on the hZ

3 coupling by the Tevatron experiments, although the integrated
luminosity used is significantly lower. The new limits on the hZ

4 coupling, which
is more strongly dependent on the centre-of-mass energy of the interactions, are
already tighter. These results provide confidence that the analysis repeated on
the LHC collisions data collected during 2011 will lead to either a considerable
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Sq’hma 6.38: Limits on the aTGC values at 95%CL (solid contour) and
68%CL (dashed), in the Z0(→ µµ)γ (left) and Z0(→ ee)γ (right) channels.
The Baur Z0γ production was used.

shrinking of the acceptable aTGCs values or to a discovery.
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Sq’hma 6.39: Limits on the aTGC values at 95%CL (solid contour) and
68%CL (dashed), with the combination of Z0(→ µµ)γ and Z0(→ ee)γ chan-
nels. The Baur Z0γ production was used.
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Sq’hma 6.40: Limits on the aTGC values at 95%CL (solid contour) and
68%CL (dashed), in the Z0(→ µµ)γ (left) and Z0(→ ee)γ (right) channels.
The Sherpa production was used.
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Sq’hma 6.41: Limits on the aTGC values at 95%CL (solid contour) and
68%CL (dashed), with the combination of Z0(→ µµ)γ and Z0(→ ee)γ chan-
nels. The Sherpa production was used.





Conclusions

The analysis presented in the previous pages dealt with the search for new
physics in the LHC proton-proton collisions data, through the possible existence
of anomalous trilinear gauge couplings and their detection in processes with a Z0

boson and a photon in the final state. This study was performed on the data
collected by the CMS experiment during 2010, namely with ∼ 36 pb−1. Althou-
gh there was no indication of phenomena beyond the Standard Model, CMS was
shown to be capable of a very precise analysis: The obtained experimental limits
on the values of the couplings were comparable and even stricter than the ones
previously achieved, with only a small fraction of the previous integrated lumino-
sity.
As a consequence, there is confidence that if couplings involving only neutral gauge
bosons truly exist within the reach of LHC, they will be uncovered before long.
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